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•S. to invest $140b. to end
ependence on foreign oil

KANSAS CITY, Missouri. — Preai-
--* Simmy Carter, carrying hie

for energy independence to
.nation's heartland, said yeater-

py that the fight to free the U.S.
a its dependence on foreign oil

. cost an unparalleled $i*)b. over
next 10 years. Re then ashed the

^erican public: “WIU you helpme
bcceed?"

>*On the battlefleldof energy, this
emocracy is going to make a
fend," Carter declared. “On this

you and I, fightsg Bide by
jr s fe. wBl win the energy war.”
/JjiSn the new; upbeat manner he un-

| fowled In Sunday night’s extraor-
i 'Xj ftnary effort to seize the initiative on

C Ilhergy. Carter received loud,
>v i ^Gained applause In a nationally

least speech to the National
elation of Counties. Itwashis ae-

i nationally broadcast speech in
and offered details to the

. . outline of energy policy that he
- suggested In Sunday night's ad-
Vjew.
'-.1 jifflis president, who worked on the

ias City speech even as he flew
from Washington, declared: “I

_ drawing our line of defence here
>.,Jjd now...overall, we are golpg to

’.'vr^iaie the unparalleled peacetime
"*

»i> .•tJemmitment, an investment of $240b.
" ‘

" ^American energy security so that
•' (ever again win our nation's in-

dependence be hostage to foreign
oil." „
He said all of the $140b. would

come from the proposed windfall
profits tax.resulting from the rating

of federal controls on domestic oil
prices. Although the tax has not yet
been enacted, administration of-
ficials, asking that they not be nam-
ed, said “there is virtual unanimity"
ofopinion thatCongress will approve

The $140b. for energy in-
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dependence compares with about
$%4b. spent on the speeded-up Apoflo
programme that launched
Americana to the moon exactly 10
years ago.
Carter levelled a sharp warning at

oil companies. Shouting to applause
that “the oil companies must
cooperate," the president said he is
prepared to use the full power of his
office to ensure theymeet the energy
needs of the nation.
He said he is dispatching auditors

to check company, profits and
supplies, and pledged to use “the ftin

power of the law against those who

t:;fut some reservations remain

orld hails Carter speech

Nr, 5,-.

European Common Market,
Wfrpan, and countries and

v'j. jfryanizationa around the world
ed U.S. President Jimmy
s new energy policy yester-

But some foreign officials and
tiifwapapers criticized the plan for

JSttog short on specifics. Investors
.^Afccted negatively too, sending gold

I a record $291,875 an ounce in

[^vBnich.

. ,n .
: The West German government

1 -

'jirtfcomed Carter's proposals and
.
ypjiiti "energetic realtzatton" of the

• ...imasurea would have “great
...rjjK&nlng" for world energy supplies

sd economic development.
French President Valery discard

^fEstaing heralded Carter's slx-

.
' pdnt energy plan as an “important

' dep in line with the spirit of -the
"
"JWtyo summit."

- \ in Italy, where the dollar fell to a
.e-month low, sources at Premier
id. AndreottTa bf&cesald~
itts had told Carter Ms energy

should bring favourable com-

IVJ

ladian Prime Minister Joe

.
rk said he had not had time to

dody Carter's speech yet, but said

f)k government was “generally en-

^/COiraged" by Carter’s vow to move
;tln* U.S. toward energy self-

sufficiency.
Common Market energy com-

missioner Guido Brunner said he
“welcomes unreservedly" Carter's
proposals to cut U.S. dependence on
foreign oil.

The secretary-general of the
Organization of Petroleum Expor-
ting Countries welcomed Garter's
programme.
“We In,OPEC welcome Garter's

statement outlining a programme to
cut tiie U.S. consumption of oil over
the next decade," said Bene Ortiz.

The Japanese government also
hailed Carter’s new energy policy,

calling It “amost positive strategy."

The French
1

newspaper
“Agence Economique et Finan-
ctere" said . Carter's new energy
programme should be welcomed by
both - oil producing and consuming
nations, but it questioned whether
theprogramme can be implemented
in vfeWTrfx-hostfle tJ.B. Cnagrepa. '

The Sovietpress yesterday carried
an extensive account of Cartier’s

energy address, saying that . he
attempted to blame OPEC for

America's problems.
The official Chinese news agency,

Xinhua, reported extensively on-

Carter's speech but did not com-
ment (AP) •

e oil extraction tops

Israel research priorities
*34 - By AARON BITTNER

- ’ 11 — -Jerusalem Post Reporter

le oil extraction andprocessing
,v- a top-priority item in Israel’s

.V energy research and develop-

;; programme, the Energy.
; J-Vllnistry's chief scientist told The
" .,#hualem Poet yesterday.

_,
fl

.
;'^rthur Shavlt said: "Like sun for

X i-«ar energy development, shale
1

hposlts are plentiful in our country.

. Jho grey sedimentary rock Is found
:J
_

various places throughout Israel.

la a lot of It in the Rotem Plain
- ^ (jj xMmona and south of Arad, at

L
' — next to the rich phosphate

Its — and at Hartuv, near Beit
,_ieah.

"What's more, it is relatively easy
^extract, with only 20 to SO metres
M overburden covering solid
roosits ranging from 50 to 200
Betres in depth."

i- Bhale consists of kerogen, a waxy
*Buiic substance, mixed with aedl-
ittt to form a hard rock. Several

i'ormer convict shot dead

n J’lem‘gangland killing’

3' 1

By BENNY MORRIS
f

Jerusalem Post Reporter
[An ex-conviet and known un-
pworid figure was shot dead early
gderday morning in Jerusalem's
jgjwaon Het neighbourhood In what

v 2** Ji*?
3® described aa "a gangland

M
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processes have been developed for

the final stages of refining the oil.

The common extraction technique
consists of crushing the rock and
mixing it with small, hot balls of

.aluminium oxide In a closed
chamber. The Intense beat drives
crude oil vapours from the kerogen,
and these are later condensed into

liquid oil in another chamber.
"So far, shale ail extraction and

processing has not been economical-
ly feasible," Shavlt pointed out. “But
the more critical the petroleum
Crisis becomes, the more impetus
must be given to shale processing."

A New Jersey firm — Science
Applications Incorporated — has
prepared a detailed studyon Israel’s

shale oil resources and projected
costs of oil' production from this

fossil rock. The price per barrel, ac-

cording to thin study, should be ap-

proximately $12.

But Shavlt rejects this finding

(Continued on page Z, coL 1)

tfofee men were detained by police

the day for questioning, butIN predicted that the tnvestiga-

tg* into the murder of Nissim
i, M, would take "at least a

_£*pecial team, beaded by Captain
graham Amsalem, has been set up

police to’ investigate the klll-

1:
At 2 am. yesterday, residents ot

pttov Yitzhak Sadeh summoned the

H# after hearing shots. Arriving

7f the scene, the police discovered
'.pjfcourt lying dead in a pool of

blood outside me door to the flat in 5

Yitzhak Sadeh. where he lived with

his father, brother and sister.

Police speculate that Zaghouri,

released four* months ago from
prison after serving six years for

rape, was about to enter the flat

when hia assailant, waiting in the

dark stairwell, fired two shots at

him. probably from a pistol. One

shot entered Zaghouri's chest, caus-

ing almost instant death, it was

reported.

Police yesterday discovered an

abandoned vehicle not far from the

site ot the shooting. They suspect

that the assailant, fcrhile making hia

getaway, heard police sirens and

abandoned his vehicle, deciding to

flee on foot. "He probably feared

police roadblocks." speculated a

police source.
Neighbours of the -dead man

(Continued on page Z, ceL 1)
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profiteer from our national shortage,
or who try to cheat the American
public."

The president said that nuclear
power “must play an Important role
in the U.S. to insure our energy
future." He did not elaborate in Kan-
sas City, but the words cleared up a
question posed in Ms speech of the
night before — what about nuclear
power?
Carter’s failure to mention nuclear

power on Sunday night stirred fears
in the industry that he would aban-
don atomic

.
power plants. Nuclear

power -has been reeling rmdwr the
weight of escalating costs and
lengthening licensing delays,
problems that were increased by the
accident at the Three Mn«» island
plant near Harrisburg, Penn-
sylvania. Only one utility ordered a
newnuclear plant last year, and none
have done so this year.
Carter said he would "not hesitate

to take action to avoid a serious
recession." The administration
acknowledged only lastweek that the
country faces a mild recession, with
unemployment rising to 6.9 per cent
next year from the current 5.6 per
cent.

Carter also announced that be
would offer "new incentives for the
production of heavy oil, oil shale and
hard-to-get-at natural gas — all of
which this country has in great abun-
dance."
Stuart Eizenstat. the president’s

chief domestic policy adviserand the
key architect of his 'energy
proposals, said this would involve
removing price controls from heavy
oil, which Is considered in abundance
in California, and lifting controls
from natural gas taken from pockets
twice as deep as conventional gas
fields.

Eizeastat told reporters that some
heavy oil is sold at $8 a barrel and
that removing price controls could
almost triple that price, making it

more profitable for energy com-
panies to drill for it
Eizeastat said the president's

latest proposals, along with previous-
ly announced policies, would help
save 8.5 million barrels of oil a day
overall by 1990, reducing the nation’s
oil imports to an estimated 1.5
million barrels a day.
The U.S. Imported an average of

just below eight mllllon'barrelsa day
during the first 179-days of this year
and could' import more than the new
quota and still stay within the self-

imposed limit of 8.5 miUion barrels
daily agreed to in Tokyo. .

• Other Carta* energy'tMV'pottb1”; -

• (Continued on page 2, coL 7)

Moda’i: Oral

promise of

Sinai oil

isn’t enough
By ASHER WALLEBH
Post Knesset Reporter

Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda’i
complained yeaterday- that the
promise to seH Israel oil, made by
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to

Prime Minister Menahem Begin in

Alexandria was "only a vague and
generalized oral commitment” and
hence Is not enough.
Addressing the Foreign Affairs

and Defence Committee of the
Knesset. Moda’i warned that after

the Alma oil fields in Sinai are hand-
ed back to Egypt in November, 98
per cent of the country’s fuel will be
coining from foreign sources. Not
only that, he said, bat purchases
have to be made, under increasingly

difficult circumstances on the open
market, while prices are rising

higher and higher.
Moda’i also complained thatMs 11-

point plan for energy savingwas be-
ing neglected by the Committee of

Economic Ministers.
The country is short offuel storage

capacity, Moda’i complained, draw-
ing the interjection from, former
Premier Yitzhak Rabin: “The
ecology buffs are to blame for that

shortage."
The energy minister also com-

plained that no progress was being

made at all on the proposal for a
nuclear electric power station.

Prof. Moshe Arens, chairman of

the Knesset Foreign Affairs and
Defence Committee, told reporters

later that before the November
withdrawal Israel must ask Egypt to

-commit itself in writing to oil sales

from the Alma fields.

To save fuel, Arens said, private

cars should be barred from city cen-

tres.

The decision to build the first

nuclear power-station here should be

taken forthwith, Arens said, adding

that Israel possessed all the man-
power and the technologies required.

Saddam Hussein takes over in Iraq

Bakr’s 11-year rule

ends in quiet coup
By ANAN SAFADI

Post Mideast Affairs Editor

Saddam Hussein, Iraq's
strongman, last night took over
his country’s presidency fax what
appeared to he a quiet coup that
ended Ahmed al-Rakr*s
U.year term ot office.

Bakr was officially reported to
have resigned due to 111 health —
which has indeed plagued him for
several years. Indications that he
was toppled, however, were ap-
parent In a aeries of broadcast
decrees in which Saddam
announced Me takeover, while dis-

missing six cabinet ministers
naming close aides to the- helm of

government and the armed forces
command..
The changeover was understood to

have followed yesterday's day-long
meeting by the ruling Revolutionary
Command Council which decided on
Bakr’s replacement by Saddam Hus-
sein as its head. As chairman of Its

council, Hussein took over the
presidency, thus ousting both Bakt

'

and Vice-President Taha Mohieddin^
News of the ouster was broadcast

by Baghdad radio, which sought to
play it down aaa routine measure,
apparently in an attempt to thwart
any possible uprising, especially
among the military, in support of
Baler. Bakr. who held the rank of
field marshal, was a career army of-

President el-Bakr

‘Egypt won’t

allow use of

Sinai bases

after pullback’
By WOLF BLITZEK

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — For more than a
year, Egypt has consistently re-

jected all proposals that the U.S. or
Israel be allowed to use the Sinai air-

bases following Israel's withdrawal,
well-placed U.S. sources saidyester-
day.
They were responding to reported

remarks by Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan that Egypt permit both the
U.S. and Israel to use the Sinai air-

bases after the withdrawal In order
to further the three countries' larger
strategic interests In the- region.

Even before the Camp David sum-
mit last September, U.S. and Israeli

officials had raised the idea with
their Egyptian counterparts. But
from _ President Anwar Sadat on
down, all Egyptian officials replied
that suchproposals,were inire&Ustic.
> r«fS4ir 'official* discussed the
proposal with- U.S. Defence
Secretary Harold Brown during his
visit to Israel last February. But
Brown said that Egypt had no in-

terest in pursuing the matter at this

early stage.
Clearly, however, U:S. officials,

especially military planners at the
Pentagon, would be delighted to win
permission to station U.S. Air Force
personnel at either Bitam or Etzion
at some time In the future.

Yet this does not appear likely to

happen soon, given the politics of the
region.
Knowing the Egyptian position on

this matter, U.S. sources were
perplexed about Dayan's timing in

making the statements now. The
Americans said that nothing has
happened in recent weeks to suggest
a possible shift in the' Egyptian at-

titude.

Hoss retains only Butros

in new Lebanese cabinet
BEIRUT (AP). — Prime Minister
Salim el-Hoas formed a new govern-
ment yesterday and said he will try
anew to stabilize post-civil-war
Lebanon.
The new 12-man cabinet — half

Moslem and half Christian — is the
second under Ms premiership since
the Syrian army intervention ended
the civil war in November 1976. He
offered the resignation of bis first
eight-man government ot
technocrats on May 8.

President Ellas Sarkis, a Chris-
tian, asked Hoss, a Moslem, to form
the new cabinet on July 2.

Presidential decrees announced
the new cabinet yesterday shortly
after a lengthy meeting between the
two leaders as a new outbreak of
Moslem-Cbristi&s sniping in Beirut
killed one person and wounded
another.
Foreign Minister Fuad Butros was

the only member of the outgoing

cabinet to retain his post under Hoss.
the longest ruling prime minister in
Lebanon since It gained in-
dependence from France in 1943.
Gen. Victor Khoury. the outgoing

defence minister, returned to his
original post as commander of the
Lebanese army. He was replaced by
Joseph Skai, an independent parlia-
ment member.
Charles Helou. who served as

president of Lebanon from 1974 to
1970. was named vice-premier in the
new cabinet, an apparent bid to can-
vass the support of right-wing Chris-
tian militias.

The make-up of the new cabinet
consecrated the pre-war tradition of
the sectarian power-sharing system,
under which the president is always
a Maronite Christian, the prime
minister a Sunni Moslem, and the
parliament speaker a Shla Moslem.
Other smaller sects are entitled to
ministerial seats.

Tiitani killer shouldn’t have been tried’

Knesset expels reservists

who lobbied in uniform
By ASHER WALLFISH
Po$t Knesset Reporter

Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir
yesterday ordered the Knesset
Guard to remove from the building
three army reservists who held a
press conference In uniform there,

claiming that the junior officer who
got eight years for wiling prisoners

in the Utani campaign should never
have been tried in the first place.

Shamir told the -reservists' that
they had no right to propagate their

ideaa while in uniform. Inside the
Knesset or elsewhere: But £he Ukud
faction; sponsored their cause, took
them along to the press lounge, and
called in parliamentary reporters
tor a briefing, at wMch Yigal Cohen
(Ukud-La’am) introduced the three.

Shamirhad earlier received a peti-

tion with 90 signatures from the
three reservists, calling tor the of-

ficer's immediate release. (Chief of

Staff Rafael Eitan remitted hia

sentence to two yearp, which spark-
ed off public and parliamentary con-
troversy.)

The reservists .said the junior of-

ficer should be freed and
rebabilitated, and that bis
forgiveness should be asked, for the
miscarriage of justice done him.
Nearly every soldier in the IDF’s
battle units should be tried, if the of-

ficer was tried, they said, since they
bad not behaved differently from
him.

The reservists wanted to know
why the same people who protested
against the remission of sentence
had not uttered a sound when dozens
of Arab terrorists were freed recent-

ly. In an exchange for a. captured
Israeli soldier.

While they were talking. Shell’s

Meir Pa’ll walked in and protested
vociferously at their actions.
Meanwhile one of the Knesset staff

went to inform the Speakerwhatwaa
happening in the press lounge.

- Military Police -«re reportedly
investigating the action of the three
reservists as to whether they were
engaging In political activity while
on active service, in addition to be-
ing in uniform at the time — both of

wMcb are offences.

The Alignment faction, meeting
yesterday, decided to invite Defence
Minister Ezer Welzman for a
general discussion on the
recommendations of the Shamgar
committee on reforms in the
military justice procedure.

These recommendations, sub-
mitted 18 months ago to the minister
of defence and the minister of
justice, have gathered dust since.

Till the meetingwithWelzman, the
Alignment also decided to hold over
a Mapam private members bill,

removing the powers of remission of

(Condoned on Page S, CeL S)

fleer who rose to power In 1963— five

years after he took part In
overthrowing the monarchy In Iraq.

He steered himself and the Ba’ath
Socialist Party into exclusive rule in

Iraq exactly it years ago.
Having controlled the

Revolutionary Command Council
where he served aa deputy chair-

man. Hussein had often shared
power with Bakr. But recently he
seemed to be breaking away from
Ms superior's closed-door policy
when he opened Baghdad to the Arab
critics of Egypt in the aftermath of

the Camp David peace accords with
Israel and then also moved to mend
fences with neighbouring Syria and
Jordan. All these moves contributed

to rehabilitating Baghdad's relations

with the West.
Bakr and Hussein may have

reached a crucial point of disagree-

ment, although no immediate issue
could be detected last night. What Is

clear is that Iraq is faced at present

with two major problems: renewed
hostilities with neighbouring Iran,
and the revival of the country's Kur-
dish revolt — two issues wMch
threaten to exhaust Its oil wealth.

Internally the Iraqi regime con-
fronts two dissident factions: the
pro-Moscow communists who have
been at loggerheads with the
B&'athlst rulers, and the Shla
Moslems who sympathize with Iran.

If the timing of Hussein's
takeover la of any significance, the
Iraqi strongman may have decided
to rush into It to pre-empt the brew-
ing conflicts, and at the same time
try to consolidate Iraqi cooperation
with Syria and Jordan, as well as
Saudi Arabia, with whichBakr never
maintained close touch.
Bakr last night seemed resigned to

surrendering the administration to

his successor. In a nationally televis-

ed speech, he said that he was han-
ding over all his powers to Saddam
Hussein. In addition to the presiden-
cy. these Include the offices of prime
minister, commander-in-chief of the
armed forces, and the regional
secretariat of the ruling Ba'ath Par-
.ty*

Bakr. 67. said, "My health state...

doesn’t allow me any longer to take
the responsibility with wMch the
council has honoured me.

"I’ve asked my friends to lift this
burden from my shoulders." Bakr
said.

Graduated

subsidy chop

seen likely
Post Economic Reporter

The tendency emerging now
within coalition circles is to opt for a
graduated price rise on basic com-
modities and fuel, thus avoiding any
drastic increases which would hike
the price index by a sharp 10 per
cent.

It therefore seems likely that the
prices of basic goods will rise by 40 to.

SO per cent.

The chop In subsidies may be
made in- the next' few days after
'Premier Menahem Begin meets with
Finance Minister Slmha Ehrlich and
coalition MKa.
The National Religious Party

Knesset faction yesterday decided to

ask Begin to withhold cabinet discus-
sion of price rises until he has heard
Its viewpoint, wMch seems to be
evolving towards a graduated
removal of subsidies until they even-
tually disappear, with parallel aid
for those in need.

Somoza said leaving; senior

officers prepare to flee

A man stands In the devastation of what was the Managua
cathedral, the principal place of worship hi the Nicaraguan capital.

It was wrecked to fighting between National Guardsmen and the
Sandtoista guerrillas. (OPI telephoto)

Comptroller raps retroactive party financing
By ARYEH RUBINSTEIN
Post Knesset Reporter

In a report to the Knesset Speaker

submitted yesterday. State Comp-
troller Yitzhak NebenzaM describes

the retroactive amendments to the

Local Authorities Election Finan-

cing Law as "setting the norm after

the deed has been done."
Dr. Nebenzahl writes that these

amendments, "which considerably

increased the amount of state finan-

cing and at the same time. retroac-

tively raised the ceilingon total cam-
paign expenditure," vitiate the en-

tire control process.

Such retroactive legislation, the

comptroller writes, “after the elec-

tion period has passed and the

amount of expenditure was already

known, leaves -no significant

deterrent function either to the law
or to the control that stems from the
law.”
Such a state of affairs, says Neben-

zahl, "does no good to the status of

the law or to respect for it.”

Referring to the election financing
In general, and not just to the 1978
local authorities’ elections, the com-
ptroller notes that In several of his

previous reports he urged that the
law be tightened.
Last year's local elections only

reinforced his conviction that such
changes are needed. Under the ex-

isting law, his contribution is

"necessarily limited," Nebenzahl
says.

In Ms reports to Knesset Speaker
Yitzhak Shamir In August 1977 and
November 3978, Nebenzahl called

special attention to two lacunae in

the Political Parties Financing Law
and urged their correction.

Under the present law, he pointed
out-, parties are barred from accep-

ting contributions from corporate
bodies In Israel — but not from
foreign corporate bodies. This
loophole, he said, opens the door to

circumventing the aim of the law.

Second. Nebenzahl noted, the law

applies only to political parties

proper. However, there are all sorts

of bodies that ore connected to

political parties, but whose fund-

raising activity does not explicitly

come under the purview of the state

comptroller.

The Local Authorities Election.

(GmUbdmI mi Page 9, CoL t)

MANAGUA. Nicaragua. —
Nicaraguan President AnastaBio

Somoza met with military advisers

at his La Curva residence yesterday,

and high military sources said the

president was expected to leave

Nicaragua last night
Somoza returned to his bunker of-

fice complex after the meeting.
Aides were seen taking suitcases out

of the compound. The guards usually

posted at the entrance to the building

and behind sandbags were gone.

Military sources said earlier that

Somoza would resign "very soon.”

Several top officers of Somoza'a
armed forces have gone into Mding
or fled the country in anticipation of
a takeover by Sandinista guerrillas.

“What we're trying to avoid la

things just falling apart when
Sdmoza leaves. We’re trying to en-
sure that a lot of people don’t get kill-

ed when the National Guard
crumbles," a high-level government
source- said.

The source said that several
colonels soughtasylum In the Colom-
bian Embassy )n Managua and that

other officers had also gone into

hiding or fled the country.

Somoza fired all of his 1 officers

with 30 years or more experience
from the National Guard, the coun-
try's combined army and police

force, the source said. The officers

numbered more than 100 and Includ-

ed all the generals and most
colonels.

Two Of the leading officers were
Gen. Humberto Corrales, head of the

chiefs of staff, and Col. Bayardo
Jlron. director of security and 'In-

telligence services. The Sandinlztas

say they will put on trial guard of-

ficers accused of crimes.
About 800 to 700 members of

Somoza's Liberal Party, govern-
ment officials and business
associates who have been staying at

the Intercontinental hotel, 200
metres away from Somoza's for-

tified headquarters, were making
rushed preparations to leave. A
reliable source at the Las Mercedes
international airport said dozens of

the officials staying at the hotel had
their luggage delivered to the airport
on Sunday afternoon in preparation
for departure yesterday.

Hundreds jammed ticket counters

.

yesterday morning, shouting and
shoving. In an effort to get a seat
aboard the only plane flying com-
mercially out of Managua, a 98-seat
Boeing 727 of the Somoza-owned
Lanica Airlines.

There are only two flights daily out
of Managua, one to the U.S. and the
other to El Salvador and Guatemala
City.

News of Somoza's plan to depart
soon swept through public
marketplaces and food lines. "I hope
the Sandinistas get here soon," said
one man waiting in line for food.
"We’re starving.”

bm! Mnsawi,

Jeresalan

Today at 5.30 p.m.

TERRACE CONCERT
SERIES

Ariel Ensemble
Mozart. Villa-Lobos. Reger

Series sponsored by Fiat,
makers of Fiat 132- the
Cl^ASSIC model.

(Please dress warmly)

POP IN!
While cooling your heels

at Ben Gurion Airport

take steps to keep in

touch with Israel, fifty-

two times a year. How? '

By reading The Jerusalem

Post Weekly International

Edition.

Pop into one of the two
Bronfman Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge and

subscribe on the spot.

Have a good journey.

Shalom.
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THE WEATHER

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Kalman Aner has been appointed
Israel's ambassador to Burma.

SHALE
(Conttimed from .page 1)

because "It sounds too ' cheap."
"After reviewing the study’ 1 es-

timate the per-barrel cost would be
¥26 to $30. Trouble is, cost estimating
for shale is tricky because it is still In

the early stage of research. Thai is

why estimates in other countries
range all the way from $8 to $35 per
barrej."
Shavit believes that Israel's shale

deposits offer a barrel of oil from
every three tons of rock. The coun-
try's present rate of petroleum con-
sumption is nearly eight million tans
a year.
Although simplification of shale

extraction and refining, and develop-
ment of synthetic petroleum, cannot
be ordered according to a time
schedule, Shavit is convinced
"progress could he accelerated" in
direct proportion to the amount of
money pumped into research.
He also believes that securing

manpower for mining shale rock
here should not be a problem — first

because the deposits are highly con-
centrated and, second, because ex-
perienced miners are available as a
result of the suspension of Timna
copper mines operations when world
copper prices plummeted.

GANGLAND
(Continued from page 1)

yesterday were reluctant to speak to

reporters about the killing. One jour-

nalist. from a Hebrew afternoon

paper was reportedly threatened by
several or the victim's friends If he
did not "clear out," which the jour-

nalist did promptly. Neighbours
appeared to know about the dead
man's underworld connections and
feared retribution.

“He was okay. He didn’t bother
me," one person about to complete
his IDF service told The Jerusalem
Post
The youth explained the reluc-

tance of other neighbours to talk.

"Good-neighbourliness in the

Katamonim is non-existent.
Everyone minds his own business if

he knows what's good for him," he

said.

Three beefy and sullen characters

— one with his neck in a brace — ap-

proached us. "They're friends of

Z&ghouri's. I wouldn't ask -them
anything. They’re likely to knock

your face In," the youth said.

Another neighbour,
1

a woman of

about 20, peered out of the window

and responded, "What murder?"
when asked about the shooting of the

occupant of the flat beneath hers.

Her mother shooed the young
woman away from the window.

Katamon Het, yesterday, was

jittery. The police and residents fear

further acts of violence in a chain

reaction to the murder. Neighbours

fear the victim's friends and the

wrath of his family, described by a

police source as “rough customers."

U.S. Orthodox group

backs gov’t in ads
Members of the Young Israel

Synagogues movement In the U.s.

and Israel have begun placing

advertisements in local dailies in

support of the government's -West

Bank settlement policy.

The Advertisements have so isr

appeared in The Jerusalem Post and

‘Ma'ariv." The "Ma’arlv" adver-

tisement demanded that Egypt lease

the Sinai oil fields to Israel, to ensure

Israel's oil supply.

HOME NEWS
Third of complaints against

police found to be valid
By YORAM BAR

TEL AVIV. — One-third of citizens*

complaints against police were
found by the police complaints com-'
mlssioner to be justified. The com-
missioner, Tat-Nltzav Yitzhak Ziv-

EI, said yesterday that the police
received 3,000 complaints last year
against policemen, and 1,000 of them
were justified. Of the justified com-
plaints 200 were about use of
violence by police.

The ombudsman also said that the
public has discovered recently that

the police take these complaints
very seriously. “Citizens who learn
how their complaints are in-
vestigated realize that ail those who
criticize the police for checking itself

are wrong," said Ziv-El.

“Every complaint is investigated
first by special officers in the district

and then at the National Police
Headquarters in Jerusalem by our
attorneys." said the commissioner.
Ziv-El pointed out that major com-

plaints about policemen, such as
beating prisoners, must be
transferred to the attorney-genera]

.

He decides whether to indict the
policemen responsible for the
offence in a civil court or in a police
disciplinary court.

"Our work is supervised constant-
ly and consistently by the attorney-
general and state comptroller, and
so far they have been satisfied with
the way we work," Zav-El said.

The Jerusalem Post has learned
that some 100 citizen complaints
have been In the attorney-general's,
office for over half a year, not taken
care o( due to a shortage of per-
sonnel.

Moda’i lauds Carter’s plan

to bunt alternatives to oil

1

By AARON SITTNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

U.S. President Jimmy Carter's
energy address was welcomed in
Jerusalem yesterday, with officials

at the Ministry of Energy praising
Carter's emphasis on the search for

alternatives to oil and a freeze on ex-
pansion of oil imports.

Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda’i
cabled James Schlesinger, the .U.S.
secretary of -energy: "President
Carter's programme will prove a
majdr move in blocking the most
dangerous development in modem
history...I congratulate you on the
courage and foresight manifested in

the message and wish the president
and the American people great
success in implementing this com-
plicated programme... I humbly
propose any contribution Israel
research and development can offen
in the areas of solar energy, agro-
chemical and biochemical energy
generation or shale oil processing."

After studying Carter's address, a
senior ministry official told The
Jerusalem Post: "How strange it is

that in the U.S., which is not
threatened by unwilling oil
suppliers, a president stakes his

political future on such a daring
plan, with its challenge to the
American people to cut back on their
energy use.
“But here In Israel, where we are

so dependent on imported oil, the
Ministerial Economic Committee
yesterday hesitated to order a one-
day shutdown of petrol stations, and
stalled on the Issue by referring it to

the cabinet for more discussion and
final determination."
The official noted that despite the

arguments raised against the one-
day closure by Industry, Trade and
Tourism Minlrter Gideon Patt and
other members of the committee,
effective fuel economies ore resul-

ting from such mandatorypetrol sta-

tion shutdowns in Japan, Brazil and
South Africa.

Beduiit upset over new bill

on land seizure in Negev
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A new bill which will enable the
government to seize Beduin land in

the Negev without resorting to court
orders has triggered a wave of un-

rest among the Beduin.

Sheikh Hammad Abu Rabia said
yesterday that the Beduin plan to
contest the bill "In every possible
way," and he hinted that they might
march into the Knesset to protest
against the legislation.

The bill — to be tabled in the
Knesset next week — will basically

deprive courts of jurisdiction in the
Negev Beduin areas, where

,
the

government is planning to build new
airfields to replace* the: bases to be
evacuated in the Sinai.

Abu Rabia charged that the
government was using the construc-

tion of the airfields as a pretext for

ejecting the Beduin tribes from the
Negev. He recalled that the govern-
ment and Beduin have been locked in

controversy for some time over land
ownership — long before the signing

Sinai Beduin on Israel side vote

in Egyptian assembly ballot today
By HARRY WALL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

GAZA. — Residents of Israel-
controlled Sinai will today be allow-
ed to vote in Egyptian elections for

the first time since the 1967 war.
Some 1,500 Egyptian nationals,

most of them Beduin living in
villages between Yamit and the Neot
Sinai border, will cross over to El-
Arish today to cast ballots for tbeir .

candidates to the Egyptian People's •

Assembly. The assembly elections
took place last month, but a number
of seats were kept open for the
residents of Northern Sinai.

Voting is expected to last all day,
after which the Beduin will return to

the Israeli side In as organized
crossing.
The voting procedure was an-

nounced yesterday by the Israel
Foreign Ministry and seemed to
catch the Qaza military govern-
ment. charged with organizing the

crossing, off guard. Informed
sources said the matter was decided
by Prime Minister Menahem Begin
and Egyptian 'President Anwar
Sadat daring their Alexandria sum-
mit conference last week. The move
is seen as a concrete step towards
the normalization of ties between
Egypt and Israel.

Today's Sinai border crossing is

the first being conducted directly by
Egypt and Israel, without the in-

tervention of the Red Cross. Only
lastweek the military government in

Gaza held up the return of Gaza
students from Egypt because it was
being arranged by the Red Cross,

and not directly between the two
nations.

'

A military spokesman here ex-

pressed the hope that today’s move-
ment will mark the beginning of

frontier traffic controlled directly by
Egypt and Israel.

Sincere condolences to the Lookstein Family,
New York City,

on the passing of

Rabbi JOSEPH H. LOOKSTEIN
Rabbi Emeritus Kehillath Jeahurun Synagogue, NewYork City; founder

and principal of Ramaz School, first day school in the U.SJL

Remembered affectionately by:

Dr. Fannie Sreinen, Jerusalem
Rhode. Israelov, Indianapolis, D.8A.
Paula Simon, Kfar Aviv

The Director of the Board of Governors, Prof. W. Low, and the

entire staff of the Jerusalem College of Technology
«

deeply mourn the passing of

Rabbi Dr. JOSEPH LOOKSTEIN

and convey their sincere condolences to the bereaved family.

In deep sorrow we announce the death of our beloved

WALLY EPPENSTEIN
The funeral will take place tomorrow. Wednesday, July* 18, 1979. leaving

from the municipal funeral parlour. 5 Rehov Dafna.Tel Aviv, at 2:30 p.m.

.

for ihc Kiryat Shaul cemetery.

In the name of the bereaved family:

Karl Eppenstein
Shimon and Chavlva Eppenstein

Doran and Yuel
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Kiryat Arba man sentenced

for attacking Hebron home
By IAN BLACK

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Avigdor Arakin from Kiryat Arba
was yesterday sent to seven months
prison and given an additional 11-

montb suspended sentence for
breaking into an Arab home in
Hebron on May, 26.

Arakin, a 19-year-old recent im-
migrant from the USSR, told the
Jerusalem District Court that he had
committed the crime for ideological
reasons — to publicize the right of
return of the Jewish people to
Hebron, where a sizable community
lived until the 1929 massacre.
He said he wished to draw atten-

tion to the fact that the house of the
Issa family, where 1 he and two other
assailants beat the occupants and
smashed furniture, was once Jewish
property.

Judge Eli.Cohen commented that
it was Ideological motivation that

Tnnrfp people assume the right of tak-

ing the law Into their own hands.

A large advertisement published

•In the Hebrew press last week called

. for Arakin’s release on the grounds
that the youth had “entered Arab
homes to explain to the Arab oc-

cupants that they were living in a
Jewish home."
The ad, signed by a large number

of Kiryat Arba residents and other

West Bank settlers, called for

Arakin's release, the evacuation of

the Arab residents of the Jewish
quarter in Hebron, and the punish-

ment of Arabs involved in the 1929

riots.

The trial of another man accused
of the same charges, Eli Haze'ev, an
American Vietnam war veteran resi-

dent in Jerusalem, is due to be
resumed later thla month. In June
Haze'ev denied the charges against

Mm.

of the Israel-Egypt peace treaty in
March.
Premier Menahem Begin heads

the cabinet ad hoc committee which
is drawing up the MIL The com-
mittee discussed the broad lines of
the bill yesterday and la to meet
again this week to finalize the
legislation. Finance Minister Nwiu
Ehrlich said it is expected that the
MU will be tabled early next week.
Beduin will have no right to appeal

against seizure decrees, although
they will be able to contest compen-
sation offered to them. Under the
bill, the Beduin will be given 90 days
to evacuate seized lands.
A government source last night

told The Jerusalem Post that Begin
is consulting aides on alternatives to
be made available to Beduin once
the bill is passed. The source made it

clear that the premier was deter-

mined to go ahead with the bill,

noting that there is no alternative for
the airfields in the Negev, whose
locations will become highly sen-
sitive security areas.

Avigdor Arakin clutches a Bible
as he is taken to court for senten-
dng yesterday,

Sanctions snarl

imports, exports
Jerusalem Post Reporter

BEN-GURION AIRPORT. —
Customs and excise workers are
threatening to Intensify a series of
labour sanctions whichhave already
caused Imports to start piling up in
warehouses and exports to leave the
country late or unsupervised.
The sanctions began on Thursday,

when the customs workers cut two
hours off the four morning hours
they normally see importers. On
Sunday the customs men began
refusing to work after 2 p.m., and
were to continue that sanction for a
second day yesterday. Today the
workers are scheduled to meet to
discuss a further intensification of
their job action, according to
national works committee chairman
Yitzhak Mann.
He said the workers are also Im-

posing a series of other sanctions, in-

cluding refusal to investigate tax
evasions, to conduct raids, or to
collect VAT' returns.

The workers are demanding
larger Incentive bonuses and ad-
ditional personnelto deal with the tar

creasing number of raids and en-
forcement campaigns carried out.by
the customs and excise department,
Mann said..

Customs officials at Ben-Gurlon
Airport confirmed that sanctions
were taking place, but refused to

divulge details of the exact effects

the sanctions are . haring. Mann,
however, said that “the VATreturns
alone brought In almost ILBOOm. a
month."

Yad Vashem honours

for Hungarian woman
: A Hungarian Catholic woman and
her late- father will be honoured -on

Thursday by Yad Vashem far their

role' in saving a Jewish family from
the Nazis during World War Two.
Maria Olt will plant a tree In the

Avenue of Righteous Gentiles in her
own name and In her father's, Joazef
Lang.
Olt Md Miriam Nevo (Laazlo) , her

husband and her baby daughter in a
shed in Lang's country vineyard
after the L&azlos fled Bucharest in
the spring of 1944. Olt's own husband
left her because of her persistence in
protecting the Jewish family,
despite the danger.

Farmers ired at government

refusal to lift beef subsidy
By ALAN ELSNEB

Jerusalem Post Reporter
TEL AVIV. — Farmers yesterday
reacted angrily to Sunday’s cabinet
failure to remove the subsidy on im-
ported beef after the High. Court of
Justice ruled last Thursday the
subsidy was not legal.

At the same time, “deep concern"
was felt at the possible removal ot
the subsidyon locally raised poultry.
Farming sources threaten a renewal
of last month’s *

'

militant action” if

this happens.
Simha Assaf, director-general of

the Hlatadrut Agricultural Centre
which is coordinating the farmers'
campaign, yesterday told The
Jerusalem Post that farmers would
not accept the removal of their
poultry subsidy. "That would bring
us back to square one," he said.
Farmers feel “the Israeli market

should be. supplied by Israeli
agriculture and not through food im-
ports. Free-market forces will make
it impossible for farmers to plan and
ultimately lead to imports."
Assaf reacted angrily to the

possibility, hinted at by cabinet
secretary Arye Naoron Sunday, ttmt
the government might apply for a
rehearing of the case in the High
Court. “We are seriously beginning
to think there is some kind of con-

spiracy to crush agriculture," he
said.

Histadrut Secretary-General
Yeroham Meshel said on Sunday
that a permanent percentage of the

budget should be devoted to sub-

sidizing domestic agricultural
products. “The Histadrut will not

stand aside wMle attempts are made
to break agriculture," be declared.

A clear split Is now emerging
between the farmers and the
Agriculture Ministry. Ministry
spokesman Naftali Yaniv told The
Post yesterday that the ministry was
“not happy" with Sunday’s decision,

but had “decided not to make a fuss,

because the subsidy is doomed in

any case."
However, the ministry, unlike the

farmers, supports the removal of the

local poultry subsidy. Yaniv con-

firmed that if Industry Minister Gi-

deon Patt puts forward such a
proposal. Agriculture Minister Ariel

Sharon will support it.

YOUTH. — Noar Oved youth move-
ment members demonstrated
yesterday outside the Jerusalem
municipal education department of-

fices to protest against the plan to

eject their French Hill branch from
premises which are part of a school
building there.

WE ARE GOING ON HOLtOAYfh
from July 22. 1979
until August 3. 1979.

AND UP TO THE START OF juf
HOLIDAY. THE "CANON. PENTAX
MINOLTA** CAMPAIGN Wtir
REMAIN IN FULL SW1NGH!
* large selection of cameras and ac-

cessonc-.

* Sole E*&hange — Purchase:

'

* Passpmt photographs on the spoil"
k Camera repairs With guarantee'

Closed all day Tuesday.

S^fiolo^rsnmr
31, Rt H HICHA1UT2 .HAIFa

CARTER
(Continued from page i)

.* Creation of an energy securit-
corporation "outside the federal
bureaucracy" to develop aUenamJ
energy sources. Administration
ficials said later the eorpotnUo*
would get $&8m . over the next decs*
to produce 2.9 million barrels & dta
of- alternative fuels. - J
« An energy mobilization board to
cut red tape blocking Increased
energy production and projects. '•

• A $9b. programme to reqqu.
utilities to switch from oil to coal taA
a $2b. plan for the companies tomake low-cost loans to their
customers to finance conservation
improvements.
• Improvement of mass transport*
tion and research on more efflefag
automobiles. Administration afakg
said the programme would cal] %
spending $16 . 5b. over the next
decade.
• Aid to low Income Americans to
help them pay higher energy bin*
Officials said Carter would propose
spending $2.4b. a year for such aid.

• A $3.5b. programme aimed at

producing 20 per cent of the nations
energy needs from solar power to
the end of the century.
Carter received an enthusiastic

reaction from the 4,000-9,000 person*
in the convention centre in Kansu
City. In his 3S- minute address, be
reiterated his demand that Gongrea
give Mra authority to develop *
standby gasoline rationing plan.

In tone and in content, the speech
resembled the Sunday address by
dealing also with what Carter mesa*
a failure of confidence in the nation.

But he dealt primarily with energy
(AP, UFI)

Haddad in hospital

Jerusalem Post Reporter
METULLA. — Major 8a'ad Haddad,
commander of -the Southern
Lebanese forces, la in Haifa's Ran.
bam Hospital undergoing testa, hit
spokesman said yesterday. He add-
ed that an .open telephone line haa
been set up between the major’s
hospital bed and Ms headquarters b
South Lebanon.

Freij: E. J’lem power strike ‘rejectionist’

By IAN BLACK
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Bethlehem Mayor Elias Freij,
chairman at the board of the East
Jerusalem Electric Company r com-
plained yesterday that a week-long
strike by company employees Is

“Illegal" and backed by “rejec-

_

tionist .elements." The workers
' denied aodjSaid their desnqpds
were "entirely non-political.u> •••*-

Freij said he had assured the
workers “at two meetings last week
that we have no plana to dismiss
them.” He implied that the strikers
were being backed by communist
elements and noted angrily that a
news-sheet issued yesterday was
printed -in a format almost identical
to the left-wing weekly “A-Talia."
The strike, which enters its

seventh day this morning, broke-out
against a background of workers'
demands that their pensions be link-

ed to the Jordanian dinar; that they
be allowed to take vacation they say

Is owed them; and that a properly

organized system of grading and
salary increments be introduced.

Freij told The Jerusalem Post that

the workers' demands are “trivial,"

although be conceded that the pen-

sion question had only been brought

to Ms attention last week and that he
"needs time to study it.” As for the

vacation Issue, he said, itisbeingex-
amined by- the- -company'8 legal ad-

viser.

The Bethlehem mayor, clearly

harassed by this crisis for the finan-

cially weak company, said angrily

that he believed the employees were
being “manipulated by rejectlonlst

elements" to forestall the plan to

grant a concession to the Israel Elec-

tric Company to supply power to

Jewish neighbourhoods and
settlements beyond the Green Line.

The strike has become something
of an issuethroughout theWest Bank

and East Jerusalem and it has gain-

ed the support of many worter*'
organizations . The pro-PLO and“lef-

tist 1 daily - "A-Sha^aM* yesterday
carried 27 separate messages at

solidarity from various bodies.

The strikers say that they an
maintaining emergency,crews and

that power supplies have notbeen In- 1

terrupted.

With profound sorrow, .

we announce the untimely death
of our beloved

Dr. DAHLIA GREIDINGER

The funeral will leave
the Rambam Hospital, Haifa,

-at 2.30 p.m.
on Tuesday, July 17, 1979

for the Hof Hacarmel Cemetery.

C. Kenny Greidinger
Moshe and Irit, Rebecca,
Israel and Merav
£dna Sivan and family
and all members of the
family in Israel and abroad

The management and staff of

Fertilizers and ChemicalsLtd. .

are deeply grieved at the passing of

Dr. DAHLIA GREIDINQER

our Director of Research and Development.

• fc

Sincere condolences to the bereaved family.

On -July 15, in Jerusalem

MORTON AARON BARGTEIL
in his 44th year.

Beloved second son of Meyer and Hannah Bargteil

Burial in Eretz Hahaim Cemetery (AACI section) today at 2.30

p.m. Bus leaves from Super Sol parking lot on Agron St. at 14$

p.m.

Shiva at 4/3 Ben Tabai, San Simon, Jerusalem. Minyan daily.

7.00 a.m. and 6.30 p.m. . ..

Family will appreciate contributions to the Morton A. Bargteff

Memorial Endowment of the AACI Scholarship Fund.

",Mourn not his death for now he knows no pain.

"

Hie World Council of Synagogues
The Jerusalem Belt Knesset of the World Council

and the Jerusalem Centre for Conservative Judaism

share inthe grief oftheir devoted co-workers

. Meyer and Hannah Bargteil

on the untimely passing oftheir beloved son

AARON MORTON
{

and extend heartfelt sympathies to them.
j

May they find a measure of consolation in their dedicated i

labours for all that is sacred in Jewish life. -i

Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist Organization
of America

Hadassah Council In Israel

Hadassah Medical Organization

deeply mourn the passing of

ZIP F. 8Z0LD

Our deepest sympathy to the Greidinger Family

' on the passing of

DALIA
Moshe Dadash
Kfir, Orgil, Edison
and Mitchell Cinemas
Binyenei Ha’ooma, Jerusalem

Past President of Hadassah

and extend heartfelt sympathy to the

bereaved family.

Our deepest condolences to '

.

Attorney Sam Cohen and Family

on the loss oftheir dear father

ZEEV COHEN
May his soul rest in peace.

All Ms friends at 1SK till
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JERUSALEM POST POLL

Begin’s popularity sags

hile Dayan’s picks up
- By MARK SEGAL

post Political Correspondent

jgL AVIV. — Premier Menataem
k Begin'* popularity is sagging. The
•Dpularity of Finance Minister

‘ ajnha Ehrlich Is at its lowest ebb,

«ad Foreign Minister Moshe
'

-gjpan’s Is picking up.
'

. These are the findings In the June
white opinion poll conducted by the

. ’jgodl’in Karachi applied research

jWtre for The Jerusalem Post.

Replies to another question, con-

jucted among a representative a&m-
'3

b, of 1,261 adults, elicited a big
majority who do not think that Preed-

1 W Yitzhak Navon is Interfering too
pach U politics.

v wation: Who is best suited to be
minister?

.. tfenabem Begin
' fljmon Pe««
^-•rRaWll

rWeixman
'Cube Dayan

fyyhufc Navon
Uten
Undecided

y«Ign minister?

{biwEbui
QgslAHon

. Jfeltinan

'Ozbek K&bin
’jbnonperne

Jane pell May pell

% %
15.4 49.9

U.4 9.6

6,1 7.8u 2.6
2.4

1.9 1.8 .

3J> 4.1
ao.i 25.7 .

1 best suited to be

P

%
M.C 49.1

1U 16.0
2-0 •1.7

1.7 1.8— 1.4
1.0 _
4A 4.0

20.9 28.0

Question: Who is beat suited to be
^.Bvance minister?

% %
•"j&rflch 8.9 12.1

.ft'Kov Levinson 4.0 8.7
- y^miihuA. R&blnovrtti 8.7 8.7

'ttrsbam Sb&vlt 2.4 8.4

-^iPDonGainy
.

Hurvltz
1.0

1.6

VU&len 8.9 10.0

Wedded 7U. 60.0

... In the poll, 62 .6 per cent favoured
: jj*er Weizman now for defence
i jnlnlzter, compared to 82.8 per cent

^ May poll. - -

' Centre directors Mina Zemach and
* imiram Yarkonl, In analysing the

mnlts, find Premier Begin par-
'

'tleolarly popular with younger peo-

while declining in favour higher

ip the age scale. A profile of the

•i nerage Begin supporter emerges:

Lov on the income and education

scales, religious, oriental, not a
member of the Hiatadrut/llvee in a
new town', blue-collar worker, bora
In Israel, His popularity 'continues
high with Likud voters (81.7 per
cent) and the National Religious
(Party.

Opposition leader Shimon Feres Is
particularly unpopular among
younger people, army-age (8.8 per
cent). He is more liked among the
upper income bracket and among
the rural population. Peres' support

. for premier among Labour Party
voters is only 80.5 per cent.

As to Moshe Dayan, the pollsters
note that older voters like Mm less
than the younger adults do. Orientals
like him more <07.6 per cent) th%n
those of western origin (48.8 per
cent). He Is more popular among
sabras (60.8 per cent) than among
others; the' religious like him more
than the unobservant, and readers of

“Yedlot Aharonot” favour him more
than readers of other newspapers.
New townships also, prefer, him.
Among Likud voters, he is most pop-
ular (74.7 per cent), slightly less so
among the NRP (99.7 per cent) , with,
a resldular. support among Labour
voters (41.8 per cent) and less
among old DMC voters (28.6 per
cent)

.

Simha Ehrlich ia not liked much In

.

any section of the population. The
pollsters note that no. finance
minister was ever a popular figure,
but none ever sunk so low in public
esteem as Ehrlich. Ehrlich finds his
highest measure of favour among
men, younger people, orientals,
religious, low-income, readers of
“Ma'ariv, 1 * sabras, Ukhd and NRP
voters.

In response to the question — do
yon think President Yitzhak Navon
intervenes too much In politics? —
the response was: YeB, 18.9per cent;
no, 78.8 per cent, . and undecided, 4.8

per cent.
The pollsters find more Likud and

NRP voters in the “yes" category
and more Labour and old DMC
voters among naysayers. Borne 80.6

per cent of the 18-22. age group
replied ‘

*yes, " as did a quarter of the
orientals, religious, low-income, and
those not reading a newspaper.
The pro-Navon majority is par-

ticularly weighted among the 28-30

age group, higher up the economic
and education scales, "Ha’aretz”
readers and among academics and
professionals.

Furore over TV’s ‘Behind the Headlines’

By JUDY SIEGEL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Following charges by a Broad-

bating Authority board member
list "Behind the Headlines" host

[iron London used the television

v last week to “indict -the state-

its land seizure policy," the •

i decided yesterday to attend'ft'

'

ial screening of the controver-

sial segment.
L&’am representative Aharon

Tipo criticized “Behind the
- feaBines" for its treatment last

vwk of land seizure in the Arab
village of Mi’Ilya. He clalm-

ttat London turned the segment,
ritfoh was supposed to deal with the

E'flya case, into an "Indictment"
{shut the state for all of Its past

_ •-f^dxureo of land to build Jewish
$ f

p
|
Jfiiettlementfl. Papo demanded that

ether London be suspended as host

r that the twice-weekly interview

rogramme be taken off the air.

r
Authority chairman Reuven-

‘

[iron suggested the special screen-

og, which will he followed by. a
*. resumption of the discussion at a
kterdate.
' Meanwhile, 28 senior department
tod division beads at TV House this

' peek sent a latter to Yosef Lapld,

tathorlty director-general, urging

rfcat TV director Arnon Zuckerm&n

.

rhose second three-year term ex-

#zes at the end of this month, be
•appointed. The staffers, who have

been working forTV since It began a
decade ago, recalled the “endless
shocks in labour relations and the in
cessant turnover of directors that

prevented proper operations and
retarded its professional
development.".
-Zubkerinah, they aald, had helped

Improve labour relations1 ot“TV
House. They said they feared that if

his term was not extended, the

previous situation would return.

Zuckerman’s absence from a

meeting of the authority plenum's
finance committee on Sunday ind

ed the committee to postpone his

request for a 83.2m. allocation for

equipment. Zuckerman has been
boycotting all plenum and com-
mittee meetings since a dispute

several months ago in which plenum
member Yosef Ben-Shlomo sharply

criticized authority staffers and
authority executives failed to defend

them.
The finance committee did,

however, approve the radio’s re-

quest for a 81.2m. equipment alloca-

tion. .

CENTRE. — A vocational training
centre is to be opened at Mlgdal
Ha'emek at the beginning of the

academic year. The centre, which ia

primarily intended for 16 and 17 year

olds, will also provide evening
classes for adults.

iiiif'
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Relatives and friends of the Bhatta convicts appealing life sentences for the murder of
‘ Yefet Nagar crowd the corridors of the Supreme Court in Jerusalem yesterday under the

watchful eyes of beefed-up police forces. (Zoom 77)

Tight security at Supreme Court as Shatta lifers appeal

Hearings started yesterday in the
Supreme Court In appeals lodged by
Shatta prison convicts sentenced last
year to life sentences for the X976
murder of fellow convict Yefet
Nagar.
Scores of police and Border Police

troops, armed with guns and
nightsticks, restored to Jerusalem's
Russian Compound the Bevingrad
atmosphere for which it was in-

famous in the latter days of the
British Mandate.
The original trial lasted 14 months

and cost the state XL4m., most of it in

security costs for hearings that were
marked by violence in and around
the Nazareth courtroom and an es-

cape .by some of the accused."
Ben-Nlr Arshl, "Sami Elkhayam,

Yitzhak Kish, and Zion Rababchl, all

given life terms, and two others,
Zion Amiel and Dov Basil, were
brought to court heavily chained
hand and foot and surrounded by
dozens of police intent on ensuring
that Jerusalem not witness a repeat
of the Nazareth courtroom violence.

Everyone entering the court
premises was subjected to a body
search, had his name checked and
listed by a police sergeant, and ran a
cordon of security men.

Police were tense and nervous In

the courtroom as the appeal, based
on the contention that prison con-
ditions and the methods of the police
Inquiry had not been conducive to &
fair trial, got under way.

Hearings are expected to last

three days. (Itlm)

Local device could help

diagnose breast cancers
An electronic Instrument for the

early diagnosis of breast cancer has
been developed at the Weizmann
Institute.

Dr. Baruch Soliah told the army
radio's news magazine science
supplement yesterday that the

device makes it possible for a doctor

to detect within seconds the precise

proportions location of a growth

in a patient’s breast, without any ill

effects to the patient.

The -instrument, developed
together with Prof. Ephraim Frye,

measures the electrical properties of

breast tissue. Its development was
made possible by Solish's discovery

that healthy and sick tissue have
different conductive properties.

The instrument is composed of a
micro-computer and a detector
made up of 64 conductors. The con-

ductors send a low electric current

into the patient’s breast at 64 points,

and the computer records the
resulting reactions, which are pro-

jected on a television screen in the

form of dark and white dots. A con-

centration of white dots Indicates the

presence of a cancerous growth.

The device, developed with sup-
port from the Israel Cancer Society
and the chief scientist at the In-

_ dustry, Trade and Tourism Ministry,

will shortly be produced for
marketing by the Agar company af
Kibbutz Glnossar.

Restaurants warned
HAIFA.— City Hall yesterday gave
the owners of restaurants and kiosks

in Rehov -Hehalutz and Rehov
Hane^’lm-a fortnight .to. improve-
cleanliness,*.er face <dosM«"byiad-
ministrative order.
The warning followed an inspec-

tion' ofthe many eating places on the

two main roads in the Hadar area by
deputy mayor Yosef Blaustein and
senior health officials. A -City

spokesman said most of the .eating

places, which include many falafel

and steak stands did hot meet sanita-.

tion requirements, although a few
were “very clean." Blauateln
promised that City Hall would
tighten its control over the
cleanliness of eating places In the ci-

ty.
•

2 colleges recognized

Jerusalem Post Reporter

*; The David Yellin College of
' Edhcatibn'in Jerusalemwaa'gr

t
anted

.

statutory ’'recognition by the cabinet
on Sunday, as an institute of higher
education to prepare teachers forthe
Bachelor of Education degree. This
qualifies them to teach in junior high
schools.

The cabinet also recognized the
Bezalel Academy of Art and Design
(Jerusalem), as an institute of
higher education for degrees in en-
vironmental design.
Bezalel already gives degrees In

five other disciplines: graphics, In-

,-dufltrial design, ceramics, art, and
jewelry.

Moda’i wants mail

discounts cancelled
Post Economic Reporter

Communications Minister Yitzhak

Moda’l is seeking cancellation of all

the reductions in postal tariffs now
granted on books for the blind,

newspapers, parcels to soldiers and
books.

If he gets his way It will cost IL20

to send a 3-kg. parcel to a military

postal address, instead of IL10 to-

day, and a telegram sent by a soldier

will cost XL25 for10 words as opposed

to Tf-S today.
Printed matter and equipment for

the blind, which at the moment is

tree, will be charged at the full rates,

and the cost of sending a newspaper
abroad will go up from IL1 .05 to

IL7.B0 for Europe and from 112.80 to

XL10 to the U.S.
Cancelling the 'lower rates for

mailing books and records printed in

Israel is also proposed.

New body to probe

diamond, books issue
.

• Post Economics Reporter
' Bn another ofa long and so far in-

effective series of steps to enforce
the keeping of books in the diamond
sector, - the ministers of Justice,

finance andindustry have decided to

set up a committee to look into the
problem.
The most recent move by the

government was a Treasury direc-

tive to diamond merchants to run
books in accordance with the law
from April. The industry declined to

cooperate. The Treasury now says
the merchants have until October to

comply.

Academics may
boycott Moscow
conference

By SARAH HON1G
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A group of 40 Israeli

political scientists may cancel their

participation In an International con-

gress in Moscow because the Soviets

have not yet provided visas for 10

members of their group. They also

feel that those who have received

visas are being discriminated
against.

Prof. Asher Arlan of Tel Aviv.

University, who heads the Israel,

Political Science Association, told

The Jerusalem Post the 40 Israelis

planned to attend the International

Political Science Association con-

gress scheduled to begin in Moscow
on August 12, The meeting is held

every three years. The last one was
in Scotland, and the one planned for

1982 will probably be in Brasil.

So far. only 30 members of the

group have received notification

from the Soviets that they have
visas. But, unlike their colleagues

from other countries, they received

no information about accommoda-
tion in the Soviet capital. Their feel-

ing is that no reservations have been

made for them.
Five members of the group receiv-

ed only a promise of a visa, and
another five have had no- reply
whatever.
Arlan says that unless the entire

group receives its visas, "there is a

chance that we will decide not to at-

tend. The American and French
Political Science Associations have
promised us that If all of our
members are not allowed In, then

they too will cancel their attendance.

Israel, Egypt envoys

row on peace service
WELLINGTON (Reuter). — A row
between the Egyptian and Israeli

embassies in New Zealand has fore

ed the cancellation of a Middle East
peace service in St. Paul’s Anglican
cathedral here.

The service, scheduled for next
Monday, was

.
cancelled because of

disagreement over the use of

quotations from speeches by their

countries' leaders.
Israel ambassador Ya'acov

Morris told reporters the Egyptians

had objected to the inclusion of the

phrase “the land of Zion and
Jerusalem."
Egyptian ambassador DR. 1JL

Sorour said he was against the use of

such quotations.
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Supporters of

draft-law protester

demonstrate at jail

Ry MlORAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Supporters of Rinat

Levy, the 25-yeor-old IDF reserve

sergeant who was arrested on Fri-

day when she refused to report for

duty, held a quiet demonstration

yesterday outside the women's
military prison In Tzrlfin.

Levy, of Bat Yam, was arrested by

military police on Friday morning.

She defied a call-up order In protest

against discrimination in the

women's draft law.
Among the demonstrators who

came to support Levy yesterday

afternoon were members of the
Organization for Equal National Ser-

vice, MK Shularalt Alonl, former
Knesset member Boaz Moav. Tel

Aviv University Prof. Gershon
Weller, members of the feminist

movement, and other reserve duty

reslaters.
The protesters claim that, because

a woman can be exempt from army
service on the basis of a declaration

that she la religious, those women
who do serve must put in a dis-

proportionate amount of time.

Tzlpora Benesh, one of the
organizers of the demonstration,

said that Levy would be brought
before an officer today, but will ask

to be tried by a military court.

Aliya up 59 per cent

in first half of year
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A total of 17,723 ollm arrived in the

first half of this year — an increase

of 89 per cent compared to the same
period in 1978, according to the Ab-

sorption Ministry.

The largest increase was in allya

from Iran, with 3,141 registering as

ollm — a figure 20 times that of Per-

sian allya In the first six months ef

last year. There was no significant

increase in the number of arrivals

from the West.

Haifa’s c’tee raps prostitution report

By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — A public inquiry com-
mittee has scored as "exaggerated

and damaging" the recent Kol

Yisrael radio report on prostitution

in Haifa high schools.

The Committee for the Prevention

of Juvenile Delinquency, beaded by
Juvenile Court Judge Aharon
Melamed, investigated the situation

at the request of Mayor Ary.e Gurel.

The mayor had token exception to

the publicity Kol Yisrael gave to its

"Investigative report." which was
broadcast as its lead news item for

24 hours.
The committee noted that "reports

based on rumours and unverified in-

formation, which were exaggerated

beyond all proportion, are likely to

cause harm. Girls in distress and
others on the fringe learn from such

reports that many girls engage in

prostitution, Including high school

girls in the better quarters of the ci-

ty. This blunts the stigma of prostitu-

tion in their minds and weakens their

inhibitions. They may in this way be

pushed Into prostitution," Judge

Melamed wrote.

As to prostitution in schools, the

committee found that only one case

was established — In 1976 — and the

girl is now, in ah. institution under

court order.
• Two other girls, who engaged .in.

prostitution according to Kol Yisrael

report, were over 18 and had left

school. The committee also found

that five girls spent their time in

questionable company, but there

'was nothing to show that they engag-

ed In prostitution, in or out of school.

BACKGROUND REPORT/David Landau

Muted reaction over U.S. consular activities

International law prohibits U.S.

consular officials in Jerusalem from
engaging in political activity on the

West Bank, in the view of Israeli

legal aqurces. But political sources

in Jerusalem advise against "mak-
ing an issue" of these legal restric-

tions — because many countries.

Israel among them, tend to stray

beyond the strict letter of the Inter-

national conventions in their
diplomatic and consular work In

free. Western societies.

"To throw the rule-book at the U.S.

would be madness for us," one well-

placed source -here observed in

private conversation. "The line

between normal intercourse and in-

terference in the affairs of the

receiving state is often very thin In

diplomatic work. The Israel em-
bassy in Washington, for Instance,

could easily be accused on occasion

of crossing It..."

The issue of U.S. consular ac-

tivities on the West Bank was raised

most recently last week by Interior

Minister and chief autonomy
negotiator Yosef Burg, who sharply

criticized Washington at a press con-

ference.
Legal sources in Jerusalem point

out that the scope of acceptable ac-

tivities laid down for consulates is

much narrower than that pertaining

to embassies. The Vienna Conven-
tion on Consular Relations of 1968

lists categories of functions per-

taining to consulates which include
mainly economic and cultural
relations with the receiving country,

and assistance to nationals of the

sending country.

There Is, however, a seemingly
broad catch-all category — article

5 (m) — which reads: "Performing
ahy other functions entrusted to a
consular post by the sending, state

which are not prohibited by the laws
or regulations of the receiving
state." This could be construed as
embracing political work. But the

Israeli legal sources argued that the
general context of Article 5 makes It

clear that the "any other functions"
referred' to are not Intended to in-

clude political functions, hut rather
any technical functions omitted from
the list of economic and cultural ac-

tivities provided in the article.

"The general tenor of the entire

convention," one legal source said,

"Is that the consul does not deal with

political affairs."
Israel has another legal argument

against the U.S. consular officers

stationed in Jerusalem undertaking

political work on the West Bonk: The
argument that the West Bank la not

connected to Jerusalem under
Israeli law. (Israel unilaterally

annexed East Jerusalem after the

Six Day War. The consulates there,

most of them established before the

state was founded, are nominally

responsible for Jerusalem only, not

for the West Bank.)
(There have been allegations that

U.S. consular officers, In seeking to

draw West Bank leaders into the

peace process, have held out the
prospect of greater strides towards
political independence once the
autonomous council is set up. U.S.
sources deny that any American of-

ficials stray beyond the terms of the
Camp David Framework in their

conversations.)

Israeli legal sources acknowledg-
ed that Israel would have much less

ground for objection if the same os-

tensibly political activities were be-

ing engaged in by diplomats at-

tached to the U.S. embassy in Tel
Aviv.

As diplomats, rather than consuls,

their ambit of activity would be
wider. And as members of the em-
bassy accredited to Israel their right

to conduct the normal diplomatic

work of Information garnering In

Israel-occupied territories could

hardly be challenged.

For this reason, as well as for the
possible boomerang effect upon
Israeli legations abroad, it seems
that Jerusalem does not Intend to

press the point too strongly — at this
time at least — with the U.S. govern-
ment.
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Sadat at OAU meet with 100 guards
MONROVIA. Liberia (UPI). —
Liberian officials yesterday ex*
pected a record number of beads of
state — nearly 40, Including a heavi-
lyguarded President Anwaz*Sadat of
Egypt — to attend the 18th annual
summit of the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU).
“Re is a marked man," one Egyp-

tian official conceded, saying Sadat
was being protected by at least 100
security'officials. “We have to watch
him very, very closely." especially
after last week's attack on the Egyp-
tian embassy in Ankara, he said.
Sadat Is expected to deliver a

speech tomorrow on Egyptian

foreign policy, officials said.
Accompanying him Is a delegation

including Haaaan Tohamy, deputy
premier; Hassan Kamel, head of the
president's bureau, and Osama el-
Baz. foreign undersecretary.
They were joined in Monrovia by

Minister of State for Foreign Affairs
Butrat Ghali, who has been atten-
ding the foreign ministers meetings
in the Liberian capital.
Egypt is expected to use the con-

ference to gain support for its peace
drive with Israel. It is also attemp-
ting to gain the OAlTs approval for
the formation of an African peace-
keeping force to replace the UN

Four terrorists to face

Turkish military court
ANKARA (AP). — Four Palestinian
terrorists who occupied the Egyp-
tian Embassy for 46 hours and killed
two Turkish guards were turned
over to a military court yesterday,
the state radio reported.
The brief announcement did not

disclose the charges facing the four
men. The official Anatolia news
agency said they had been In-
terrogated by Turkey's national in-
telligence service.
Turkish officials and Egyptian

Ambassador Ahmet Ttamai Olema.
one of those held hostage In the em-
bassy, attended funeral services for
the two guards.
Premier Bulent Ecevit said no

concessions were made to the
terrorists, who surrendered on Sun-
day morning after freeingunharmed
the remaining nine of their original
1? hostages, including .the am-
bassador.

Ecevit told a news conference the
terrorists would be brought to trial
'If the public prosecutor deems it

necessary ... there can be no excep-
tions to anyone In the Turkish legal
system."

The Palestinians killed the two
security guards when they blasted
their way into the embassy on Fri-
day. An Egyptian chauffeur fell to
his death from an embassy window
In an escape attempt on Saturday.
Three other hostages ma.de
successful getaways during the
siege, and the gunmen released four
women.

The men were expected to appear
before a military court because
Ecevit has Imposed martial law In
Ankara and other parts of the cools'

try to combat Turkish political
terrorism.

The prime minister said the sur-
render of the Palestinians was
arranged with the assistance of of-

ficials of the Palestine Liberation
Organization who .flew to Ankara
from Damascus. The gunmen were,
reported to be members of the
Eagles of the Palestine Revolution,
which is part of the Syrian-controlled
Saeka terror group.
The FLO disavowed the attack

although it apparently was' intended
as a protest against the Egyptlan-
Iaraell peace treaty.
The terrorists demanded that

Turkey break diplomatic relations
with Egypt and Israel and recognize
the FLO, that they be given safe con-
duct to a friendly country and that
Egypt release two imprisoned
members of the Eagles. Although
Ecevit said no concessions had been
made, he announced that the FLO
would be allowed to open an office in

Turkey. But he said this would not
affect Turkish relations with Israel
and Egypt.

In Cairo, Deputy Premier FUcri
Makram Ebeld said that "a
minority of Arab rulers" had plotted
the attack on the embassy In
Ankara.

.
Ebeld, making the accusation In

parliament yesterday, did not name
the rulers. The Egyptian press alleg-
-ed that Syria and Libya had been
behind the attack.
But Ebeld said that the events in

Ankara would not affect Egypt’s
“brotherly relations" with the
Palestinian people, and Egypt would
continue its efforts to achieve a just
solution to the Palestinian problem.

Vietnam to participate in UN
. /

conference on refugees
KUALALUMPUR (AP) .—Vietnam one asking Vietnam to establish a
will attend the UN conference on In- UN-run camp in Vietnam to process
dochina refugees in Geneva later wanting to leave for direct

t.bis week, Malaysian -Deputy - departure to the nation/i where they
s *

“.wfil settle. himn;

BaidJWetnam la .unlikely-ta agree, to
the camp because it wants to get rid
of an estimated 1.2 million ethnic
Chinese and others quickly.
Mokhtar said Dong’s telegram

whs in response to a protest handed
to Mai after a small, peaceful
demonstration in front of the Viet-

namese embassy on July 6 by the
powerful youth section of Prime
Minister Hussein Onn’s United
Malays national organization. The
protest asked Vietnam to atop the
flow of refugees.
Another note, handed to U.S. Am-

bassador Robert Miller, urged the
U.S. not to select only educated
refugees for permanent settlement,
leaving others in Malaysia.

Foreign Minister Mokhtar Haahim
raid yesterday.
MOkhtar said he learned of Viet-

nam's plans in talks yesterday with
Vietnamese Ambassador. Vu Bach
Mai. There had been wide specula-
tion on whether Vietnam, the source
of most of the refugees, would at-

tend.
Mokhtar said Mai had called on

him to relay a telegram from Viet-

namese Premier Pham Van Dong In
which Dong said Vietnam is seeking
actively to atop the outflow of
refugees.
Mokhtar said Vietnam's readiness

to consider proposals that Vietnam
help stop the refugee outflow, ga well
as its readiness to participate in the
Geneva conference, showed that
Vietnam apparently did not want
Malaysia to suffer adverse effects

from the presence of 78,600 Viet-

namese refugees In Malaysian
camps.
Dong's telegram said: “We are

considering the proposal by the
government of Malaysia, and are
ready to continue bilateral meetings
with the countries concerned in

Southeast Asia in the spirit of
cooperation and mutual understan-
ding and respect for each other's

legitimate Interests."
Malaysia submitted a number of

proposals last month to special Viet-

namese envoy Mai Van Bo. including

W. German-Egyptian
towns are ‘twinned’

HILDESHEIM, West Germany
(Reuter). — For the first time a
West German town

.
has been

“twinned" with an Egyptian com-
munity, as the result of an agree-
ment signed yesterday by the mayor
of Hlldeaheim, Heiko Kllnge, and the
governor of Mlnla, Faruk Aflfi.

The North German town has a
museum with a worldwide reputa-
tion for its ancient Egyptian ex-
hibits.

BABEL
World Organisation
ol Religious Students

WORLD ZIONIST
ORGANIZATION
Students' Section

, Under the patronage of Bar-Dan University

INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS SEMINAR
FOR STUDENTS

will take place on the weekend of August 3— 6, 1979 (Av 10— 12,

5739) at Bar-Uan University, Ramat Gan.

Subject: THE CENTRALITY OF ISRAEL IN
JEWISH LIFE .

With the participation of Guest Lecturers, Tesbiva Heads, Public Per-

sonalities, Members of the Faculty, and Student Leaders from Israel and

the world over. .

The Seminar includes a tour of new settlement areas In the Negev, Judea
and Samaria.

Come to this meeting of

Jewish students from the world over!
Cost: IL260.- (includingroom,fullboard and tours).'

Registration: "Harel" Offices, 62 Sderot' Rothschild, Tel Aviv, Tel. 03-

624908, 611880

Beit Melr, 64 King George Ave., Jerusalem. Tei. 02-686282

"Yavneh," Heichal Shlomo; 68 King George Ave.,

Jerusalem
(Mr. Zion) Tel. 02-885212

Registration atthe offices of all university students unions.

' Ministry of the Interior

Notice regarding applications to the

TEL AVIV DISTRICT SMALL ARMS OFFICE

The offices of the Tel Aviv District Small Arms Ucenslng'Offlce (Shalom

Mayer Tower) wlU be closed to the public from July 16 to July 31, 1979.

Emergency Forces, whose mandate
in the Sinai will probably not be
renewed next week since Russia is

likely to veto Its continuation.

As they arrived for yesterday’s
formal opening of the four-day
meeting, foreign ministers con-
tinued their own li-day-long con-

ference to prepare a series of

resolutions on continental problems
for-submission and approval by the
heads of st&fe.

The two most intractable
problems the foreign ministers faced

continued to be resolutions on the

Middle East and Zimbabwe.

On the Middle East, "rejeetionist'-’

states such as Algeria and Libya
sought a toughly worded condemna-
tion of Egypt and its peace treaty

with Israel; but the final document
was likely to be a much more softly

worded resolution focusing on Israel

itself and unanimous support for the

Palestinian cause.

At least three drafts were before a
drafting committee on Rhodesia,
ranging from a call to recognize

the Patriotic Front aa a virtual

government-ln-exile, to mainten-
ance of the status quo and further ef-

forts to try to negotiate a settlement.

Again, conference sources said
they expected the final document to

be a middle-of-the-road com-
promise'.

Nell Armstrong, the first man to

set foot on the moon, shown pass-
ing the Eiffel Tower in Paris
during a boat ride on the Seine
River. He is there to take part in
a TV show marking the 10th an
niversary of the first moon walk,

CAP radiophoto)

Iran defence minister quits

Military police chief seeks

power to quell disorders
TEHERAN. — Defence Minister
Taql Riahf tendered his resignation
yesterday as his chief critic in the ar-

my, military police commander Saif

Amir Rahimi, accused the govern-
ment .of not taking a strong enough
stand against violence In Iran's
trouhled ethnic regions.
Brigadier General Rlkhl con-

firmed his resignation In a telephone
interview with Reuters but declined
to make a statement till the govern-
ment Issued a formal announce-
ment.
Shortly before a cabinet meeting

yesterday, which the defence
minister did not attend, a govern-
ment spokesman denied that Riahl
had resigned.
The defence minister's - move

followed his failure last week to un-
seat Gen. Rahimi as head of the
country's military police force, bas-
ed In Teheran.
Rahimi had accused unnamed

plotters in senior ranks of the army
of conspiring against him in an
attempt to weaken the revolution.

His dismissal order, signedby Riahi,

was overruled by the unofficial head
of state, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini.
Rahimi, a 65-year-old hardline

career officer, told a press con-
ference yesterday that he had called
on the revolutionary council of ruling
.clergymen and on the cabinet to ap-
point him commander, of forces on
the country's troubled western fron-

tiers. They have seen an upsurge of
violence In recent days involving
Iranian Arabs and Kurds.
Violence broke out at the gulf port

of Khorramshahr on Sunday when a
grenade was thrown into a crowded

mosque, killing seven people and
wounding 60. Five men, alleged to
belong to the Black Wednesday Arab
terrorist group, were arrested the
same day, tried and executed over-
night for their part In the attack.

The government yesterday said it

is prepared to send troops to the em-
battled oil-rich province of
Khuzestan. Deputy Prime Minister
Sadegh Tabatabi told the official

Pars news agency, “The chief of
staff of the army has been in contact
with the governor-general of
Khuzestan province and It has been
decided that if it becomes necessary

;

units of the armed forces would be
dispatched to Khuzestan to maintain
law and order."

Revolutionary guards on Sunday
stormed the home of the Arab
spiritual leader, sheikh Taher al>

Shobeir Khagh&ni. Teheran
newspapers yesterday reported that

the guards found arms In the house.
Rahimi said he would impose law

and order in oil-rich Khuzestan, bas-
ed on the principles of discipline and
freedom.
“Demonstrations would be free,

throwing hand grenades would not,"

he said in a reference to Sunday's
mosque attack.

Khorramshahr was quiet yester-
day, with moat Arab shops closed In

protest against the revolutionary

guards’ action against Sheikh
KhaghanL
The 72-year-old clergyman's

whereabouts were not known.
Reportsthathehad been taken to the

holy city of Qom, where Khomeini
has his headquarters, could not be
confirmed. (Reuter, AP)

More fun than a fern
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP). — Brazil

would like to export carnivorous
plants. First, it plans to make them
more popular at home.
“Carnivorous plants are unique in

the plant kingdom. They're almost
intelligent”' said Bayard Guare
Ribeiro Coelho, a Rio lawyer and
plant aficionado who Is behind a
campaign to boost sales of such
plants.

“They have a pleasing scent,

beautiful colours «nd marvellous
flowers. They are harmless to

children and pets. Their enzymes
are not poisonous,” Ribeiro Coelho
claima.
“And, carnivorous plants are

without a doubt the most
sophisticated and mysterious kind of

plant you could put In your house,"
he said.

Despite its vast and exotic jungles,

Brazil is not a major exporter of

inaect-eating plants. The carnivores,

experts say, like temperate climates
better than hot ones.
Ribeiro .Coelho and some other

plant buffo have discovered some
carnivores — most related to the

Venus fly trap family — growing in

southeastern Brazil.

The Brazilian strains found so far

are smaller and more fragile than

carnivorous plants from abroad.
• Ribeiro Coelho says carnivores tend
to experience their greatest growth
when they hibernate during cold-

climate winters. It never gets really

cold in Brazil
• “We feed/our carnivorous plants

by leaving small pieces of banana
near them. The bananas attract

small flies, and the plants eat the

flies,” Ribeiro .Coelho explained.

‘‘This is fascinating. Grownups and
children alike can. watch car*
nivourous plants for hours on end.
Can you Imagine anyone sitting

around and watching, say, a fern?"

Saragossa hotel death
total confirmed as 71
SARAGOSSA (Reuter). — Seventy-
one people died In the fire which
destroyed the Corona de Aragon
Hotel in Saragossa last Thursday,
the civil governor's office said
yesterday.
Hospital sources had earlier

reported that the death toll rose to 74
when two Spaniards died hi hospital.

But the civil governor's office said

there had been a confusion of names
and the toll was 71,- including the
latest deaths.

10th anniversary of Apollo moonshot

Saturn gave astronauts magnificent ride
By AL ROSSITER JR.
UPI Science Editor

Ten years ago yesterday at 1882

GMT (3:32 p.m. Israel time), three

men strapped to form-fitting
couches set out on a journey that

must rank as one of mankind's great
adventures.
Apollo 11 astronauts Nell

Armstrong, Michael Collins and
Edwin Aldrin left the earth atop a
105-metre Saturn 5 rocket. They
were bound for the moon..

Ahead was man's first landing on
another body In the solar system, a
walk on the lunar surface, a>flight

back to lunar orbit, and the trip

home to & Pacific Ocean
splashdown.

It was a muggy morning when
Apollo ll's crew rode to the ocean-
side launch pad 13 km. from their

special quarters at the Kennedy
Space Centre, named. after the dead

president who in 1961 established the

goal of landing a man on the moon
and returning him safely before the

end of the decade.
Armstrong and Collins were first

to board theircommand module atop
the three-stage rocket. Aldrin recall-

ed that he waited alone for 15

minutes on a platform at the edge of

the spaceship.
"As far as. I could see there were

people and cars lining the beaches

and highways. The surf was just

beginningto rise out ofan azure-blue

ocean. I could see the massiveness of

the Saturn 5 rocket below and the
magnificent precision of Apollo
above."
Finally Aldrin took his place

aboard the
.
Apollo. A bridge -like

access arm from the gantry swung
away from the spacecraft at 9;27

a.m.
Then, on sphedule to the second,

the Saturn's five massive booster

engines ignited with a flash or
orange flame. As soon as the five
powerplants reached full thrust, tha
Saturn slowly left the launch pa^
"For the thousands of peopu

watching along the.^beachea nr

Florida and the millions'who watch,
ed on television, our liftoff waa-ear
shattering," Aldrin wrote later h,

“Return to Earth," his account at

the mission.

Apollo il soared into it,

preliminary 188 km-high orbit with
precision, prompting Armstrong I*

radio Mission Controlln Houston-
“This Saturn gave us a magnificent
ride." -

. .

•

But Apollo U had yet to break tlw

bonds of Earth’s gravity. That cam*
at 12:22 p.m. The Saturn's

itffl.

attached third stage was fired a se-
cond time to propel the Apollo out ol
Earth's orbit and on its way to the
moon.

India’s finance minister

quits in bid for top job
NEW DELHI (Reuter). —- India's
Deputy Premier Charan Singb
resigned from the cabinet yesterday
to stake his claim to succeed outgo-
ing Prime Minister Morarjl Desal.
A battle for the premiership was

wide open, with Singh, finance
minister and spokesman for the
affluent northern farmers, the only
declared contender so far.

Desai. 83, -resigned on Sunday,
forced out by a week-long revolt in
his ruling" Janata Party which wiped
out its majority in parliament just
before a censure motion vote.
Singh. 71, saw President Sanjlva

Reddy who receivedseveral political

leaders. His chief lieutenant said
later: "I am sure we will form a
government headed by Mr. Charan
Singb.*’

Parliament met yesterday but was
Immediately adjourned to give
political parties time to form an
alternative government and avoid a
mid-term election.

Speaker K.S. Hegde said there was
no lawfully constituted government

at present. But the statement was
later deleted from the official record
beqause it had been drowned out by
noisy Interruptions.'

t
.

The "Financial Express"
newspaper said Desal, who remains
in office as a caretaker premier, had
told Reddy he could form a new
government as leader of the largest
single party In parliament. But he
was also reported to have told party
colleagues he would step down even
if only 40 per cent of them wished
him to.

Desal has not resigned- from
leadership of the. Janata, an alliance
formed by many factions to topple
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi In the
1977 elections.

But most political commentators
predicted that theJanata parliament
tary group would elect a new leader
and tipped Deputy Premier and
Defence Minister Jagfiv&n Ram, the
most prominentof India's 100 million

Harfjans (Children of God), former-
ly known as Untouchables.

Japanese: U.S. must maintain

balance of power in Mideast
TOKYO (UPI)- — Japan wants the
U.S. to be “persistent and con-

-sdstent" in keeping a balance of
power between Washington and
Moscow in the Middle East, a'
Foreign Ministry spokesman said
yesterday.
Kazuo Chiba, director-general of

the Ministry's Middle East and
African affaire bureau, explained a
controversial speech delivered by
Foreign Minister.Sunao Sonoda last

week- Sonoda.on Thursday called on
theU.S. to build a military base-on
some unidentified Island off the Ara-
bian. Peninsula to counter Soviet In--;

fluence- in the region.
“It (Sonoda’s comment) is not the

official policy of our government,”
Chiba said. “It was just some
private thoughts which the foreign

minister threw out and which
somehow leaked into the press." *

Chiba said the topic nevercame up

during talks between Japanese
Prime Minister Masayoshi Ohira
and U.S. President Jimmy Carter in
Washington last May and In Tokyo
June 24-25.

What the Japanese foreign
minister had In wifairi In his remarks,
Chiba said, was that Middle East
security depends on three things : in-

ternal stability In each nation;
mutually stable relations between
the countries of the region; and a
.balance between the East and West
in the region.

*

“He-was not addressing himself to
_ the first two requirements, but pure-
ly to the East-West balancq in the
Middle East," Chiba said. “What he
wanted, whatwe want, is for the U.S.
to be persistent and consistent as far
as this East-West balance is con-
cerned. We are in no way trying to
interfere in the internal affaire of the
Middle Eastern countries."

Anti-prostitution

drive in Pakistan
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (UPI). —
Pakistan has pledged a new1 drive
against prostitution and decreed
punishments such as chopping off

hands and whipping as part of the
"Islamization" of Its criminal code.

The government' announced on
Sunday at the end of a cabinet
meeting that anti-prostitution laws
would be strictly enforced, par-
ticularly against, persons who buy
and sell women, for prostitution.
Punishment may include life im-
prisonment and 80 lashes of the
whip, It said.

Rapists and adulterers face
similar punishments. Under the
Islamization of Pakistan's laws,
theft or banditry are punishable by
chopping off the left hand, and the
use or sale of alcohol or drugs, can be
punished by eight lashes.

POPULATION. — Japan’s popula-
tion stood at 115.3 million on March
31, up 1.01 million from one year
earlier, the Home Affaire Ministry
reported In Tokyo yesterday.

E. German falls at

border booby trap
HANOVER, West Germany (AP) .

—
A would-be refugee waa apparently
killed over the weekend by shrapnel-
firing trip-wire devices along East
Germany's 1,500-km. “death strip”
frontier with West Germany, border
guards said yesterday.
-A West German patrol in the
Wolfsburg sector heard two
detonations and two shots early Sun-
day on the Communist side of the
border, and East German soldiers
quickly arrived to search the area, a
spokesman at Hanover head-
quarters said.
The West Germans called across

the border in the darkness to aak.lf
the refugee was still alive, and the
Communist soldiers shouted back,
the spokesman said. The guards sur-
mised" that the unidentified person
bad died in a ball of shrapnel, the
spokesman said.

Y.
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Leopold Senghor
~

' Vatican examining

marital status of

Senegal president

VATICAN CITY (Reuter). — Tha
Holy See is examining the marital
status of President Leopold Sengbx
of Senegal, a Vatican cardinal said

yesterday.
But Cardinal Pietro Palazzlnl, ask-

ed about reports concerning Hu
Senegalese leader's marriage, said
he could not provide details because
the proceedings were secret
Senegal's ambassador to Italy,

Henri Senghor, denied press report!

quoting Vatican sources that the

president was seeking a divorce

from his wife Colette, but he did. not

exclude the possibility that 8engbor
was seeking an annulment of hb
previous marriage, which ended in

civil divorce.

Coke can quench

Egyptians’ thirst
-

ATLANTA, Georgia (AP). — Coca-

Cola, banned in Arab nations since

1967, will go on sale in Egypt on

Saturday under Ym agreement with

the Egyptian government, the «A
drink firm announced yesterday.

J. Paul Austin, board chairman
and chief executive officer, said the

agreement came after five year* of

negotiations.

Coca-Cola waa one of several

American firms placed cm an Arab

blacklist in the 1960s, to punish It lor

doing business with Israel.

In 1977, the soft drink giant an-

nounced that it had signed an agree-

ment with Egypt to pump $S0m. into

the ailing Arab citrus industry. Coke

officials said they hoped the agree-

ment would win the Egyptian
government's support for the com-

pany's efforts to get off the Arab

blacklist.
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JUVENILE DELINQUENT. - *
suspected gang of robbers thought*0

be responsible for 29 break-ins .to

Migdal Ha’emek in the past mow
was apprehended recently. One trf

the four alleged members Is a W-

year-old youth. Among stole*

property found in the .suspect*

possession were five sheep, three

calves, a van full of eggs, steree

equipment and television sets.
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WASHINGTON. — In what many
pundits yesterday called the most
crucial address of his presidency,
U-S. President Jimmy Carter called
for a massive effort to reduce by half
America's reliance on imported oil.

The prime target of the new
programme Is a commitment to save
it least 4.5m. barrels of imported oil

jy 1990.

To accomplish this. Carter an-
jounced he would set import quotas
- authority he has under existing

aw — to freeze imports at their 1977
evel-

. In 3977, the U.S. imported about
L5m. barrels of oil daily, roughly the
tame as the current import levels,
tccording to Department of Energy
igurea.

: '‘From now on, every new addition
b our demand for energy will be met
jrom our own production and our
)wn conservation," said Carter in a
Rationally televised address.
*‘I will forbfd the entry into this

ountry of one drop of foreign oil

more than these goals allow.”

&T THAT point, Carter told his
audience he wanted to discuss what

views as "a fundamental threat"
i American democracy.
*1 do not mean civil liberties,” the

' lent said. "They will endure...
threat is nearly invisible in or-
ry ways. It is a crisis of con*

snce. It is a crisis that strikes at
very heart and soul and spirit of

• national will.”
Moving to the energy problem

jjjpeclflcally. Carter said the nation

Could not go on consuming 20 per
cent more energy than it produces.
"When we import oil. we are also

importing Inflation plus un-
e
“,?i

oyTO*ntl“ 0,0 ^resident said.
We’ve got to use what we have ...

our neck ia stretched over the fence
and OPEC (the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries) has
a knife. "There will be other cartels
and other shortages." he s&ld.
"American wisdom and courage
right now will set a path to follow in
the future.

“The energy crisis is real. It Is a
clear and present danger to our na-
tion. It ia a fact."

CARTER urged Americans to save
energy by taking "no unnecessary
trips, to use car-pools or public
transportation wherever you can, to
park your car one extra day per
week, to obey the speed limit, and to
set your thermostats to conserve
fuel.”

"Every act of energy conservation
is more than common sense— it is an
act of patriotism," the President
said.

“I firmly believe we have the
national leadership to win the war,"
he said. "What I do promise you is I
wiU lead this fight ... I will enforce
fairness."
Carter said there were no short-

term solutions to the nation’s long-
range problems. “There is absolute-
ly no way to avoid sacrifice," be add-
ed.
“Little by little we can and must

rebuild our confidence," he said.

CARTER’S QUEST
FOR CONFIDENCE

"We can succeed only If we tap our
greatest resources— America’s peo-
ple, America's valuesand America's
competence."

"It is time for us to join bunds in
America. Let us commit ourselves
together to a rebirth of America's
spirit."

Carter's- new energy plan also in-

cludes:
• A programme to develop syn-
thetic fuels and other sources of
energy that can replace imported
oil, similar to the effort that led to
the establishment of a synthetic
rubber Industry during World War
IL He proposed an Energy Security
Corporation to lead the effort —
which could issue up to 25b. in bauds
that could be bought by all
Americans.
• A national mobilization board in
the White House which would
oversee major energy projects and
would have the authority to cut
through federal red-tape.
• Legistatlon'that would require the
nation's utilities to cut theiruse of oil

by so per cent within the next decade

by switching to cool and other fuels.

A “solarbank" to help finance the
installation of solar devices in homes
and offices.
• ' An additional &0b. over the next
10 years for mass transit-
• A new appeal to Americans to

conserve energy and tor Congress to-

give him standby power to Impose
petrol rationing and invoke other
mandatory conservation steps in any
fuel-supply emergency.

MANY OF THE proposals — like

standby rationing, federal subsidies

for synthetic fuels and the national
energy mobilization board —
already are in the congressional
pipeline..

For' Instance, the House of
Representatives passed a $3b. syn-
thetic fuel bill last month. It Is now
before the Senate. The same is true
of the President's proposal for a
"windfall tax" on oil-industry
profits, which Carter mentioned in
his address as a means of financing
many of the new energy initiatives.

Ben. .Henry Japkaon, the

Washington Democrat who chairs

the Senate Energy Committee,
predicted on Sunday night that a bill

to set up a national energy mobiliza-

tion board and to encourage syn-

thetic fuels projects would be ap-
proved on the Senate floor before the

August recess.

But other measures — like the

proposed restrictions on utility use of

oil — will require new legislation.

IN HIS SPEECH, Carter recounted
the exact words of dozens of

Americans he had solicited during
his "domestic summit" at Camp
David over the previous 10 days.
Some of the things he was told in-

cluded:
• ’ 'You don't see the people enough
any more. Some of your cabinet
members don’t seem loyal.”
• "Don’t talk to us about politics or
the mechanics of government, but
about our common good."
• Mr. President, you're in trouble.
Talk to us about blood and sweat and
tears. If you lead, Mr. President, we
will follow”

• A young woman in Pennsylvania
told him: “I feel so far from govern-
ment- I feel like ordinary people are
excluded from political power."
» A young Chicano said: "Some of
us have suffered from recession all

our lives."
• A religious leader told him: “No
material shortage can touch the im-
portant things, God's love for-us and
our love for one another."
• A black woman told him: “The
big shots are not the only things that
are Important. Remember, you can’t
sell anything on Wall Street unless
someone digs It up first."

• One of the most vivid remarks, he
said was, "Your neck is stretched on
the fence — and OPEC has the
knife."
• "Be bold. Mr. President. We may
make mistakes, but we are ready to
experiment"
• From a labour leader: "The real
Issue is freedom. We must deal with
the energy problem. But when we
enter the moral equivalent of war,
Mr.President. don't issue us BB
guns."

CARTER said the 20 days at Camp
David "confirmed my belief in the

strength and the wisdom of the
American people."
Quoting a visitor to Camp David:
"We’ve got to stop cryingand start

sweating, stop talking and start
walking, stop cursing and start pray-
ing. 'Die strength we need does not
come from the White' House — but
from every house in America."

(AP. CPI) Jimmy Carter
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GREEKS will celebrate five
of uninterrupted democracy

July 23. They will do so under the
low of a Parthenon that has not
comparable political liberty

economic prosperity since the
time it was built by Pericles,

t _ i They will turn their minds back to

the world's first fledgeling
..'democracy which Pericles created

^ in ancient Athens, and to one winter
1

day in 430 BCE when the statesman
said, as recorded by Thucydides,
that "the administration Is in the
bands of the many and not of the
few."
The supporters of 72-year-old

Greek Premier Constantine
•j.?

gnra.majiUa will use the occasion to
cheer his handlingof Greece's acces-
sion to the EuropeanCommunity. On

" May 28, he capped half a decade of
'centre-right rule by signing the for-

mal accession treaty, and thus
: bringing Greece into the fold of its

; spiritual descendants.
’ But as the Parthenon,
' archaeologists warn, is slowly

crumbling under the fafiwiimrimai

,f onslaughts of air pollution, so
Greece's cultural place in the world
k no longer very secure.

To the ancient Greek, everyone
else In the world was a barbarian, no

i matter how civilized the foreigner

might be. The modem Greek has no
auch faith in himself.

Barely 150 years out of a numbing,
centuries-long Turkish occupation,

,. . today’8 Greek watches, with more
1

- than a pang of wounded pride, -the.

>
dizzying progress of Euro-American

3 -culture and technology. .

—

: He watches the titanic ideological

struggle between capitalism and
. ” communism, and wonders which Is

. < tin lesser evil. He is tom between a
crusading urge to level social ine-

... qulity and a drive to pile up as

a. much wealth as he con before the

levelling comes.
- Behind the largely fictitious travel

Anxiety in Athens
By JOHN CASH/Athena

posters depicting Greece asa land of
carefree .wineblbbers and syrtaki-
dancers, the Greeks are becoming
more and more anxious.

ON BOTH SIDES of Greece— in Ita-

ly and Turkey — political killings

continue unabated. The country is on
the verge of petrol rationing. The
Karamanils government that came
to power with such good auspices In

summer 1974, after a seven-year
military dictatorship, Is now widely
regarded as unable to shore up the
economy.

.

At the end of 1978, the government
pledged to hold down inflation to 12
per cent a year. But in the face of

government measures It Is now roar-

ing along at about 25 per cent. A
main propellant is the temperament
of the average Greek who. in sub-

conscious reaction to centuries of

hardship, spends his money on tangi-

ble goods and services.

Industrial investment 1b sluggish,

even under a government amenable
to business Interests. The
measurable Greek industrial
productivity last year was only 42

per cent of the- Common Market
average..
” After”JSHtifif? '17 T98i;-when
Greece will become the Common
Market's tenth member on an equal

footing with the other nine, most of

the country's Industries will have to

shape up or go under.

Hie main reason for the business

lag is the lack of an efficient,

professional managerial class.

Though business school enrolment is

Constantine laiamanHs

now high, it will be some years
before the graduates exercise ex-
ecutive power.

'

‘ 1

Most of Greece’s industries are
still run by self-mademen largely ig-

norant of human relations and
modem management techniques in
general. The result, over the years,
has been an angry working claas that
has swelled the ranks of the Moacow-
lining Greek Communist party until

it now claims 11 per cent of the elec-

torate.

Though voted into power twice on
the plank of free enterprise, the pre-

sent Greek government has many of

the attributes of socialism. State
bureaucracy continues to be prover-
bial, despite sincere pledges to prune
it.

One cement company 'has
calculated thatIt would take a total

of 287 official permits to set up a new
cement plant in Greece — and ce-

ment exports are among the coun-
try’s biggest earners of foreign ex-
change, particularly from the oil-

producing countries.

INTHE political arena the Perlclean
ideal has been largely realized. The
national press is freer than It ever
waa before, though circulation is

almost uniformly low, even for a na-
tion of nine million people. The news
bulletins on the two state-run radio
and television networks are not real-

ly effective competition since they
are under outright government con-

trol-

An example of hidden, but effec-

tive. government censorship oc-

curred in. April, when, the Greek
“under-secretary to the premier.

AchDJeus’ 'Karamanils (brother of

Constantine) was seriously Injured

when his speedboat ran aground
near Corfu.
When the news was reported on

one network’s late afternoon
bulletin, the chief editor received an
angry call from a high government
official that the accident should not

have been reported.

But, such exceptions aside, five
years of more or leas -genuine
democracy is a good record for a
country that links the Balkans with
the eastern Mediterranean.
Greece borders on four countries

with which relations have never
been friendly. Turkey has a sullied

record as the oppressor of the
Greeks for more than 400 years.
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Albania
are communist, ami have absorbed
chunks of the ethnic Greek popula-
tion of Macedonia.
For a man whose childhood was

scarred by Bulgarian atrocities in

his native Macedonia, Karamanils’

sincere efforts to cement better ties

with the communist Balkan states
could prove to be more significant
even than his EEC achievement.
Under his premiership, for exam-

ple, Olympic Airways established
the western world's first, and so far
only, air link with Albania.
The Greek Government feels that

friendlier relations with the Ruikfma
might help offset the threat of
Turkey, whose armed forces are
much larger than Greece's, and
which Greeks feel is being coddled
by the U.S.
As long as Turkey remains the oc-

cupier of northern Cyprus, Greece is

not likely to concede other sore
points, such as the oil deposits under
the Aegean continental shelf. War Is

still a possibility. Talks on the
Aegean between Greek and Turkish
officials still take place regularly,

but so far they haye led nowhere.
Opposed to communism, but also

to U.S. influence, proud of their'an-
cient past, slightly bewildered at the
state of the world today but deter-
mined to preserve Socrates and the
olive branch against the onslanght of

television culture — those are the
Greeks who are preparing to enter
the Eighties.

(Gemini News Service)
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have South Africa’s race relations

improved In 50 years? What are the

dunces in the next 10? The South

African Institute of Race Relations,

& liberal, fact-finding body, failed to

reach any dear answer during its

BOth anniversary conference In

'Johannesburg last week.
Alan Paton, the author and former

president of the now defunct Liberal

Party, reflected the general am-

bivalence in his keynote speech:

^Towards racial justice — Will there

be a change of heart?"
In a reference to the death in

detention of the black leader Steve

Hko, Paton asked: "Does anything

change? Yes, you are safer in deten-

tion In 1979 than you would have been

in 1977. That change waa brought

about' by the revelation of torture

tin#
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Questions

for

Liberals
By PATRICK LAURENCE

Johannesburg

and death. Can you call that a
change of heart?"
He .then listed a more positive

change since the founding of the in-

stitute in 1929. The decision by the

new Minister of (racial) Co-
operation. Dr. Piet Koornhof, not to

use bulldozers against the black

squatter camp of Crossroads, near
Cape Town.
Paton asked: "When, in the

history of South Africa, has a
minister of state sat downand talked
to squatters as though they were
human beings?"
After relating how he had been

jeered by both young black
demonstrators and young white

policemen at the funeral of the pan-

Africanist leader Robert Sobukwe.
he concluded: “I find myself unable

to declare emphatically that there

are no grounds for hope. Sometimes
the hope is strong, sometimes it is

not." '

ANOTHER speaker, Professor
Francis Wilson, of the University of

Cape Town, offered a different

perspective. South Africahad chang-

ed. But the movement was away
from the crass race domination to a

more subtle and more durable form

of white hegemony.
The thrust of Wilson’s thesis was

that the ruling whites were edging

towards a deal with what he called

the "black urban insiders” at the ex-

pense of the “black rural outsiders."

The idea waa that whites would

gradually lift the restrictions on ur-

ban blacks living in the industrial

core of South Africa in return for

their assistance in keeping the ‘‘out-

siders" under control.
‘

Wilson pointed to a recent govern-

ment decision to extend trade union

rights to urban-based blacks while

denying them to blacks In rural

areas.
"Such a policy has many advan-

tages to white South Africa. It makes
possible a 'new deal’ for those Uving
in places like Soweto. The process of

integratingsome blacks into the core

will take much of the sting out of in-

ternational criticism, which is

generally focused exclusively on the

Inequity of the use of colour as a
bar," he said.

-Against Wilson's view was the

more hopeful 'scenario presented by
the political scientist. Dr. David
Welsh. The gist of his address was
that there were signs that both the

ascendant whites and the subor-

dinate blacks might settle for less

and agree to compromise.

ARGUING that fear of white coer-

cion was more powerful than hatred

of white oppression, Welsh' Said:

“There can surely be little doubtthat

a substantial majority of blacks

would prefer a negotiated accom-
modation to a protracted period of

continuing urban violence -and
guerrilla war, in which the blacks

have no certainty of a decisive vic-

tory. A much more probable
scenario would postulate the
development of a 'no-win' or
deadlocked situation."

But few of the delegates would

have challenged the view expressed

by one of the earlier institute

presidents, Alfred Hoernle, 38 years

ago.

hi his presidential address of 1941,

Hoernle said: "I deny that there Is,

in our caste society, either the will or

the vision for planning and effecting

change.-.. The changes which will

come will be forced on us by world

forces and world events over which

humanity has little conscious con-

trol."

The question waa whether South

Africans, particularly the ruling

whites, would adapt quickly enough

to these foroes — or whether they

would react too slowly amd allow

events to overtake them.

(Obw-rver Foreign News 8ervlee)

A death in the

camp of despair
By SUE MA8TERMAN and ANTON KOENE/Vienna

MIROSLAV KACMAR. a 26-year-old
Czech refugee, died last November
after he was thrown from a third-

floor- window in Austria's
Traiakircben refugee camp. Seven
other Czech refugees are now 'on

trial for his murder.
Their trials have turned Into a

general condemnation of the con-
ditions existing in this transit camp,
where over 2,000 refugees with 34
nationalities spend up to six years
waiting for political asylum in other
countries.
Kacmar, according to witnesses at

the trial and evidence given by the
accused, terrorized those around
him. One of the witnesses, an exiled
Czech engineer, was still in a plaster
cast because of the Injuries Inflicted
on him by Kacmar.
The accused told of how they had

appealed repeatedly to the camp of-

ficials and the police for help. Their
appeals were Ignored or rejected.
“There are 20 of you," a policeman

is said to have told them. "You can
deal with one man yourselves." In
the end, when the drunken Kacmar
tried to extinguish a burning
cigarette stub on the chest of another

' refugee, the remainder, living 20 to a
room, dealt with him so drastically
that he died.

Into this desolate -camp, already
filled to double its normal capacity,
a new flood of East European
refugees is pouring. With the start of
the holiday season, giving easier
access for East Europeans to the
West, at least a thousand a month
are coming to Austria.

Most come via Yugoslavia. They
travel there on a holiday arrange-
ment, report themselves to the
police as political refugees and are
promptly sent over the Austrian
border. But most have not been

persecuted for their political views.
They are more attracted by life in

the West, by the bright lights, the
standard of living and the chance to
make money.

THOSE WHO are lucky spend three
to six months in the overcrowded
camp, a former Nazi barracks.
Those who are less lucky, such as the
40 handicapped refugees of all

nationalities and a group of 80 Ugan-
dan Aslans frying to get into Britain,
are stranded there for four to six
years.
Asked what could be done to

protect refugees from extremes such
as these leading to Kacmar’s death,
camp director Karl Radek, 62, a man
who works with his back to the wall
in this understaffed and. over-
crowded barracks isolated in a coun-
try village 24 km from Vienna, told

the court: “That’s one question I

can't answer."

The snag about Austrian asylum is

that Austria itself is not willing to ab-
sorb more than a handful of those
who arrive. All the refugees In
Traiskirchen are waiting to be pass-
ed on to third countries.

Austria wants the UN High Com-
mission for Refugees to foot the bill

for its people in transit. For that
reason Traiskirchen refugee camp
has been allowed to run down to its

present desolate condition, with only
enough being done to keep the
buildings Intact.

Although the number of refugees

doubles from year to year', nothing is
being done to expand the facilities.

So long as neutral Austria and the
UN remain at loggerheads there is

no hope that conditions will improve.

(ObMtrvdr Foreign News Service)
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Why India’s

leader fell
MORARJI DESAI, who resigned as
prime minister of India on Sunday,
emerged from solitary confinement
to lead the election campaign that
swept Indira Gandhi from power In

1977.

Taking office at 81, the ascetic,

deeply religious Desal served 27
troubled months and once said he
had been happier in prison. "At least

there I bad no cause for worry, no
responsibility and no duty."
He leaves behind a country facing

a serious economic, -social and
political crisis. His ability to rule
began to be questioned seriously

after vicious religious and caste
riots, crippling labour strikes and a
police revolt. The president of
Desai's ruling Janata Party, Chan-
dra Shekhar, warned him that the
"people were fast losing faith in the
whole system."
Desal crushed the police mutiny

with the help of the army — at least
25 policemen and soldiers were kill-

ed — but the government had
dithered for months and the agita-
tion spread to1

several Indian states.
Worsening the crisis were Hlndu-

Moslezn riots — the most serious In
over a decade — in which more than
150 people were killed.

'"Die whole system is collapsing."

Industry Minister George Fernandes
aid before quitting the government.
Desal bad promised jobs for all

and an end to poverty within 10
years. He said untouchability — the
discriminations against un-
touchables (harijans) — would be
removed within five years. He also
promised to outlaw drinking.
Constantly attacked for his
passionate advocacy of prohibition,

Desal said, "prohibition is not a fad
or fancy. It ia an essential part of the

fight against poverty."

HIS GOVERNMENT'S support for

Hindi as the sole national language
aroused considerable resentment in

South India, where the language is

not spoken. His ambiguous stand on
a bill to control religious conversions
alienated the country’s Christian

population. Moslems resented his in-

ability to sever his links with the

militant Rashtrlya Swaysmsevak
Sangh, which has been blamed far

the Hindu-Moalem riots.

His government did make signifi-

cant gains In foreign policy. It shed
its "Big Brother" image in the sub-
continent and mended relations with
its smaller neighbours.
But at home Desai's popularity

declined because of his inability to
resolve dissensions within his party.

Janata, a coalition of five former
groups once bitterly opposed to each
other, was created out ofa desperate
need to defeat Mrs. Gandhi.
But instead of developing into one

strong entity, the party remained
five tactions, quarrelling over the

spoils of office.

Desai's position was also eroded
by an insistent campaign against the
allegedly corrupt business dealings

of his 53-year-old son Kant). The
former premier denied the charges,
which came not only from the opposi-

tion, but also his own senior' party
colleagues.

India’s huge electorate swept the
Janata party to power in 1977, giving
Deaai the task of restoring normal
democratic functioning to a country
•that had long prided itself on being
the world's most populous
democracy.
Desal had been held in solitary

confinement at a government rest

house under police control until Mrs.
Gandhi released him in January.
1977, just a few hours before she call-

ed general elections.

Desai, sensing the depth of feeling

against the suspension of democratic
freedoms and a programme of mass,
sometimes forced, sterilization,
coined a telling campaign phrase at
his first election meeting, saying
“Democracy has been sterilized."

Despite his age, he campaigned
strenuously and vigorously, drawing
mammoth crowds and apparently
relishing his autumn role as political

martyr and saviour of democracy.

(Renter News Service)
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Backgammon nr>atnh

won by small robot
MONTE CARLO, Monaco (UFI). —
A 1.05 metre robot baa beaten the
new world backgammon champion

,

In a seven-point match in this
Mediterranean gambling resort.
The robot, termed a gammonold,

won four of its five games and walk-
ed — or rather rolled — away with
-$5,000 in prize money on Sunday
night.

The machine confined its com-
ments after the match to a long
stream of electrical Impulses which
were transmitted via telephone line
and satellite to -a computer at
Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Mellon
University.

It's humiliated human victim, the
Milan professional Luigi Villa, was
more vocal.

England crush India in first cricket test
EDGBASTON, England. — A
shattering new ball burst by pace
bowler Ism Botham broughtEngland
victory over India In the first cricket
test match yesterday by an Innings
and 83 runs.
Botham struck with India’s second

innings score at 23T for 4 and 70

minutes playing time left on the
fourth day of the test. India had a
dear chance of extending the match
into the fifth day, hut it was all over
40 minutes later, six wickets falling

in 11 overs. Botham took four for 10
in five overs.

Scores: England, first Innings, 888
for five declared; India 297 all out
and 258 all out.

In one-day first-class matches,
Kent moved to the top of the English
Sunday Cricket League with a
crushing nine wickets victory over
Surrey on Sunday.

They are now level on points with
Somerset who slumped to a surprise
four-run defeat against
Leicestershire.
Rhodesian Paddy Clift hit an un-

defeated 51 as Leicestershire made
202 for five in their 40 overs. Peter
Roebuck led Somerset’s victory
chase with 42 not out, but they were
bowled out for 188.

Worcestershire held on to third
place with a five wickets victory
over Sussex.

Pakistani test all-rounder of
Sussex Imran Khan hit 85 not out
against his old county, but New
Zealand opener Glenn Turner saw
Worcestershire home with a match
winning 58.

County championship leaders
Essex were unexpectedly defeated
by Northamptonshire, steered to vic-
tory by South African all-rounder
Alan Lamb who hit an excellent un-
defeated half century.

Drags hurt Italian’s hopes in cycle race

L'AMPE D'HUEZ, France
(Reuter), — Italian cycling ace
Giovanni BattagUn on Sunday looked
certain to lose any chance of a top
placing in the Tour de France after
the classic's medical commission

said he used illegal stimulants.
Battaglln, who is currently fourth

overall, was expected to be penaliz-
ed zo minutes In his tour placing
which would put him back to ninth
place.

Dibbs beats Solomon
in Forest Hills tennis
NEW YORK (AP). — Eddie Dibbs
rolled over Harold Salomon 7-5, S-l

on Sunday in the final of the $800,000
Forest Hills tennis Invitational to
win the biggest paycheck of his

career.
The match lasted‘justl hourand 8B

minutes. Solomon apparently was
bothered by the 82 * beat.

Swiss Open Tennis
GSTAAD, Switzerland (Reuter). —
UU Pinner of West Germany on Sun-
day wan the men's singles title atthe
Swiss Open Tennis Championships
here, defeating Peter McNamara of
Australia 6-2 , 5-4, 7-5.

Petra Delheeii of Switzerland won
the women’s title by defeating
Czechoslovak Ivona Brzakoua 6-4, 1-
8, 8-1.
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TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL; 10.00 Programme
for kindergartener! 10.25- Our
Neighbourhood 10.80 Captain Nemo

11.00

Jane Eyre (part 8} 18.00 This Is

It — youth magazine (live) 16.40

English B 17.00 Around the World In

Eighty Days (part S)

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:

17.80

The Famous Five. Serial based
on books by Enid Blyton about 4

ON THE AIR

First Programme
7.07 Morning 'Concert — Barbells:
Sonata; Mozart: Adagio and Pogue In
C Minor; Vivaldi: Violin Concerto.
Opus 4, No. 8 "L* Stravagonza";
Respighi; Suite No. 1; Vaughan
Williams: 8 Shakespearean Songs
(Swingles Two)
5.06 (Stereo) Mozart: Symphony No.
1 , K. 10; Boccherini: Cello Concerto
No. 2 (Rostropovich); Pergoleal:
"Stabai Mater*'; Bach: Partita No.
2; Bartok: Music for Strings, Percus-
sion and Celesta
10.08 Radio story
1048 Poetry anthology

10.8

8

Lezaon'in spoken Arabic
11*.lS From" lEe Treasures of the
Jewish communities In Israel

12.00 (Stereo) Uri Bhoham,: JTute;

H&noah Greenfeld, piano — Bach:'
Sonata In E-Plat; Mozart: 2 Sonatas,

K. ia and 12; Prokofiev: Sonata:

Opus M
13.00 (Stereo) Tunes from Musicals,
Operettas and Films
14.10 Children's programmes
15.8ft Notes on a new book
16.08 (Stereo) Qattoldl: Ballets for

Binging, Flaying and Dancing;
Yitzhak Banana: "The Love of Tina
Dimon”
20.09 (Stereo) : Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra — young, contest-winning

soloists and conductor! (live)

00.10 (8tereo) Renaissance and
Baroque music

CINEMAS

JERUSALEM, 4, 7, 0
Arnon: The Boys from Brazil, 4, 6.30,

0: Eden: Le Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial; Edison: Shlagger;
Hablrah: My Mother the General;
Kfir: Dizengoff 90, 4, 6.45, 0.15;

Mitchell: Going Steady, 6.40. 9;
Oigll: Pete's Dragon. 8.80, B.30. 7.80;

Orion; Odds and Evens, 4, 0.80, 9; Or.
as: The Thirty Nine Steps, 6.48, 0,

The Muppet Movie. 10.80, 4; Ron:
Miracles Still Happen; Semadar:
Autumn Sonata, 7, 0.15; Small
Auditorium Rlnyenel Ha'ooma:
Picasso’s 1001 Lies. 7, 9; Mary Pop-
pins, 20.80, 4; Israel Museum; The
Circus Comes to Town, 11, 3.80;
Cinema 1 : Operation Thunderbolt
(Jonathan) 7, 9.15

TEL AVIV, 4.90, 7.10, 9JO
Atlenby: Le Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial; Ben-Yehuda: Same
Time, Next Year; Chen: Pete’s
Dragon; Cinema One: The Magnifi-
cent Seven, 4, 7, 9.80; Cinema Two:
Coming Home; Dekel: Midnight Ex-

English' children and their dog
Timothy: Five go to a mystery moor
17.88 "Faster. Higher, Stronger" —
sports magazine
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programme!;
18.80 News roundup
18.82 Special regards

19.00

Family magazine
19.80 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with That's My
Secret: TV game
20.89 Wild, Wild World of Animals —
Jungle River — a new wildlife series

focusing on comparative studies of
niwiiil, and mm

1

2nd-Programme

6.47 Travis McGee — Radio thriller

serial

740 This Morning— news magazine
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
18.08 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Around the world with song
10.05 Songs from the festivals

1640 Health Magazine
1740 Court House
1848 Sports magazine
18.4& Bible Reading — Psalms: 124.

128

19.00 Today — people and events In

the news
20.10 Literary magazine
21.08 Cantorial music (requests)
22.08 Another Viewpoint — Raya
Ganlel .

23.08 Two by Two — marriage
counselling

'NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth) •

14.00 (Fourth. Fifth i
*

18.00 (Fourth) •

20.00 i Fourth I
*

22.00 (Fifth! •

00.30 (Fifth) *

• Fourth programme: 787 kHz;
'Jerusalem area 874: central. Israel
\02fl

* Fifth programme: Short wave and
,FM 88.2 MHz

- MEWS COMMENTARY
Second Programme: Following the

news at 7 a.m. I p-m. and 7 p.m.
Army Radis: Following the 8 a.m
and 6 p.m. news and at 11.40 p.m.

prows, 7, 9.18: Drive-In Cinema: The
Thief of Baghdad 7.18; Esther:
Disengoff 99; Gat: Autumn Sonata;
Gordon: La Carapata; Hod: My
Mother the General; Umar: Inter-

national Velvet, 4.80. 7, 9.30; Maxim:
The Muppets, 10.80, 1248. 440, 7, 9;

Mograb): The Deer Hunter, 5, 8.80;

Ophlr: The Thief of Baghdad: Orly:
Magic; Paris; Wedding, 10, 12, 2.18,

4.30, 7.10, 9.90; Peer: Who 1s Killing
the Great Chefs of Europe?; Ramat
Aviv: Dersu Uzala, 7, 940; Royal:
Secrets of a Door-to-Door Salesman.
10, 12, 2, 4, 7.80, 9.80; Shaha/f: Going
Steady; Studio: California Suite;
Tchelet: Mickey Mouse Golden
Jubilee, 11, 4.80. 8.30, 8.30; Tel Aviv:
Shlagger; Zafon: Heaven Can Walt,
748, 940; Mat at 4.80: White Bim
Black Ear.

•

HAIFA, 4, 6.40, 9
AMPHITHEATRE: Odds and Evens;
Arman: Shlagger: AtsmAn: The
Boys from Brazil; Chen: Mid-
night Express, 0.40, 9; Pete's Dragon,
4; Gator: The High Riders, 10, 2, 7;
Life Against Dollars, 12, 4. 9; Miron;
Goodbye Emmanuel, 6 non-stop
perfs.; Moriah: The Thirty Nine
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21.88 Songs lor the seaside and
summer
22.18 Lou Grant: 8erla! — with
Edward Azner
28.08 Behind the Headlines

*

28.80 Almost Midnight — news

JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

_£_Alao cm JTV 8)

47.40 Latf » Bit. 17.88 Mumfle. 18.80

French Hour. 18.45 1 Dream of Jean-
nle. 19.00 News in French 1040 (JTV
8) Return to PeytonPlace. 19.80 News
In Hebrew. 19.48 Magazine Zero-One.
2040 AD in the family. 21.10 Onedln
Line. 2240 News in English. 22.16*

Roots H — the next generations

8.80 University on the Air — Dr.
fihlomo Bledarman gives an Introduc-

tion to Indian Philosophy
7.07 "707" — Alex Anski presents

selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
8.00 IDF morning newsreel
9.06 Israeli Summer — mizzle, talks

and skits with EDI YIsraeli

D.05 Favourites — fttmdiar tunes,

songs and aklta

18.00 With Love — special regards
and surprises
14.00 Have a Good Time — billboard -

of entertainment programme and In-

terviews
16.00 The Green Grass of Home
1745 IDF evening newsreel
17.46 Sports newsreel
19.08 Alltogether— for those young In
age or In. spirit, music, games,
fashion, prises
XLoo Mabat newsreel ...
21.38' University on the Air.(repeat)
2246 Living Together — Upper
Galilee

28.05 Musical Party at the Little

Tzavta Theatre, Tel Aviv
28.48 IDF Midnight Newsreel
00.06 Night Birds— songs, chat, with
Gila Ahnagor

NEWS BULLETINS
Army Radio: Everyhouron the hour.

First Programme; Every two hours,
from 7 a.m. to midnight, 7 p.m.
broadcast is In easy Hebrew. Second
Programme: 6.05 a.m., -

then every
hour on the hour until 1 a.m. Third
Programme: Hourly,'from 6 a.m. to

midnight.

steps, 6.45,9; Orah: Dizengoff 99; Or*

dan: Interiors; Orion: American
Fever, 6 non-stop perfs.; Orly:

Autumn Sonata, 6.45, 9; Slnbad and
the Age af the Tiger, 4; Peer: Same
Time. Next Year; Ron: My Mother
the General; Shavlt: Revenge of the

Pink Panther, 4.80, 6.46, 9

RAMAT GAN, 4, 7.15, 946
Armon: Pete's Dragon; Hadan
Dizengoff 99, 7.15, 9.80; Uly: Same
Time, Next Year, 7.15, 940; Oasis:
Shlagger; Ordea: My Mother the
General; Rama: Ben Hur, 4, 8;
Ramat Gan: California Suite

HERZLTYA
David: The Lacemaker, 7, 9.80;
IVeret: Shlagger.

HOLON
Hlgdal: Shlagger.

PETAH TTKVA
Shalom: My Mother the General, 4,

7.15, 9.15

NETANYA
Esther: My Mother the General, 4.80,
7. 945

iiPSl
SINAI TOURS
5 Day Camping Tour to Sinai

Weekly Departure
from June 24

Full Board, Kosher
Price 8125

for overseas students
Registration; Yehuda Tours Ltd.,

23 Rehov Hlllel, Jerusalem.
Tel. 02-227740, 233147.

C.VJJ.

Technology 1974

Electronic Representatives

Require

1) Sales Engineer for Elec-

tronic Components

2) English Secratary/Typist

.

Please call: 03-799105, 705435

Required

for large company

Female Clerk

for export dept., knowledge of

HJngllah, Including typing, essential;

Please phone: 03-757754.

Notices In this feature are charged at IL8640 per Una Including VAT; insertion every

'

day costa UA52.Q0 Including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at offices ol The
Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Opening Exhibitions,
Gotonr at the Youth Wing (from 17/7).
Colour, its qualities and uses, by artists
and In everyday life. Aatlvity corners for

children. New Buildings in. Old En-
vironments ; Display of Mexican coins
(10.7-28.7). Selection from the Department
of Art Photography. Exhibit of the Month:
Two bronze stataettes, a smitinggod and a
goddess from the pantheon. Ex-
hibitions: Arts In Palestine In the 19th Cen-
tury. From Still Life to Object. Yocheved
Weinfeld ; Forms of Visual Images. Words
in Freedom. Neolithic Figurines from
Shaar Hsgolan. BirdsInArt. SpecialNote

:

The Floershelmer Pavilion for Im-
pr—slonUt and Poib-Impresalonlat Art
will be closed during July and August for
completion of the building. Special
Display: Four paintings by Van Dyck.
Potter, Jon Brueghel and Janssens
EDlnga. RockefellerMuseum — Exhibit of

the Month: “War and Peace," head of
Janus on a lump of bronze; 8rd century
B4JL, rare bronze vessels from a Per-
sian period tomb, Sbechem, beginning nth

century B.C.E. Special Exhibition:
Islamic Arts.

Visiting Honrs — Israel Museum: Sun.,
Mon., Wed., Thurs. 10 am.-ft p.m.; Tue. 4-

10 p.m.; FrL 10 a.m.-2 pjtn. Sat. 10 s_m.-2
p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Rose Art
Garden: Sun.. Mon.. Wed., Thur. 10 a.m.-6

p.m. Tue. 10 ami.-10 p.m. ; Fri. and Bat. 10
a.m^S-pim. ’Rockefeller Museum: -gun;-

Thur. jo. a-m-rS p.m.; FrL, Bat. 10 a.m.-2*
p.xzL Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be
purchased In advance at the Museum,
Klaim or major Jerusalem hotels; In Tel
Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and KaateL Free
guided touts in English, at the Israel
Museum only. Bun., Wed., Thurs., 11.00

a.m„ Toe*. 440 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadasaah Tours
1. Medical Centre, In Klryat Hndassah.
Tours in English at 9, 10, 11 turn, and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includea Chagall Windows. Na
charge. On Friday tours begin at 8 a.m.—
by appointment only. Tel. 416888.

2. The Hndassah Synagogue — Chagall
Windows — open to the public from 1.80-

4.00

p.m. Sunday-Tbursday. Buses 19 and
27.

8. ML Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.80 to

32.80

p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and 28. TeL
818111.

4. Morning half-day tour of all Hadaosah
projects. IS per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: TeL 416888.

Hebrew University, tours In English at 9
and 11 Tn . from Administration Building.
Glvnt Ram Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours 11.80 ami. from the
Recaption Centre Administration
Building. Buses 9 and 28. Further details:
Tel. 882819.

Emunah — National Religious Women’s
Organization, Tourist Centre, 26 Rehov
Ben Malmon. TeL 02-682468, 680620, 81X588.
American MlsracM Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,
Jerusalem. Tel. 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS
SHOWS
A Stone In David’s Tower. Sound and light
show in English, every evening (except
Friday and festival eves) at 6.43 p.m. at
the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday also
at 10.00 p.m. in English; Sunday and
Thursday at 10.00 p.m. In French. Tickets
at the entrance. Please come warmly
dressed.
Jerusalem Arts Lane — Khutaol Hayotzer

(opp. Jaffa Gate)
. Quality arts and crafts.

All media. See artists at work. Open daily.
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, SchnaUer Wood,
Romema. Tel. 814822, 740 a.m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, Sderot Shaul
Hamelech. Exhibitions — Art of the Six-

ties : Europe and America. New Ac-
quisitions, 20th century pointing, sculp-
ture, drawing. Israel Photography. Work
by pupils of the Museum workshops.
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion — "There is

something in it, after ail" — exhibition-
workshop on buildings In Tel Aviv.
Visiting hours: Sun. — Thur. 10 am.-10

pm. FrL 10 tzL-i p.m. Sat. 7-11 pm. Sat.

morning, 10 am.-l p.m. FREE. Helena
Rubinstein Pavilion : Sun.—Thur.9 a.m.-9
p.m.; 4-7 pm. Fri. 9 a.m.-2 pm. flat dos-
ed.

Beth Hatefutsoth. Temporary Exhibitions
•Gallery: "Image Before My Eyea,"'
photographic display of Jewish life In

Poland (1884-1989). fri conjunction with ex*
falbitlon: Slide show by well known
photographer, Roman Vishniak, *The"Ufa
That Disappeared" (Jewish life In Poland
1985-1039), to be shown daily In Bnal Zion
auditorium. Presentation hours posted
dally In main lobby. Slide show narration
In English. Special Exhibition. "Jews In
Egypt — Spring 79." Photographs by
MlchA Bar-Am.

- Visiting boon: Sun., Mon., Thur., 16 am.-
5pm. ; Tues., Wed., 9-10 pm.; Fri. closed;

Sat. 10 a.m.-2 pm. Tickets for Saturday
may be purchased during week si Hadran
ticket agency (90 Ibn Gvlrol SL, Tel Aviv)
and at Beth Hatefutsoth. Children under 6

.not admitted. Organised tours must be
pre-arranged .(Tel. 08-425161). Beth
Hatefutsoth la located on the Tel Aviv
University campus (gate 2), Klammer SL,
RamatAviv. Buses : 18, 24, 20, 27, 49, 74, 79,

572.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emmtafa — National Religious Women.
166 Ibn GablroL TeL 440816, 788942. 708440,

OBT Israel: For visits please contact:

ORT Tel Aviv, TeL 288281. 782291-2; ORT
Jerusalem, TeL 688141; ORT Netanya,
Tel. 88744.

American Mixractal Women- Guest Tours
— Tel Aviv — TeL 220387, 248X06.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassab Tourism Office, Room 304,

Sheraton Hotel, TeL 08-289784.

Haifa
Haifa .Museum, International Exhibition,
Music In the Bible, 26 Shabtal Levi SL, TeL
528255*8. National Maritime, Tel. 586822.
Illegal Immigration, Tel. 586249. Japanese
Art TeL 88864. Mane Rats, Tel. 88482.
Dagon Grain Collection, TeL 664221. Ar-
tists' Home, TeL 022856.

*

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tourism Office, Visit Ramat
Hadasaah Szold. Phone 04-664876, 81216.
What's On In Haifa, dial 646840.

Rehovot
The Weizmaan Institute open to public
from 8*00 am. to 3.80 pm. Visitors Invited
to zee film on Institute's research ac-
tivities, shown regularly at 13.00 am. and

3.00

pan. Friday 11.00 am. only.
Tours of the Wetamamp House every half
hour from 9.00 am. to 840 pm. and until

noon on Friday. Nominal fee for admission
to Welzmenn House.
For Tours of the House please book: Tel.

054-80280. 054-83328. <

Thin schedule is subject to change without
prior notice. Reader* are advised to coil

Bcn-Gurian Airport Plight Information,
(os) rmei-es (or os-goow for m ai
flight* onl]t) for change* in time* of
Arrival* and Departure*.

TUESDAY
ARRIVALS
0026 El Ai 818 London
0780 TV 912 New York Sharon
0880 Tarom 80S Bucharest
0886 El AI 006 Chicago, New York
1005 THY 824 Istanbul
1030 PAA 208 New York
1350 Cypralr 802 Lamaea
1246 El Ai 004 New York
1288 Olympic 80S Athens
2306 A! Haifa 738 Rome
1315 Sabcna 201 Brussels.
1840 Austrian 711 Vienna
1400 El Ai 386 Rome
1435 Tran*avia 225 Amatardom. Athens
1440 El AJ 010 New York, Montreal
400 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt
596 Air Franco 136 Paris -

660 Sterling 318 Copenhagen
600 TWA KM San Francisco, New York.
Paris

1708 TWA 846 Washington, Boston, Rome,
Athens
1716 Tarom 245 Bucharest
1726 KLM 626 Amsterdam
1738 B1 AI 348 Zurich
3830 British Air 678 London
1900 TWA 848 Chicago. Paris. Rome
1010 Olympic 801 Athens
1925 El AI 358 Frankfurt
1930 Swissair 336 Genova, Zurich
2016 El AI 388 Amsterdam
2100 R1 AI 324 Parts

2180 Air France 186 Paris
2166 El AI 542 Athens
2226 El AI 392 Lisbon. Marseille

' 0080 El AI 316 London
0080 El A] 007 New York, Miami
0600 El AI 886 Rome
0609 TWA 847 Athens, Rome, Boston,
Washington

.

0630 El A] 089 Amsterdam, New York
0700 Swissair 339 Zurich
0710 TWA 849 Rome, Paris

0720 Lufthansa 807 Munich
0740 El AI 891 Marseille, Lisbon
0745 Olympic 902 Athens .

2800 El AI 186 Rome, New York, Mexico
0830 KLM 028 Amsterdam
0820 El AI 847 Zurich
0850 British Air 577 London
0910 TWA 801 Parts. New York
0940 El AI 837 Amsterdam
0990 TV 912 Sharon. New York -

3000 El A1457 Frankfurt

1010 Tarom 804 Bucharest
1040 El AI 923 Paris
1690 THY 826 Istanbul

7100 El AI 647 Rhodes
1219 PAA 209 New York

' 1236 Cypralr joSLornaca
1800 El AI 818 London
1840 Olympic 304 Athens
3420 Aliialia 739 Rome
1430 SnbciiA 202 Brussels

1440 Austrian 712 Vienna, Salitmrg .

. 1515 Transavln 226 Athens, Amsterdam
isoo I*ufthnnzn’0M Frankfurt

h7Q0 Id AI 641 Athens
1720 Air France 133 Lyon, Paris
1730 K1 AI 5973 Bucharest

3836 Tarom 248 Bucharest

Thiir flight Information Or supplied .by thr
Rrn-CuHfu Memollunal Airport Ctmr-
dlHatkw Grulrr,

Non-league teams to compete
f

in softball cup tournament ;

By JACK LEON
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV: — Two non-league
teamg, WUJS Arad and UN Kuneltra
(Golan), will be participating In

Saturday's quarter-finals of the
Israel Softball League's first

national cup tournament.
In last weekend's regional games,

the all-Canadian UN squad ad-
vanced with a comfortable ia-6 vic-

tory over league side Eln Dor. The
WUJS side cruised to a 16-2 dhccees
against AACI Jerusalem, another of
the six non-league entries.

The AAd Tel Aviv beat their Ber-
nle'i Bottle Club townsmen $1-17 In

the highest-scoring regional contest,
with the winners bursting out with a

13-run seventh innings.

In contrast, AACI “Tops and Bm
toms" were thrashed Mq by
Aviv Maccabl, most of ^ 7

*

players are settlers from Ui,
America. Otherteamsthroughtoo?
quarters are Kibbutz Gal-On ku
butz Gezer. Jordan Valley sad a
U.S. embassy. ^

Ramat Gan HapoeltaijT

state table tennis cup
j

Ramat Gan Hapoel won the fab i

Cup in table tennis by defeats!
Pardos Hanna Hapoel 3-0 at KlbtS
Shefaylm on Sunday night, S
Ramat Gan club won the state \*&.
tennis championship.

Classifieds
DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 am. of day prior to publication. For Ftldm
paper: 9 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday 1

! paper; 3 p.m. on Thursday, Tel Avlvu
Haifa: Wednesdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday,
paper: 12 noon Thursday.

Ads ore accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Poet (for addresses see masthead n
bock page) and at all roaognlzed advertising agencies.

Weekday rates : Minimum charge of IL1S4.40 for eight words ; H.16.B0 for each ariaitw.
word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of IL1M.00 for right w!
IL23.M for each additional word. All rates include VAT.

WHERE TO DINS PLUMBING & HEATDJc

KOSHER DAIRY and Meat meals at CENTRAL AND STEAM heating, stem i

reasonable prices. Balfour Cellar, Haifa. Tal. chimney cleaning; service, repair* i

04-666800. plumbing. T.D.L., Tel. 02-298860, 221SH.

iiNMmiiiiiiiimiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiJiiiiiiiiii i!ii(t!imTiiiiiiitiiill!lliliiiiii(iiii!iiiiiimm

WHERE TO STAY INVESTMENTS
!

luimmiimmumimmimnumumumM mumummmuiirtumimmmMiiiiiiittJ
SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short FOR ALL YOUR teal estate needs cwUj
term. Special arrangements for long term. Ambassador Real Estate A Investment*. Of.

Herzllya Heights. Tel. 08-980281, 4 Rehov El Uc* : U King George, Jerusalem. Tel «
AI, HerzUya.

j

BUSINESS INSURANCE

SHOP AND GALLERY, telephone, air- BEFORE RENEWING househell
conditioning, monthly rent. Msaaryk automobile ineuraace, phone Goshen. TiLH

sJBf-' T" Avlv ' ™ ow“wo

DWELLINGS
MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

JERUSALEM

4 FURNISHED + phone, 0860, TeL 01-622837,

evenings.

B2RYAT WOLFSON 4ft room rental, fur-

nished, magnificent view, telephone, garage,
from September. Tel. 02-661052.

TOURISTS, luxury furnished room.
Rehavia, breakfast possible. Tel. 02-661028.

FOR ALL YOUR real estate needs contact
Ambassador Real Estate and Investments.
Office: 16 Bing George, Jerusalem, Tel. 02-

228498.

GIVAT HAMTVTAR, In villa, 3 rooms,
dinette + telephone, up to 6 months tens,
Tel. 02-819088.

BEIT HAKEREM. best location, 2M fur-

nished, immediate, long-term. Tel. 02-629861.
tirrrg#rffrj«4irrJxjifrrfrnn 1

1

itryj jnj j-jj 1

TEL AVIV

TOCHNTT LAMES), luxury 8 bedrooms, 2

bathrooms, oversize rooms, fully equipped
kitchen. Immediate ocaupanoy. Tel, 08-

268222.

BALE AAjihitLAMED, 5 room penthouse
+ room on roof. TeL 08-416687.

RENTAL 2-8 room flat, furnished, excellent
location. Perl Garrun, Tel. 68-269113.

RENTAL FURNIBHED 3 room flat,
telephone,

.
parking- Tel. 08-888284, 08-287272.

TO RENT VILLA for August, Ramat Gan, 6
rooms furnished. Religious only. 81,000. TeL
08-708136.

RENTAL 2K-ROOM apartment 2 months
I860. Also other apartments and houses,
short and long term. Greenfeld Realties. TeL
08-226870,*evenings 08-284988.

SALES AND RENTAU exclusive In PituaJh.
•Moran" TeL 08-982788. _

^
~

' ' '

'

~ ”

FOR SALE OR RENT up to 4 yeare; new
penthouse In Ahusa, heating- garage. I860.
Tel. 04-244467.

PIANOS MUCH better — yet cheaper. 7b
experts: Klelnmann, Jerusalem/Tsl Aviv.

MATRIMONIAL

"DALLA" MARRIAGE BROKER, Na
Afoarljd St TeL QS-280M6.

26; 370 TRAVEL AGENT (m) for martial

Tel. 08-449869.

PURCHASE/SALE

MOVING—IMPORTED beds, msttrw
dreeing table. Tel- 08-9296M.

SEGAL BUYS EVERYTHQ4Q, tstartts

jrtereoa. furniture, liquidations. TeL
888790, 08-868748.

SITUATIONS VACANT

RENTAL UNFURNISHED villa, seaside, 8
bedrooms. HerzUya Pituoh. Tel. 08-685455.

RENTAL, EXCLUSIVE furnlshed/unfur-
nlshed home. Anglo-Saxon, TeL 08-980261-2.

NETANYA

DAVID GAFFAN, sales rentals, holiday
apartments, Tel. 008-89872, 7 Hers] St,
Netanya:

< < |

.

|

BAMAT HASHABON
LUXURIOUS VILLA, for sale, near sea. 6
rooms, 200sq.m. + air-conditioning, Ramat
Poleg. Tel, 068-61893.

FOR RENT, Ramat Haebaron. furnished
villa 4 rooms + large garden 8800. TeL 03-

470698.

ONE ROOM FLAT, furnished 4- hall +
telephone, north Tel Aviv, 8160 monthly. Tel.
062-84055, 062-28680.

• OTHERS

LONDON, COMFORTABLE house available
for August Sleeps six. Tel.. 02488506.

REQUIRED: 1) English typist 2)

shorthand-typist 9) Telex operator. TeL »

622671.

ENGLISH TELEX OPERATOR required

times weekly, 6:80—8:90 pan., Angmt u
September. TeL 04-646446, 6-7 pjn. J

WANTED qualified live-ln housekeeper h
couple In private home In Haifa. Reference

Tel. 04-248467 after 7-00 p.m.

SALESGIRL NEEDED for health foodiW
Hebrew/English speaking. Tel. 02-249081; t

626886.

IL3.340 PER WEEK for excellent typti

"MANPOWER," 12 Ben Yehuda St, T
Aviv, Sun.-Thur. 8 am.—2 pjn. TeL ]-

298879.

EARN IL690 -per day in interesting W J
pairary typing Jobs, 2-8 days a week or»
days also acceptable. See us today

Translators' PooL 1 Rehov Rachel, Tel Aik

Tel. 03-241780, 08-280674; Jerusalem, •Hi*
k

c«

Tonal, 02-228572, 02-225155; Haifa, » K*** 'j-,

Lotus, TeL 04-84368.

ALYN ORTHOPAEDIC HOSPITAL nq>*«
registered and practical nurses for fuH *

part-time work. Call Head Nurse betim**
a.m. and l p.m. Tel. 02412251, extIL

GEORG JENSEN, exclusive gift ibop

quires experienced soles personnel fwj**
time shift work in Jerusalem. Pisses o4M*
242588. •

JOIN OUR TEAM as a typist Wart n*]

nlngs by the hour, and enjoy a' ptosse*®)

mospbere and high wages. DaneL 88

SRlffiS

VEHICLES

TRIUMPH T.R.7 SPORT. 1977.

84460 for immediate sole. Tel. fg-WMH8-

PABSPORT TO PASSPORT taxes P«jj

Mercedes 290/4, 1974, 59,000km.. good mW*
tlon. TeL 08-252161.

~

PASSPORT SALE, Aifa-Bud 1800. 18« **

08-280088, evenings. : ^
COMPANY BUYING tad selltag gf**

4

cars from ollm, tourists. Tri. M-4M8M-_
1979 PEUGEOT 604 family station

Passport to passport. TeL oWMOWt;

Jerusalem: Jerusalem, 212 Yolo, 026210
;

Al-Arz. Herod’s Gate. 282683.

Tel Aviv: Netuh Israel, 11 Netzah Israel,
23S649. HoIon: Naot RabeL 86 Elat 861761.
Bat Taut; Gone Bat Yam, 3 Hanevilm,
885671. .Ramat Gan; Hen, 99 Jabotinaky,
'704434. Kiunataylm: Haohoron, Derech
Haaharon, 2108L Netanya: Haiuugi, 88
Weizmann. 22799. Hadera: Yafa. 62 Welz-

. maun, 22122. Rlzhon: Klara, 4 Manya
Shohat, 999649.

Haifa; Allah, Bat Gellm, 44 Allah, 632062.
Bn-nthf-ba: Srtut 72 Herzl, 78869.

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jrrwmlmu Sha&re Zedek (pediatrics, enr-
gcry, orthopedics, ophthalmology), Bikur
Holim (Internal, obstetrics, E.N.T.).
Td Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics. Internal, aur-
Jtoryl.

Nrtoiiynj Lanlndo (obstetrics, internal).
Haifa: Rothschild.

'

"Enur; - Mental Health First Aid..TO!.Jmuaiom 6699U, Tel Aviv 29331 1 , Haifa
(HMWW. Rccrshcba 32111.

.

MiNgav lidnrk: 4-8 p.m. open line evoryMonday Answers to. . nbzietriee.
"

8jnawolo)flciil, sterility anti iititilly piah-
ninjr problems. Tel, 03-638396.

Magcn David Adorn firzt aid centre*^

open from 8 p.m. to 7 a.-m. Emwl'K
home call* by doctors at fixed rales. *2

-

Fund members should enquire •r*:
rebate.

Phone numbers; Jerusalem. Tel *£*.

Haifa - wi. Dan Region (Remd-G*^
Bnel Brak, GlvaUytin. Klryat OMl
781113.

Nazareth 94383

Netanya 23383 _•

Pctah Ttfiva-ttty* .

Rehovot.0M‘3lW
Rlzhon LeSSon MB®
Soffd 30333

' Tiberias Will

Ashdod 22323
Ashkrton 23398
Rat -Yam ftm»
Bccrshcbn '78333

Eilat 2838’

Hadera 23333
Holon. 803138
.Nahnriyn 923333

Sunset 1K.4S; Sunrise tomorow M.44

Dial too in most parts of the. country.
I"

Tiberln« dial 924444. Kfryflt Shmona 40M*-.
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v % you think you're paying too
'V ueh in taxes? You could be right.

'*
. y some economists. You axe

Wyfrnng-. say our own Treasury ex-

Oirta. You are absolutely right, says
^/ViRKemp.

' *
. V 'iKamp, young (48) Republican con-

'‘tv^essman from Buffalo, N.Y. and a
-i -S-l&vote getter for his party, spoke to

'--v Jerusalem. Post during a break
i; f\ } the recent sessions of the

'•'ill Jerusalem Conference on Inter-
till,! *\ticnal Terror.

p
IfjuJV]Respite the vast difference in size

"power between our two ooun-
.“V, tesi" hB observed, "Israelis and

\x /% ^Bericans suffer a common atfllc-

— hyper-taxation. It Is as If we
r
vA%7not working to provide for

^V-nfelves and our families, but
•^V'taKr to satisfy the Insatiable
^‘‘-v Lgcr of the revenue authorities.'"

'fcMttp got his start In politics on the

Shall field. The popularity he gain-

I
as star quarterback for tbe

?

^'^.elesslonaJ Buffalo Bills team was
:
^-V'strfiniental in launching a career

'^^ioh has now gained him the status
Ttront-runner to succeed -Jacob

'‘BftG

*VES

btnnce to Jerusalem Tzavta

Javits as senator forNewYorkanda
possible vice-presidential candidate
as well. Kemp wasco-sponser of the
ill-fated Kemp-Roth . bill on tax
reform. Observers say the bill was
one of the toughest economic
challenges to the Carter Administra-
tion so far. .

Based on the so-called concept of
1

Incentive-oriented economics," the
bill would have sharply reduced
marginal income taxes in the U.S.
while raising the tax bracket
threshholda at the same time.

. “Our bill failed because President
Carter has fallen prey to the
orthodox Keynesian macro-
economists who advise him," said
Kemp. “I maintain that excessive
taxation is the main factor leading to

loss of Jobs. It businessmen are not
harassed by such high taxes they

STEP THROUGH the wrought iron
gates Into the courtyard, and you
hear enchanting whispers of a
bygone era. But for the sign ‘‘Tzav-
ta,” the 20th century stops at the
courtyard entrance. Only the oc-
casional noise of a bus breaks tbe
spell, hurling one back to central
Jerusalem and King George Street.
“I think the charm of this place is

what keeps people coming back, try-
ing to make it successful," said
Maya Mevorah, one.of Tzavta'a ar-
tistic directors. "The building has
retained Its charm because It is

alive, not Hke the old buflcftngs of

France or Greece, which have been
turned into tourist attractions."
JerusalemTzavta, almost 20 years

old, waa rescued several times from
a sickly childhood and is stillintrou-
ble. .When constructed SO years ago
the building served as Mapam ’a

“progressive culture" theatre; there
was a succession of directors and Ill-

fated programmes; but each time
the- theatre closed down another
group would approach NTapwTn with
a new plan.
“The problem is the auditorium. It

has a maximum seating capacity of
200," explained Mevorah. "At that
size It is not financially viable. But
we are here because of its In-

timacy," she added.
“We" — that i«, the current

managers — are bent on making
Tzavta work this time. Mevorahwas
teaching theatre at the Hebrew
University in 1077 .when Tzavta’a
perennial difficulties forc-

ed It to close. She said that she had
“fallen in love* ' with the buildingand
saw It as the perfect structure for ex-

perimental theatre. She cajoled the
Mapam people Into letting her have

would Invest more, expand and,
before you know it, there would be
tens of thousands of new jobs
created."

'"WHATABOUT Inflation?",we ask-
ed. Isn't stiff taxation a wise way of
syphoning off people's purchasing
power and arresting inflation? -

“That's a classic error, and one
with which Israeli economic
planners have fallen In love." he
replied. “Inflation, you must
remember, la not only too much de-
mand. It Is also too little production.
That's why' we should encourage
more business Investment. Yes,
there should be real dramatic incen-
tives offered to entrepreneurial
capitalists. At the same time, the tax
on labour should be reduced, so that
workers would be encouraged to put

By AAEON BITTNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

more time into their jobs."
As Kemp sees it, .a nation's tax

revenues can actually be increased
through lowering the tax rates. The
idea is to increase thenumber of tax-

payers. He says: “It's like the cor-

ner grocer who ends up with more
profitby sellingmore rolls ata lower
price. Or, remember what they said
about old Henry Ford? He would
have made the same fortune seeing
a thousand cars at a million dollars

each as he made selling a million
cars at a thousand dollars each. But
what is Important la the way things
actually work out. It is. more likely

Determination
at Tzavta

By LYNDA SCHUSTER/Speclal to The Jerusalem Post

a go at making it work, hud brought
along Dan Goldhlatt. a 24-year-old
American who had caught her eye in -

the English theatre.
Together they raised funds for

renovations, and ' succeeded in in-

stalling a new lighting Bystem,
reconstructing the stage and making

- the seating more comfortable. Tzav-
ta reopened in 1978, with the
emphasis on "alternative" enter-
tainment.
"Although we would like to con-

centrate mainly on -theatre," ex-'

plained Mevorah, “our first thoughts
were to establish ourselves toatfcract

the necessary financial support. We
had toprove Tzavta’s contributionin
reaching: a sector of Jerusalem’s
population not served by the conven-
tional theatres and chibs.” ’

AND PROVE it they did. With a pot-

pourri of offerings ranging from
poetry readings to panel discussions
an abortion to experimental theatre,

Mevorah says practically every
.event is sold out.

“One night, during a question and
answer period after a scheduled
poetry reading, I could- tell that one

nnmf
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FROM MY JERUSALEM KITCHRN/SyMl Zimmerman
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V nOWibbOLa*a cucumbergoes tbe cliche.

Why? Maybe because the inside of a
encumber can be 20 degrees cooler

the hot air outside on a summer
»

"
M,

*8ty. Cucumbers also contain more
—rater than any other fruit or
Vegetable except melon. Food

' ' • ' 'Value? Vitamins A and C. Wash
• ’'^.Ijmcumbers well and eat with the peel

. .k rso as net to lose the vitamins it holds.
- tiAnd there axe only 12 calories in a

s'-
' -meditun-alxe cueumber

.

K . . . .^ Recently, in Jerusalem’s Mahane

, ,
Ttfehudar market, Idele Ross, Kol

Israel’s recipe woman, and her
^ttwband, Norman Slekpkoff in-

.

J !

Hr'.

Reduced me to a pale green
1 ;2ucumber with a fuzzy ribbed skin

sailed melafafon baladi in Hebrew
.
Ijind fauze in Arabic. It la wonderful

listen raw or In salads.
'*

t
. , hr-Ohs reminder: always cut off the

.-.fc’jnd* of cucumbers and discard to

.
, . , ;rJtyotd the toxins concentrated there.

.

‘
,

.
CUCUMBER SPREAD

• x cup
. .. ,

-.vfcfaiye cucumber
,

:

'fimoll onion
• - s

i crushed garlic clove

. j-'OY. yoohurt
kll ^ktja3f

.. r% t pepper
iX paprika

chapped J.
,,cH shopped fresh parsley

' t lemon juice
'

rl
t chopped fresh dill

\
'*

l. Grate unpeeled cucumber and
don Into a strainer or collander.

. idd garlic and let sit 1 hour. Place In

. Add yoghurt, ojdt, pepper,

paprika, parsley, lemon juice .and

dill. Blend. Chill until ready to serve.

Good with crackers.

CUCUMBER SALAD DRESSING
2% cups

5 coarsely chopped cucumbers
2 chopped onion or g spring onions

2 T. lemon juice
m

l cup mayonnaise
1. Place cucumbers, onion and

lemon juice In blenderand blend un-

to smooth. ...
2. Remove to a bowl.- Add mayon-

naise and blend-. Refrigerate ’until

ready to use. Good on lettuce salad.

CUCUMBER SALAD BOAT
6 servings

6 large cucumbers
1 cup grated carrots

2 cup grated radishes

ST. oil

s t lemon juice
’salt and pepper

l. Cut cucumbers lengthwise and
remove seeds. Pat dry with paper
towels.

,

2. Grate carrots and radishes. Add
oil, lemon Judce, salt and pepper. Fill

cucumber halves with vegetable
mixture. Wrap tightly in plastic

wrap or plastic bag.. Refrigerate one
hour. Serve each 'boat” on a lettuce

leaf.

TURKISH CUCUMBER AND
YOGHURT SALADW servings

2 large cucumbers

salt, white pepper
I crushed garUc clove
8 t vinegar

H f chopped fresh diU

! %cup yoghurt
I I dried or IT, fresh mint
8 T. oil

1. Peel and slice cucumbers into 1 a
bowl. Sprinkle with salt and set

aside.

2. Mix crushed garlic with vinegar.

Add dill and yoghurt and blend.

Refrigerate until ready to serve,

then pour over cucumbers. Sprinkle

oil and mint on top.

nils salad is known as Cacik, Jajik !

or DJaJlkl

COLD CUCUMBER SOUP
6 servings

8 T. butter or margarine
K cup chopped

.
onion

£ cups diced, unpeeled cucumbers
1% T. chopped parsley or d€l

% cup finely diced potato
B cups pareve chicken broth

K <- ealt

H L pepper

% t dry mustard
2% containers sour cream

1. Melt butter or margarine in a
soup pot. Saute onion until
transparent.

2. Add cucumbers, parsley or dUU
potato, salt, pepper, dry mustard
and chicken broth. Bring to a boll,

then simmer 35-20 minutes. -

8. Puree vegetables in blender.

Return to a bowl and refrigerate.

Add sour cream just before serving.
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SOLUTIONS' TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW

very persistent woman was dying to

read her own poetry," she recalled.
"We hit upon the Idea of an open
poetry session where anybody could
come and read. It was tremendous.
We heard poems In Spanish, Rus-
sian, French. English and, of course,
Hebrew. And so many different
types of people: a Yemenite grand-
mother, students, housewives, new
immigrants. It was a mad out-
pouring."
Although Tzavta'a size allows In-

timacy -between performer and
audience, it is also the major reason
why Tzavta cannot support Itself.

“We are currently operating on a
deficit of about IL30.000 a month,"
explained Goldhlatt, Tzavta's other
director. “We anticipated some sort
of deficit when we embarked on this

venture. But we didn't expect such
in/»ir»ria)«>ca] government support."

Goldhlatt says Mapam pays the rent,

- (fnrt the Jerusalem Municipality makes
a "minor” contribution. But they have

been ignored by the major government
agencies. .

*

"Sometimes I think one has to be
in Tel Aviv to be on the map," he

reforms
that a million people would spend a
thousand dollars for a car than the

other way around. It’s the same with
taxation."

WITH AN EXTERNALdebt of $3,200
per- capita, he points out, “you
Israelis are in a merciless position,

with economic prospects bleak no
matter how much foreign aid we
provide. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that despite your recent tax
reform, your tax rates are still so
high that much of your economy now
operates at the so-called 'barter'

level, with between 82.000m. and
25,000m. in Income — a quarter to a
third of your gross domestic product
— unreported, or as you call It here,
'black' capital."

The Post asked Kemp to suggest a
soluUon-ln-a-nutshell, and he ad-

says, angrily. "Jerusalem is so often
ignored when It comes to the arts.
Many talented musicians, artists

and poets leave Jerusalem because
they just can't work here. If Tzavta
were to close, the artistic energy
created qver the last year would be
lost forever,"

Goldhlatt doesn’t know how much
longer the theatre can continue to
operate. But he does know, that
young actors and playwrights would
be acutely affected by Tzavta’a
demise. Because amateur theatre
does not exist In Israel, there is no
place for actors outside the
"establishment" to work or to ex-
periment. He says that public
response to Tzavta has shown that
there Is a definite demand for the type

of entertainment It offers.

SATURDAY night, and Tzavta Is

transformed into a wealthy dowager
about to meat her admirers. They
arrive early, and stand around In

small groups. Hebrew and English
words bounce across the courtyard
like the shadows of the lanterns
swaying in the wind.

Chairs line the room up to the
stage, on which there ore only two
stools. Lights are dimmed, and there
is a buzz of anticipation: Marcel
Dadi, the French folkslnger, walks
onto the stage. He sits, tunes his
guitar, and throws out a joke. The
audience laughs and settles hack;
communication has been establish-
ed. Dadi starts his performance.
He punctuates his superb Chet

Atkins-atyle guitar playing with
sheepish country humour, and the
audience eats it up. The intimacy is

there: he reaches out and touches
them, and they love it.

vised: "Tbe correct strategy would,
be to convert your tax structure to a
peacetime footing. Knock 15 points

off the corporate tax rate of 61 per

cent. At the same time, drop the top
rate on personal income to 86 per
cent, a move which would im-
mediately bring in a third of the un-

reported, or “black” Income, and at

the same time push the level of

national productivity to a higher
plateau.

"This Is my hope for the people of

Israel. But the chances that the
Begin government would be so
adventurous with fiscal policy are
not very bright, unfortunately. Your
economy will remain troubled, l am
afraid, until these Ideas catch on. 1
pray that they will, because Mr.
Begin is & great leader and Israel a
great nation." Jack Kemp

.#*

<Richard Cbsrbltt

A gentle reminder
By N. DAVXD GROSS/Jerusalem Post Reporter

THE PROFESSIONAL music,
drama and dance critics, eyes and
ears glazed and pens and hearts
hardened by years of comparative
study of the performing arts, might
call it kitsch and bodiless froth, but I

found an evening with AnaArtu Kan
— We’re Here — at Binyenei
Ha’ooma this week a highly en-
joyable experience. It was an even-
ing entirely without cynicism, self-

hatred, or off-with-their-heads-
Broadway cleverness.
AnoJinu Kan, a song and dance

company established in Kiev some
28 years ago. to bring Jewish culture
to the deprived, and which doubtleas
had a role In reviving the aliya
movement In the Soviet Union, was
re-established in Israel in 1972 with
the purpose of expressing thanks for

Its members* liberation and to
provide a gentle reminder to the
Israel public of the long-lost Ufe in

the Pale.

Both aspects were presented in

two separate acts in this week’s per-
formance. A 40-voice Choir, strong,

well modulated, smooth and ae>-

curate, and a similar-sized troupe of
dancers, vigorous expressive,
athletic and yet unlaboured, por-
trayed the lighter side of shtetl life.

Its. dark undercurrent merely hinted
at toward the end. Here even X must
admit it was kitschy— a tableau of
the Holocaust and the defiance. The

language was Yiddish.
The second' half was a lively

presentation of Israel folk song, and
dance with a finale of kibbutz
galuyot, but including, without ap-

parent cause except to display vir-

tuosity, a truly comical shepherds’
dance.

THERE was no printed programme
and the announcements from the
stage were vague so that, apart from
the conductor and musical director
Laszlo Booth, to whom much credit
is undoubtedly due, I am unable to

name names.
I would also like to refer to my

favourite, a chorister who stepped
out from the ranks to sing “Wen der
rebbe tanzt ’’ In a beautifully,
modulated baritone and then
modestly stepped back again while
the dance went on, preventing the
audience from showing its apprecia-
tion.

THie orchestra was good but also
could have managed without
amplification.
The sympathetic audience was

composed of the nostalgia-seeking
middle-aged and the young, pleased
to get a smattering of Jewish lore the
easy way. It’s a splendid show for

your tourist relatives and friends.

But you’ll have to look out for
Anahnu Kan — they don’t seem to

advertise widely.

THE DEMISE last week of Skylab
undoubtedly was a major attention-

getter in terms of making it into the
news roundups, and, as such, was a
weJcflwe diversion from our.noutinen

,'b*3iy~aching- Here was. something
we shared with every other country
and people between 80 and 60
degrees of latitude,,north to south.

Nobody was going to diddle or1 vote

us out of our share of the "anxiety."

Tble threat of a man-made "foot-

print" was ours to worry about as
much as anyone else’s, and there

web a rare solidarity of whatever it

was.'
Skylab's fiery descent provided

tense and Interesting listening. I

alternated between the BBC and
Voice of America and whatever I
could pick up from European
istatlons. The closest to an actual
eyewitness report came ' from Kol
Yisraers Melbourne correspondent,

Yehuda Svaray, a former "Ma'arlv"
staffer. Svoray waa nearest to where
the Skylab remains landed, a region
the Australians unkindly refer to as
the “backside of the world." Well,

for once this south-western bit of the
Australian continent, indeed
desolate terrain, held the limelight.

Listening to Svoray, we got a
graphic description of spectacular
fireworks, booms, whistling, shrieks

and eerie lights.

One can’t help wondering what
world reaction would be if there

were military satellites, loaded with

nuclear hardware, circling above ua
and perhaps headed for a fall instead
of two tons of relatively harmless
junk. It will be interesting to com-
pare the American self-flagellation

(publicity-wise) over Skylab to

whatever the Russians will have to
say about Solyut-6, doomed to
similar fate in the months ahead.
Since this was a *' first-ever,"

listeners should have gotten their

‘licence fee's worth of future
-prospects and been informed as to

whether we all may soon have to

M41MI
Polish S. ^European sh
Restaurant
Exclusive, tmunaja and homey nmoephere.

Attatrt cawed lor up TO. 30 persons.

Open Bvonmao. Inducting Fridays and Satur-

days. between 7 pm end midnight

Lunch' served. Sundev-Thursday. beiwwn 12

noon and 4 pm.

45 JEFPET ST JAFFA

TELEPHONE 828456
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LISTENING IN...Ze'ev Schul

wear steel helmets. There are no less

than 4,500 man-made objects whiz-

zing around our globe — Spuinick to

Voyager II, not counting the odd bits

and pieces. Seems to me that the
time to air orbital environmental
problems, including garbage collec-

tion, la now. before they obliterate
the sun. Pity we didn't hear more on
this and related subjects.

AS WE SAID, back to the grindstone.

On . Wednesday’s “Press
Conference" (Second Programme,
1610 hrs), Yitzhak Golan asked Ylgal

Alien about how he now interprets

the Allan Plan, which next year will

celebrate its bar mltzva, and also

how Allon would have tackled Sadat
In peace talks. An interesting, if

rather confusing, excercise. My con-

ceptions of who la in favour of
,'what are now hopelessly muddled.
The former foreign minister said

that he wouldn't have let Sadat
depart without familiarizing him
with Israel's Interpretation of
"defensible borders." and telling

him (the punch line) about the

special significance he (Allon) at-

taches to the Sinai airfields and
specific regional defence re-
quirements. I wish he would have
been a bit more explicit and called a
spade a apade.

.THE piece de resistance of

the week was. once again, Edna
Peer's talk show (a repeat broad-
cast) on Wednesday (2206 hrs),
which dealt with policemen's views
on juvenile delinquents. They are
not, repeat not, simply saucy little

nippers stimulated to mischief by an

overdose of intelligence, as they, or

their parents, would have us believe.

Some are dope vendors, some car

thieves. Others are not beyond ; -

lacking elderly couples or even caus-

ing grave Injuries to people.

Underpaid and overworked. No
doubt the Israel Police are both. But
if one considers them and juvenile

suspects, there are many troubling

Issues to this subject. I have listened

with open ears to stories of alleged

police brutality since X once witness-

ed a case myself.
Iwitnessed the pursuit of a couple

of youngsters who had fooled around’
with a car. Maybe they wanted to

steal it, or worse. Ab the delinquency
squad went after them lnhot pursuit,

I, as a good (and younger) jour-

nalist, followed. I remember, or
rather I will never forget, how a
plainclothes man caught up with one
teenager, and delivered a smashing
blow with the butt of Us revolver to Us
face. There was the sickening im-
pact of the blow and — waa I imagin-
ing things? — broken teeth. There
waa no reason for the violence. The
youngster was cowering against a
wall.

I was reminded of this scene last

Wednesday while' I was listening in

to Edna peer’s show when one of the

policemen told us. evidently to 11-

Ylgal Alloa

lustr&te his “humane” approach,
how after pursuing a suspect into an
orchard and catching up with him,
he let him go. “after shaking him,"
as the youngster had turned a pair of
terror-stricken eyes up at him and
had begun to scream hysterically.

And what happens to youngsters
held in detention? They may he sub-

ject. to “advances" from older
stronger convicts. Is a citizen totally

deprived of all of’his rights once he is

behind bars? I wish we would hear
more about these and other
problems. On second thought, it

would be a frustrating exercise.
Nothing will be done about It. Ab-
solute misery is still not a criterion

for setting priorities In budget
allocations.

TRAVIS McGEE offers screams,
agony and rape right after the mor-
ning chapter from the Mishna.
Someone at Kol YIsrael should do
something about this untimely
offence.

TD
Israel Museum,

Jerusalem

special
FOR CHILDREN

“LADDERS" — New clown,

music and mime show for

ages 4—10.

Tomorrow, Wed., 18.7

at 11.90 aj&. and -3.30 p.m.

Members IL30; non-members HA0
(includes entrance to Museum)

A
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Old Acre DevelopmentCompany Ltd.

CONCERT
Chamber music in the Knights’ - Hh.IL

Saturday evening, July 21, 1979, 8*30 p-M* *

Cflla Grossmayer, soprano
Adi Etslon, soprano
Yonalan Zak, piano

ARTISTIC SONG
Ueder by; Schubert, Brahms, Wolf, Poulenc, Britten

i

Tickets: Garber, Central Carmel; Sherutei- David, Nahariya:

Old Acre Development Co. Ltd. (Tel. 912171) — and at the Haifa

Tourist Information.Office, on the evening of the concert.

(R\ ..^DOwn1 noiDoO minTJI
j
Jerusalem JVmphony Orchestra

gar* 8CRTINI CHIEF CONDUCTOR A MUSICAL DIRECTOR -Xrran 1'VniWl r>s« mi] 'VW

Special concert ending the

“WE INTRODUCE...” and

“THE YOUNG ARTIST” series

8 p.m., Tuesday, July 17,

at tbe Jerusalem Theatre.

Owing to the special character of the series, the names of

the young conductors and soloists, as well as the works to

he performed, will be published only on the evening of the

concert.

‘Tickets at popular prices from the Jerusalem Theatre Box Office, 29

Rehov Marcus (Tel. 9L687161), and from the Gahanna and Kartts On
ticket agencies.

“T'ararr-
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Pure wool trademark
gets branch in Israel

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Vfc«X» AVIV. — The htwimtimwl
Wool Secretariat, a world-wide
organisation active In 27 countries,
yesterday established a branch in
Israel.

“Our aim Is to both persuade
Israelis to usemore purenewwool
and to get them away from migy
synthetic fibres — and to convince
more Israeli manufacturers to meet
our rigid standards so they can use
the "woolmark” label which
facilitates sales abroad,” David
Goodenday, a member of the
rccretariat's executive.

The secretariat began its activities
in Israel some years ago when it per-
suaded 10 local manufacturers to
join the group, another 10 recently
joined, and they conslstltute about 80
per cent of the local wool manufac-
turers. It is hoped to enlist another 10
leading companies.
The secretariat Is sponsored by

sheep growers in Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and Uruguay,
and “woolmark" is a “consumer
protection mark,” guaranteeing
Ugh quality goods.
Erwin Seltzer, who came to Israel

two years to work as a consultant at
the Fibre Institute in Jerusalem, has

been appointed Israeli represen-
tative. He now makes hie -head-
quarters at the Shenkar Textile
School In R&mat Gan.
The speakers explained that “pure

new wool" and "virgin wool" are
Identical, and the former term is

now preferred because in many
countries "virgin” is an old-
fashioned concept.'

Israel uses only about 450 grams of

wool a person per year, compared to
about 1.5 kilograms In England and
two kilograms in Greece fwhich has
a climate somewhat comparable to
Israel).

They felt that although 30 to 60 per
cent more expensive than syn-
thetics, wool was ft better buy, since
it was "absorbent, soaking up sweat
on hot muggy days," while "air-
conditioning the body since wool
breathes," and was both more com-
fortable and more stylish.

In 1978, Israel exported products
containing wool and wool-blends,
valued at 325m., a considerable in-

crease over the 313m. exported In
1976. The main customers were the
U.S. and the U.K., while Israel im-
ported its pure new wool from
Australia. Argentina, the U.K. and
New Zealand.

With President Navon and Labour Minister Israel Katz looking on
during ceremonies at Beit Hanaasi yesterday. Dr. Dvora Kaplan,
widow of Israel’s first Minister of Finance — Eliezer Kaplan —
greets two of this year's winners of the Kaplan Prise for outstanding
achievements in productivity and. work- efficiency. The two
awardees shown above head the mass casualty rescue and treat-

ment team at Jerusalem’s Shaare Zedek hospital. Other winners in-

cluded construction engineers, computer specialists, a geriatric
nurse, metal and plastic workers, accountants, legal data process-
lugexperts and agronomists. (Zoom 77)

SEE
JERUSALEM

FROM
THE AIR
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In 1969 Hermann Bodmsnn,
the famous German car-
tographer, came to Jerusalem
and added the “Golden City" to

his collection of famous aerial

maps.

Produced after many hours of

city overflights, the map shows
every building, house, garden
and street in the capital and of

course, die Western Wall, the

Temple Mount, the Knesset,
Hebrew University, Israel
Museum, etc. Each map is prin-

ted on high quality art-paper in

full colour. Map size 34in. x

20.5In. (86cm. x 62cm.) Paper
size 37in. x 24in. (94cm. x
62cm.).

The maps are dispatched in an

uncrushabla tuba and are ideal

for framing. Suitable for birth-

day. graduation, barmitzva and

holidsy gifts.

Available from batter shops

everywhere, from the offices of

The Jerusalem Post in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv or Haifa or

by post. Complete and return

the coupon below with your

choquo. We will send it

anywhere in the world.

. I LI 20
incL packing

and postage

To: The Jerusalem Post,

p.O.B. 81, Jerusalem.

Please send me —
Jerusalem Air Maps at 1L120

each incl. VAT, pecking and

postage. My cheque Is en-

closed. -

NAME,

address

Nyerere faces

tough going

at Uganda
conference
DAB ES SALAAM (Reuter) . — Tan-
zanian President Julius Nyerere
goes to next week’s African Summit
in Liberia, not as the jubilant victor
of the Uganda war, but as a victim
weighed down by economic and
political burdens.
He faces attack in the Organiza-

tion of African Unity (OAU) . notably
by Its outgoing chairman Sudanese
President Jaafar Numelri, over his
prosecution of the war and the con-
tinued presence of Tanzanian troops
on Ugandan soil. The embarrassing
affair of former Ugandan president
Yusufu Lule, who spent two weeks as
an unwilling guest in Dr. Nyerere's
state house, has hardly faded from
the headlines.
Finally, it has been revealed that

this 17-year-old Socialist state is fac-
ing economic collapse, partly as a
result of its military campaign to
-oust Idi Amin.
Nine western nations have been

sent a confidential appeal by Dr.
Nyerere for 3375m., without which
he said production would plummet
and unemployment would spiral.

The document paints a picture of
the economy so grim that
economists here have voiced doubts
over the figures and diplomats are
pressing for more information. It

confirms that Tanzania would have
been worse off in any case this year
because of declining production in
just about everything except tea, a
falling price for exports, the rising

cost of oil and the worst monsoon
flooding in a decade.

In 1977 Tanzania had a balance of
payments surplus of 3155m. By last

year that had plunged to an overall

|280m. deficit.

Without the war, the document
said, this could probably have been
corrected under normal standby
facilities by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), possibly
bolstered by a World Bank loan. But
the expense of sending some 50,000
troops over 1,800 kms. across Ugan-
da was 3520m. of which 3340m. was
foreign exchange cost
Tanzanians complain that they

had to pay hard cash.to the Soviet

bloc for their ammunition and
weapons. One told Reuters: “Every
rocket cost us $1,200 and we used
thousands of them."
The document concluded: “Taking

all factors into account, the overall

foreign exchange gap facing the

country is a massive 4,283m.
shillings (3535m).

"

The countries asked to help — the

U.S., Canada, Britain, Sweden, the
Netherlands, Norway, Denmark,
West Germany and Japan — have
given the appeal a generally cool

reception.
The 3375m. asked for assumes, op-

timistically. favourable responses

from the IMF over a request for a
special extended fund facility of

356m. (in addition to a credit already
negotiated of 353m.) and a loan from,

the World Bank of 350m.
The IMF has yet to respond and a

World Bank team is due here next
month to negotiate terms. The feel-

ing among donors, who held their

own meeting here to discuss the

Situation/ Is that they will wait to

hear the IMF reply.

mfi-
Five new donble-jdatfora* lorries, each capable of carrying three
containers, have been pot into use by Mifalei Tovala Transport Co.
Ltd. The heavy movers, assembled in Israel, will make two trips

daily from the Eilat Fort to the company loading station at Nahal

Rich and poor meet
to aid the hungry
ROME. — The richest and the
poorest wrestled Friday with ways
to feed 600 million bungry people and
agreed at least on both the urgency
and the complexity of the problem.
Andrew Young, the U.S.* Am-

bassador to the U.S., and President
Julius Nyerere of Tanzania outlined
the problems and some of the
solutions before the World

- Conference on Agrarian Reform and
Rural Development.
Young’s speech reflected the new

American aid commitment to land
reforpi.

' Nyerere, whose nation has one of

the most radical reform
programmes, supported the process
but cautioned that “these things can
never be done painlessly."

The two-week conference Is being
held under the auspices of the UN
Food and Agriculture Organization
here. At a neighbouring building a
number of private groups, many of

them committed to radical action,

are holding parallel sessions, trying
to inspire a more militant course for

the official conference.
Delegates to the U.N. conference

have before them a 28-page draft of
principles and a programme of ac-
tion. The draft was drawn up at a
preparatory meeting and is expected
-to be the. object of sharp debate
before it comes up for final vote at
the end of next week.
Young offered no new American

proposals but placedanewemphasis
on land reform which, undera recent
policy decision, will now be sup-
ported by American bilateral aid
programmes.
"Agrarian reform provides tenure

security to the tiller and his or her
family.” Young said. “Tenure
security determines the extent to

'

which benefits from one's work can
be retained in the longer run. If

serves, furthermore, to stimulate in-

vestment by fhe producer in perma-
nent improvements to the farm
which are necessary to increase
production and productivity.

“We have the audacity to think
that people of the land are the power
of any nation,” Youngsaid. "And we
hope that as we bring together the
power of the people of our lands that
we might provide the peace and
security and prosperity that we all

seek."
Nyerere spoke with candor,

criticizing his own government as he
outlined what both the rich and the
poor must do to achieve agricultural
reform that will bring food security
and development to all people.

“In practically all developing
countries these things require a
revolution in the' present patterns of

government expendituresand of tax-
ation,

1
’ he said. “At present, the

best-intentioned governments, my
own included, too easily move from a
.conviction of the need for rural
development into acting as if the
people had no ideas of their own.
“Freedom is essential to develop-

ment and not just a product of it, but
freedom does not mean, and must
not be allowed to mean, the freedom
of the rich and the clever to exploit
the poor and the Ignorant."
The distribution of land to the

landless is not enough, he said. The
poor must also have access to credit
so that they can obtain Improved
seeds and tools and they must have
knowledge so that farmingcan be ef-

ficient, he added.

Nyerere urged delegates not to
overlook "the industrial and finan-
cial activities of the great
transnational corporations and their
manipulations to increase the
wealth of the already rich at the ex-
pense of the desperately poor."

In the draft declaration of prin-
ciples before the conference, similar
cautions regarding private Invest-
ment in poor nations are expressed
In terms designed to assure that the
poor nations maintain control of
their own resources. One of the
recommendations is for “policy
guidelines for the conduct of
transnational corporations and other
foreign investors."
The Rome declaration group,

sponsor of the alternative con-
ference being held next door, has
gone further, finding “most"- foreign
aid programmes and “virtually all"

private investments harmful to the
kind of agrarian reform Its members
want.
The' alternative conference is be-

ing . sponsored largely by church
groups, most of them' in Europe but
with contributions also from the
World Council of Churches and the
National Council of Churches in the
U.S., according to the financial

statement.
Friday's "critical-forum" was led

by Susan George, author of “How the
Other Half Dies," and Joe Collins of
the Institute of Food and Develop-
ment Policy. The tone of the forum
was sharply critical of multinational
corporations In America and their

operations in developing nations, but
one speaker also attacked the spon-
sors of the so-called green revolu-
tion, asserting that some of the foun-
dations that sponsored the develop-
ment of new miracle grains were
part of a conspiracy to sell more
American fertilizer and pesticides.

(Washington Past New* Service)

Jeannette Ben-Zaken, a waitress and hostess In die Tel Aviv Hilton
Milk andHoney dairy bar receiveda round trip ticket to Rome.from
hotel manager Dieter Huckstein. The price, to the hotel’s outstan-
ding employee, includes a stay at the Borne Hilton and spending
money. Ben-Zaken began working In the Hilton five years ago as an
apprentice waitress. In addition to Hebrew, she speaks French,

English, Italian, Spanish and Arabic and she la learning 'German.

Elbit reports profits up
By. JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Elbit Ltd.’s con-

solidated sales, for the 1978/1978

period, amounted to IL602m. as com-
pared with IL373m. the previous
year. Net after-tax profit for

!

the

year under review stood at lL3i.3m.

in comparison with ILl9.5m. a year
ago.

The gain in sales and profits was
just over 61 per cent and reflected a
real gain when taking inflation into

account.
Elbit has continued its growth,

while pursuing parallel development
of commercial and military markets
and at the same time, seeking a
balance between exports- out of

Israel and sales to local market.

To ensure its future growth the

company this year has spent XL8lm.
In buildingup its marketing capabili-

ty, primarily In Europe, compared
with lL29m. last year. The expen-

diture In rand (net of government
participation) has amounted to

lL47.3m. compared with IL£8.6m.

last year.
Elbit. the computer company In

the Elron group and an affiliate of.

Control Data-USA, is in the midst of

a sizeable expansion programme
both in the Advanced Technology

• Centre in Haifa and in Western
Galilee.

At Technology '79 Elbit exhibited,

for the first time In Israel, a com-
puter which could he contacted
vocally rather than by means of

cards or by tape. Hie computer is a
product of an American company
which perhaps one day will co-
produce the machine In Israel.

Though details are not generally

discussed Elbit is successfully sell-

ing computer control equipment for
Israel's aerospace effort. In the past
year the company went public by
way of a flotation of a share issue on
the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.

Elbit employs 1,600 people. 350 of

them engineers and programmers,
graduates of the Technion and other
institutions of higher learning in.

Israel and abroad.
Elblt’s board of directors has

decided to declare' a stock dividend
of 40 per cent and a cash dividend of

12 per cent on all outstanding share
capital of the company.

New wealth brings new problems

to Paraguay and its leaders

•A

ASUNCION, Paraguay (AP). — An
unprecedented economic boom, oil-

fuelled inflation and a taste of
previously forbidden freedoms are
creating pressures for change In
Paraguay, long a forgotten
backwater of South America.
• The pressure is on the government
of President Alfredo Stroessner, the
67-year-old army general who has
ruled this country , of three million

people with afirmhand for a quarter
of a century. He began a fifth elected
term last year.
The continent's moat durable

leader, Stroessner faces problems
new to Paraguay, a subtropical
agricultural nation of rolling hills,

thick forest and arid scrub in the
heart of southern South America.
Construction of the world’s biggest

hydroelectric project has boosted
the income of workers, once among
the poorest in South America. .

The energy boom's effects can
best be seen In Asuncion, the nation's
capital and largest city with 500,000
inhabitants. Tile-roofed colonial
style buildings are falling to make
way for multiple-story office
buildings of gleaming glass and con-
crete. 'New can, ranging from
Mercedes Benz and BMW to
Volkswagen* and Japanese sub-
compacts. choke narrow downtown
streets.

Unemployment has dropped to
almost nothing. Carpenters, elec-
tricians and other skilled Workers
are in short supply and command
high wages.
But the construction boom has sent

land values skyrocketing, fueling in-

flation. The Inflation, compounded
by rising oil prices, has wiped out
much of the new Income.
Held to 4 or 5 per cent for years,

the cost of living for a working class
family rose 10.5 per cent last year
and Is expected to go up 25 per cent
in 1979. Increases have been higher

for middle and upper income
families.

Many Paraguayans are
frustrated, because much of the new
money remains in the hands of those

.who benefit from older sources of

wealth — agriculture and smuggl-
ing. Charges of official corruption

and bribe-taking are heard more
frequently.

Younger members of the
monolithic Colorado party and the

armed forces, bases of Strogsaner'i

power, are anxious to move up to oc-

cupy positions of power held by the

same people for decades.
A few reforms, granted partly un-

der U.S. pressure for human rights

and freedom of expression, have led

Paraguayans to ask for more.
“The people are living better than

ever, but they are angry over prices

and corruption." said & young office

worker. “And, for the first time, they

have a voice — the press."

Newspapers, oned afraid to offend
the government, have in the last

year become outlets for public dis-

content.

“It is impossible to progress
economically and remain stationary
politically,’* saida recent editorial in

“ABC," the country’s most widely
circulated daily. “It is time for the
politician who. has not understood
that time passes, things change and
desires can't be destroyed, to give
way."

Paraguay's Roman Catholic
bishops called, in a June pastoral
letter, for -urgent solutions for "the
poor administration of justice and
the excessive tolerance observed in

repeated oases of public
transgressions." They also express-
ed concern over growing
“materialistic consumerism”
generated by new wealth.
The government, which often

characterizes criticism as subver-

sion. appears to be trying to contafa
the pressures. Last month It shut
down two newspapers, “UltUn«
Hora" and "La Tribuna,“ for80 day.
for “false and tendentious storie,"

about discontent over rising
prices

and disastrous floods along the
Paraguay River.

- “The plans of extremism, of sub
version and anarchy always will to r

.

in our country because it is th, .

sovereign decision of the people to

live and progress In peace, justice
’

and freedom,” Stroessner said la j
speech last week.

Paraguay’s economic fortune is

based on geographic luck. Wedged
between two energy-hungry . ^
dustrial nations. Brazil and Argen.

Una, the country has struck deals to

build huge hydroelectric projects on

Its Parana River border with both

neighbours.
Already under construction

between Paraguay and Brazil is the

world's biggest hydroelectric pro-

ject, It&lpu. When finished In 1988, It V \\

will have a capacity of 12.6 million -

kilowatts. Under negotiation la j

Yacyreta, a project between
Paraguay and Argentina.

;

Paraguay will pay nothing to build ].

the dams but will get half the power (

produced by each: Since it needs
I

only a fraction for its own use,!
Paraguay will sell most of the •-

remainder back to Its neighbours.-
Itaipu, now employing 40,000

workers. 65 per cent Paraguayan,
has had a profound effect on tlu !

economy since construction began
'

on a large scale in 1976-.

Aii estimated 3600m. in foreign er-

‘

.change will have entered Paraguay
through Itaipu by the end of thjs

year, nearly equalling export ear-

nings over foe past three years aai
•'

more than offsetting effects of

serious drought and flooding on farm
output.

Solel Boneh head says Israelis could

build Negev airfield cheaper than U.S.
Qy MACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Israeli contractors
could build the two airports In the
Negev for 40 per cent less than the
Americana, according to Shraga
Rotman, director-general of Solel

Boneh, the huge contracting com-
pany, which belongs to Hevr&t Ov-
dim, the holding company of the

Hlstadrut.
He was speaking on the occasion of

the publication of the company's 1978
balance sheet and proflt-and-Ioss

statement.
Rotman stressed that he did not

think that Solel Boneh alone could
have handled the huge projects^.
“Butirfil tee; resources of sR other,.

Israrit construction companies were-

-

fully mobilized, we could have built

the two airfields, met the timetables,
and have done all this without im-
pairing the rate of house building In

Israel."
Asked where he got the figure of

“40 to 50 per cent cheaper,“ he said
that he had heard this from Israeli

Defence Ministry circles. He ex-

plained Israel's ability to dp the
work much cheaper' than the
Americans was due to the fact that
“American construction companies -

charge much higher rates than
Israeli. This is the reason why we, as
well as European companies, are ac-
tive in Africa, where the Americans
have priced themselves out of the

field.

“Moreover, It would cost con-,

siderable sums of money to bring
over equipment and men and erect
camps for the latter. We have sent

plenty of men and equipment abroad
in recent years, and we knowhow ex-
pensive this is."

'

. -If In 1978. Solel Boneh carried out
work estimated at ILtfb., this year
1979, the sum would rise to about
IL18.5b., which in real growth would
be about 10 per cent more than in

1978.
- However, the proportion of work
done In Israel and abroad was shif-

ting, due partially to the loss of work
In Iran.

A Solel Boneh bulldozer on the Job.

If in 1978, some IL5.8b. of the work
was in Israel and IL6.2b. abroad, this

year, some ILlOb.. will be in Israel,

and only IL8.5b. abroad.
As for losses in Iran^ no accurate

.
figures were available. Oh one hand,
Solel Boneh had received con-
siderable advances on work It.was
scheduled to -perform. On the other,

it had performed work on projects
for which it had not been paid
(although some was covered by in-

,

surance).'
• Thus; the situation was still

“fluid" when It came to making an
accurate estimate. However, the en-
.tire sum Involved was only “several
tens of millions of Israel pounds.'"
Another change was that Solel

Boneh this year, unlike in former
years, was basing its figures on the
percentage of a project actually ac-
complished. and not waitinguntil the
entire project was finished.

In 1978, the balance sheet of Solel
Boneh stood at IL10,970m., a 52 per
cent growth over IL7,i93m. (These
figures are not deflated to take into
account the approximate 50 per cent
inflationary spiral in 1978.)

However, while in 1977 Solel Bond
paid out about ILim. in cask

dividends, in 1978 the company ww
passing up dividend payments.
As for its profit-and-Ioss state-

ment, the company performed work

valued at ILl0,832m. in 1978, a78 per

cent increase (non-deflated) over

1977.

Profits before tax came to

ILl,041m. in 1978, compared to

EL813m. in 1977, and net profit cane

to IL677m. in 1978 compared to

IL460m. in 1977, that is, ah increaw

of slightly less than 48 per centner

less than inflation.

Part of this is due, Rotman said, to

the fact that the company wrote ofl

as a “bad debt" somelLOJlm. tow
the defunct K3kar Levinaky (central

bus station) project. Another parti*

due to the fact that some of the war*

completed and sold In 1978 had be*

sold at low prices prevailing in

and 1977 when the construction

business was at a.Iow ebb. The com-

pany was then willing to grant to*

prices to keep its men and equip*

merit busy. ,

*

Swiss leftist groups press for

end of numbered bank account
By NORMS WXLLATT

LUGANO. — Left-wingers in
Switzerland are campaigning for an
end fo bank secrecy and the abolition

of the country’s most famous institu-

tion — the numbered account.

Their campaign, unthinkable a few
years ago, has been given enormous
Impetus by a recent banking scandal
that has cost investors more than
3800m.
The crusade is based not on moral

grounds but on the argument, that

Swiss banks have begun to put the in-

terests of foreign clients ahead of

those of the Swiss people.

That pbint was made repeatedly

during the country’s so-called bank-

ing “trial of the century," which.end-

ed in prison sentences this month for

two officials of Credit Suisse, one of

the country's big three banks.
The racket was basically quite

simple. Italian investors (probably

in violation ofItaly’s strict exchange
controls) sent money to the Credit

Suisse branch in Chiasso. The money
was then channelled to a Liechten-

stein holding company called Texon
Flnanzanstalt, which rerouted it to

Italy as “foreign investment.”
- The racket eventually collapsed

because the return on.the Investment
was not enough to cover the high '

rates of interest offered by the-

Chiasso branch to its Italian clients.

At the trial, prosecutor Paolo Ber-
nasconi' said: “The banks have
become states within states, with
their own police and their, own',
justice. They, don't denounce delin-

quencies to the public, authorities,

and that favours crime."
Bemascan! compared Swiss bank

secrecy, and its numbered accounts,
to the Mafia’s code of silence. Swiss
bankers are not used to being.talked

about in that fashion — but Swiss
bankers are hot always what they
used- to be. .

. Hie old image is maintained in the
German-speaking, communities
mainly in Zurich and Basle, where
bankers remain conservative,

sober, discreet and cautious. But In
Italian-speaking areas — like
Chiasso — and in the French-
speaking cities of Geneva and
Lausanne, anew model is on display.

The more senior official drives' a
Jaguar, wears flashy Italian suits,
smokes fat cigars; he toots his horn
to announce his arrival home. The
young procurators affect long hair
and Fu M&nchu moustaches; they
drive Range Rovers; .their children
are brattlsh.

In their striving to display what

their neighbours to the south e*H li.’

heUafigum, they have become
Italian than the Italians. • 1

It is all symbolic of . A
which prosecutor Bernascori
demned, of seeking success by Sw
means and making a big dtopw

when it. has been attained.

It would take more than
,

one
^

,

.

debacle to discourage the inflo**"
v*..,

foreign capital. In fact, all t**j

evidence is that funds
massively moving., in. from '

Italian side of the border, in l ’i-..'

the much stricter penalties

troduced for Illegal currency'6^: t

by the Italian authorities.

Swiss campaign for reform r,

ing is bound to pick up supportM
. /

result of the affair. (OFNS). ...

New TV set can tune in

on satellite programs
TEL AVIV. — The ‘‘next
generation” colour TV set, which la

said to contain refinements and
possibilities offered by no other im-
porting firm in Israel*, la now being
marketed in Israel: Shmuel David-
son, who represents the German
firm. Karting, said yesterday.

'

The set, which sells for ILB5.000 to
IL.70.o6o (depending -on the
customer's ability to bargain, with
the salesman), can be fitted up with
A special antenna at- a future date
which will allow itto trigger tiron TV
shows' being broadcast b, satellites
orbiting above Israel

Moreover, the Korting set. which
has a 26-Inch screen, can also be
plugged la at some future date to a.

centrally located "terminal.
viewer at home can dial to

various pieces of infonnation,

as the day's trading wid
the stock market, the
arrival and departure times «
planes, and so on, .

Davidson admitted that 1 jL
-extra features would not be

for a "few years," but'on the

hand anyone thinking of
colour TV set should take into ^

aiderAlton that other .colour

Available today in Israel.

"out-of-date" in a few year*.

would have to be jettisoned lot

type which Korting was offen^j
So far, he has sold 200 suehs*^

and he la Importing newaw.tt.ftag
rate of-200 a month. . .

S;:
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Dividend announcements inspire price rises
TED AVTV. — ElWt, Argaman and Piryon : flj. 1 O 1 n
yesterday all scoredadvances of 5 percent or rtTnOKQ' /Vr nATlnC? Insurance Issues, on balance, were
more to the wake of favourable dividend an-

M \JU Uvllvlo Yardenia 3L5 scored a 4-8 per cen
nouacementfl. The general atmosphere in the 4-1%n w\ ;

-1 Hasaneh (r) gained nine, and Secuxl

jhare market continued to improve slightly. lilt/ Mld l KrX xSUOFb vmced n 10 ***• However, the Securl

Stock market observers were encaurfLVMt .

• • r v tions were down by 7 per cent to 120.

J\, TEL. AVTV. — Elbit, Argaman and Piryon
-<.

1 vyesterday all scoredadvances of 5 percent or
-

,

,

'>i more to the wake of favourable dividend an-
, !

’i;
. .
uoupcementa. The general atmosphere in the

“

"a x jhare market continued to improve slightly.

y, .
Stock market observers were encouraged

"•!i i'l,y the fact that insurance company
‘iaad industrials joined the commercial bank-
-sector in recording advances.

,

1 r£ The market activity is still shallow. Tur-
v

f
'hoover volume was only a meagre JX.77.lm.

> i Index-linked bonds did not trade yesterday
>" Kgi, the management of the Tel Aviv Stock Ex-

was making yield calculation ad-
VjastmentB. The only sector of the bond

: , fpj&fket to trade was that of foreign currency

-

v.k ;

?
"w, yaked or -denomtaated bonds.
V, The reaction to the excellent dividend-

- . up by 5.9 per cent to 306.
->,? The Piryon option, which is generally con-

...
'

.''ridered vastly overpriced, traded unchanged.
•V - Elbit announced a 12 per cent cash dividend

‘-u C;ajid 40 per cent in bonus shares, and the Elbit

.. ;V[HJ shares were up by 6.4 per cent to 435.

, . The ILfl Elbit shares advanced by 3.4 per

^Closing prices on
16, 1979 Gtoinx Volume Ougt

.

' l

: Ifbaunercfal Banks P**" n.r.om

By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN
. Post Finance Reporter

cent. Argaman, which declared a 10 per cent
cash dividend and a'-ioo per cent bonus share
payment, could not bo bought at an. The.
shares were marked “buyers only” and were
•automatically hiked by the customary 5 per
cent. *

Shemen, which announced a 15 per cent
cash dividend butso bonus shares, wasup by
2.5 per cent.
Advancing shares in the commercial bank

sector were few and far between, though tur-
nover was heavy. IDB, Mizrahi. Hapoalim 50
per cent dividend and General «» ad-
vanced one point Union TUmir Leumi and
F1BI were unchanged.
Mortgage banks were mixed. The largest

mover was Carmel which traded 4.6 per cent
lower.

Insurance issues, on balance, were higher.
Yardenia 3L3 scored a 4.8 per cent gain.
Hasaneh (r) gained nine, and Securitas ad-
vanced 11 to 324. However,' the Securitas op*
tions were down by 7 per cent to 120.

Solel Boneh continued to star in an
.
otherwise mixed real estate .and land
development group. The Solel Boneh shares
were up by 91 for a 6.3 per cent gain to 1531.

Property and Building continued to ease.
.
This has been the case since the announce-
ment of the Margoahei orchard real estate
deal. Mehadrin was on the losing end as It

declined by 55 to 1040.

Industrials moved higher for the second
consecutive session. Electric Wire and.
Cables, perhaps stm reacting .to good finan-
cial results announced a week ago. was
"buyers only.” It advanced by 5 per cent.
Polygon gained 5JJ per cent, but Arad declin-
ed by 5 per cent
Amlasar was down nearly 7 per cent in a

mixed investment company group. Jorad op-
tions 2 were dowd by 9.5 per cent. Clal Real
Estate gained 4.6 per cent
The Israel pound was devalued by seven

agorot. .

desltw VnJumr Ot^r
|irlrr ILI.000

NrohusMan b 883.0 2-Ox n.c.
Elite 398.0 7.0 +5.0

'

Elite opt. 3 183.0 9.0 +2.0
Bills 20V com-, sub. 2 131.0 25.0 D.C.
Arad 319.0 25.0 —8.0
Polsal *‘A“ 832.0 18.0 S.C.
Poljiat "B" 570.0 86.0 n.c.
Poigat opt. 278.0 22.0 D.C.
Polygon 184.0 89.0 +9.C
Rim i 492.0 4.0 n.c.
Rim-

4

370.0

Shemen b 370.0 13.0 +9.0
Taa) r 275.0 39.0 +30.0
Tael b 278.

0

16.0 n.c.
Frytarom 135.0 1.391.0 +5.0
Investment ft Hobbs*
Companies

Elparr sso.o 10.0 n.c.

Elgar b Sto.O 9.0 n.c.

EUern r 730.0 2.0 +13.0

EHero b 7X0.0 _
Amlasar 202.0 21.0 —13.0

Closing prices on jthe Tel Aviv Stock Exchange

b. A Bankholding Co-’b
' r ‘i'.kiXB. pref.;r

‘i tliJJt. pref.

jjMjdh. "B"
-..Al LDJt pref.

'

^JsLD-B. opt. 8

t. .'.Union opt. 8

rcuJ&Mn OP*- *
. .^ftWtoa 18% s.e.

f
"/ 18% s.e. 5

^tecount "A”
3a»bco<mt “A" 0%

r

^jOaaU b
iQzrahl opt. 1

-N'jffcrshl opt. 2

jOxrahi opt. S

Klxrahl opt. 4

Housing Mlg. opt. 1
Bousing Mtg. opt. 2
Tefabot pref . r
Tefabot pnf. b
Tefabot r
'Tefabot b
Merav
Merav opt. I

Specialised Financial.
ImtUottens

Oim'u Vatame Cliany
prlrr ILUMS

85.0 ' ae.
27.0 —4.0
«U) +2.0
80.0 XLO.

8.0 me-
30.0 —A

62.8 n.0. Shilton r 101.0 X0L0 +1.0
107.2 D.C. Shilton b VUJO 140.0 +2JO
1674 n.c. Shilton opt. "A“ 09A 289.0 +1.0
88.8 n.c. SbfitOn opt. “B” 85.3 156.0 +8A
&0 +1.0 ShiHoto 28% deb. 1 78.0 89.0 n.c.

28.0 +Z.0 Shilton 18% deb 2 62J5 . TLO
.
n-e-

110.0 +1.0 - Dtzar L&’toaslya r S27.0 20.0 * n.c.
2044.0 +1.0 Otzar L&’taariya b • 228.0 8.0 1LC.

Ampal
Agriculture "A”
'Ind. Dev. prof. ,

Insurance Csmpuln

Hbrahi 15% s.e. 2 526.0 3.0 +1.0 Azyeh opt.
JOSTBkhl 20% S.C. 4 246.0 100.0 . me. Hasaneh r
lfirrahl 18% s.c. 5 212.0 76.0 n.c. Hasaneh b
Mizrahi 18% b.c. 6 174.0

.
80.0 n.c. Himsoeh opt.

' jQzrahl a.c. 7 151.0 ‘ 182.0 n_c. Phoenix

1

Hapoalim pref. 540.0 1.0 me. Phoenix 5
Hapoalim r 491.0 916.0 n.c. Yardenia 1
Hapoalim b 404.0 77.0 - me. Yardenia 6
Hapoalim opt. 2 - 487.0 1491.0 +1.0 r
Hapoalim opt. 8 970.0 2.0 —10.0 Hahar

b

' Hapoalim opt. 4 966.0 18.0 +1.0 Sahar opt.
- Hapoalim opt. 8 501.0 12.0 me. Sabar 18% deb.

.
Hapoalim opt. 7 482.0 112.0 +8.0 Securitas

_ Hapoalim 10% a.c. l 242.0 267.0 —8.0 Securitas 50% dlv.
'. Hapoalim 18% n.c. 6 490.0 4.0 ' me. Securitas opt
), Hapoalim 18% B-c. 8 215J) . 44.0 me. Zur r

pkeral 18% a.C. 4

Sum! opt. 2

Count! opt. 4
Leuml 18% s.c. 8
Leuml 18% a.c. 7
JLrutnl 18% 8.C. 8

^fcoattonal 8% S.CJL

Banka *

pa‘l Mtg. r
ttart Mtg. b
CenlMtg, opt. 114

Gen’l Mtg. opt. 137

Genl Mtg. 38% deb. 3:

Cknnel r

Carmel b-

Cannel + opt. "A”
Carmel 18% deb. 10

nodi'. & Inv.
Dev. A Mtg. r
Dev. * Mtg. b
Dev. k Mtg. opt 88
Dev. k Mtg. opt OS

Housing Mtg. r
Souring Mtg. b

218.0 n.c.

87.0 ite.

282.0 22.0 mc.-
239j0 6.0 mc-
188.0 20.0 mc.
-442.0 16.0 me. •

•--
r
v +8:0--~

105.5 20.0 • me.
485.0 .75.0 me.

•

816.0 U0.0 —2.0
820JO 126-0 —8.0

590.0 2.0 me.
127.0 12.0 —2.0

16 96.5 22.0 me.
289.0 12.0 me.
810.0 6.0 —18.0.

72.0 18.0 +2.0
05.0 128.0 +.5
805.0 — —
201.0 02.0 me.
204.0 81.0 +1.0

199.0 12.0 me.
96A 16.0 me.

87
94

128.0 12.0 me.
84.0 44.0 +1.0
256.0 - .38.0

298.0 7.0 —2.0

Zur b
Commercial Service*

. ftTJtUtUes
Motor House
Delekr
Delek b
Delek opt 1
Delek 20% deb. 2
Cold' Storage 3 .

Cold Storage 10
CbJd staragort*- “A’’

_

'ColdTStorage
Israel Electric

Lighterage''
Lighterage 5

Lighterage -opt. 2
lighterage deb.

Raped
Kapac 5

lead, Bofldlng,
. Development A Cttrua

Azorim
Azorim opt "A" •

Azorim 20% deb. 3

Africa-Xsrael 3
Afrlca-Iarae! 10
T.LJ1.C. r
LL.D.C. b

T.L.D.G. opt “A"
LUD.C. opt “B"
IXJD.C. 20% deb. 3
Liaxc. 20% deb. 4

Sole! Boneh fc-

Prop, ft Bldg.
Prop, ft Bldg, apt “A"
Prop, ft Bldg. 38% deb. 4
Prop- ft Bldg. 38% deli. 8
Beyride i
Bayeide 8
Xepro
laraa
Mehadrin
LOP. .

Neot Aviv
Fri Or
Raaaco pref.

Rcaaco
On Embritlwt
Oil Bxplo. Paz
Industrial
Urdaa 1

Unfan 5
Drdan opt
KJWtl
ETbit 8
Alliance
Seal
Blco>2A r
ElooMb
Elco opt “A”
Elco 20% deb. 1
Electra 1
Electra 8
Electra opt 2
Electra. 18% deb.
Electra 18% deb. 2
Ebon j

Elron 2
£3ron opt "A**
Argaman pref. r
Argaman pref. b
Argaman r •

Argaman b

Ctealx* V*hnne Chaaze
price tLl.OM

408.0 185.0 —8.0
841.0 18.0 —19.0
SWU) 20.0 me.
800J) 42.0 me.
280.0 4.1 me.
286.0 8.1 —2.0
282-0 68.9 +8.0
562J0 87.4 +1.0
3040JO U -66.0
204

M

A +5.0
440.0 2.0 —6.0
IOMjO 1-8 +10.0

27

M

20.4 —0.0
233.0 9J) +7.0

104J) 401 —2A
440.0 46.0 +34-80

440.0 4.0 me.
206A 60.0 +0J)

4700
2824)

278.0

6804)

2454)

970.0

2814)

J.904) •-
1

.

•2284V
828.0

2874)

158J)
'

90A
4804)

417.0 .

• Ata “B” 354.0 48.0

Ata -C” 106.0 570.0

0-0 +10.0 Ata opt. "A” • 47.5 491.0

100.0 me. Ata opt. 8 77.0 23S.0

9.0 +8.0 Ata 20% deb. 2 80.5 156.0

11.0 +15.0 Dubefcr 909J 6.0

80.0 me. Dubek b 904.0 10.0

Fertilizers 283.0 59.0

48.0 me.

'

Gables r 180.0 b.o.

-.88.0 —4.0 Cables b .
, _ . . 186.0 b.o.

- 25.0--+2:0 . - Haifadiem. . cr . j 152.0 - 12.(W
13JO.: +6.0 .Haifa Chepi. qpfc 2 88.0 18.0

8.0 +28.0 Haifa Ctaem. 20% deb. l ' 80.0 216.

0

20.0 me. Teva r , 380.0 99.0

54.0 me. Tteva b 909.0 —
196-0 +8.0 Teva opt. 850-0 s.q

5.0 —1.0. • Teva deb. 91.0 60.0

14.0 +10J . Lodzla 1 662.0 —
Lodda 4 800.0 13.0

Molett 192.0 46.0

107.0 me. MbUer 840.0 6.0

86.0 n.c. Phoenicia 1 250.0 10.0

80.0 me. Dead Sea 616.0 .'62.0

Am-Isr. Paper 980.0 10.0
Am-lsr. opt. “A” 378.0 80.0

202.0 me. Am-Isr. 20% deb. l 280.0 75.0

85.0 —4.0 Assls S49.0 SL0
7.0 —8.0 Assls 20% deb. 1 230.0 60.0c

78.0 me. Petrochem. 133.0 227.0

U.0 n.c. Petrocbem. opt. “A” 70.3 200.0

01.0 +4.0 Petrochem. 20% deb. 1 78.3 372.0

40.0 +9L0 - Neehushtan r
V

888.0 18.0*

+284)
+144)
+30.0
+104)
+9.0
+7.0
me.
+2.0
+22.0

D.C.

n.c.

a.C.

+0.6
+20.0
+15.0
ax.

+19.0
+194)
+39.0
+19.0
n.c.

+2.0
+A
+1.0
+1.8

n.c.
—8.0

+8.0
+8.8
+8J

a-c.'

n.c.

+A0

AmUaar opt.

Central Trade
lav. ot Pax r
lav. ot Paz b
Wolbon i
Wolfton 20 r
WoUamf 10 b
Ampa

. Disc. Inv. r
Disc. Inv. b
Diae. Inv. opt. "A"
Dlae. Inv. opt. "B”
Diac. Inv. io'+ deb. 72
Dlae. Inv. 18% deb. 130
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 138
Hap’lm Inv. r

Hap*lm Inv. b •

Hap*lm Inv. opt- 1
Hap’lm Inv. 10% deb 3
Leuml Inv.
Jordan Explo.
Jordan Explo. opt
Jordan Explo. opt 2
Jordan Explo. opt. 3
Mizrahi Inv. r
Miwhi Inv. b
Mizrahi 18% deb. 48
Haaauta
Haaauta opt. ‘‘A”
Haaauta 20% deb. l

Export Inv. r
Export Inv. b
Koor lad.
Clal RL Eat.
Cbl Ri. Eat. opt. "A”
Clal RI. Eat. opt UB“
Clal RI. Bat. 20% deb l
dal
Clal Ind.
Clal Ind. s.e. opt
Clal Ind. opt. cert.
Clal Ind. 20% deb. 8
Landeco
Ot Inv.

Oz Inv. 10%, deb.
Pama Inv.
Piryon Inv.
Piryon Inv. opt *
Shares Traded in

Foreign Currency
Adanim
Agricultural pref. “C"
Ind. Dev. prof. “B"
Ind. Dev. pref. **C"
Ind. Dev. "CCT
Ind. Dev. “CQ"
Ind. Dev. **D"
Gazit
Tourist Ind.

Unico “A" r
Unico “A’* b
Furl
Naphtha
Lapldot r
LapJdot b

Most active shares

18.0 —8.0

28.0 +7.0
14.0 —3.0
1.0 +10.0

23.0 +8-0
30.0 +8.0

b.o. +14.0
10.0 n.c.

— +2.0
— + 10.0

3.0 —8.0
0.0 —10.0

22.0 —25.0

1.0 —1.0

— +10.0
0.0 n.c.

0.0 +3.0

9.0 +24.0
2.0 +80.0
1.0 —3B.D

Mferabl gV" .528 V 2044.0m. 7 +1.0
’ IDS - ..470 18004Em.... +1.0
Hapoalim 80% dlv. 487 1491.0 +1.0
Vabunes 1A7.79 15.7.79
Shares traded ILT7.1m. IL84.4m.
Convertible*: ILBAm IL8.6m.
Bonds: N.A. IL58J1H.
General share index down 0.04 to I2&89

AbbrrriaUeo*:
a o. — elleraonly
b.o. — buyer* only

d — without dividend

e — ' without coupon

K — wllhoirt bonus
a — without rights

n.c — ooehange
r — registered

b — beater
pref. — preferred
opl — option
conv. — - convertible

a.c. • — subordlncled capita! notes

Tbe+e stock price* are unofficial.

Bank of Israel
.

representative

foreign exchange

rates— July 16

COMPTROLLER I RESERVISTS I False alarm shuts Japan nuclear plant

. of, .Currency
UJ. dollar

British sterling
German mark
Preach franc
Dutch guilder
Swiss franc
AmUali krone

. Norwegian krone
'Danish krone
Brniinh mark
Canadian dollar
Australian dollar
South African rand
Belgian franc (10)
Austrian schilling (10)
kalian lire (3,000)
Japanese yen (100)

Jordanian dinar
Lebanese Ura

28.0889
57.2391

14.0941

8.0389
12.7887

15.6383

6.0847

6.0886

4.8988

8.6577
22.0998

28.8749

30.3012
8.7847

39.1849
31.2198

11.8004
84.46

7.91

' FOREIGN CURRENCY
16.7.79

Yesterday'* foreign exchange
+ate» against the brad pwmt

far 03. dollar transactions under 88990,

and transactions tn ether currencies

Under tbe equivalent of $689.

Selling Buying
UA4 1

DM ’

Swiss Pr.

SterWflg .

PrenchPr.

'

DotehPl.
Austrian Sch.
Swedish Kr.
Danish Kr.
Norwegian Kr.
WaalahM.
Canadians
Rand
AostraUanS
Belgian Fr. ( 10)

•

*«i (100)

RslianUre (1000)

28.8100

14.1930

16.8472

57.8858

8.0700

32.8888
1.9275

6.0945

4.9231

5.1229

8.6898

22.2289

50.8332

29.0088

8.8389

134778
31.3989

96.6300

14.0940

15.5380
57.3880

6.0278

12,7990

3.9341

0.0039

4.8868

6.0773
0.6183

22.0738

80.3303

28.8530

8.7854

21.7948

31.1703

Interbank London
RATES;

1)44
8wiwPr.

.
Belgium Fr.
Swedish Kr.
«enehFr.
BsnUbKr,
Dutch PI.
DM
kalian Lire

-Norwegian Kr.
“cn
Gold Price: *390

2-2348/35
1.0490/00

3943/25
4.2345/05

4.2510/30
64440/53
2.0030/30
1.8180/90

822-00/20

3.0475/85
217-25/35

.60/90

j

FORWARD RAT^S:
t' .. lew. in***. .•

fj* SACf-SZ Z.219S.M4 9.3088/070

[

™ * . 1UW1M 1.S9R/000
Pf. 4 -l.SJtt-SW 1,8100*120 1.8181/912

(Continued from page 1)

Financing Bill was passed on August
1, 2978. The elections took place on
November 7. 1978, and the bill was
amended for the first time on
November 15, a week before the

mayoralty run offs. In order to reim-

burse the parties for tbe second

round.
The next amendment came in

February — three months after the

election — when the parties voted
themselves another IL55 million in

state funds. The bill also raised

retroactively the ceiling of non-state

funds they could use. And it released

to the parties immediately the 15 per
cent of their state financingthatwas
supposed to be withheld untU the

state comptroller Issued &
favourable report.

Last week came a third (but not

necessarily the last) amendment in

which the ceiling on non-state funds

was raised once again.

In the past, Knesset and local elec-

tions were always held on the same
,

day, and the parties divided up their

single campaign allocation as they

saw fit. But because of the early dis-

solution of the Eighth Knesset, the

elections to the Ninth Knesset were
advanced to May 1977. The local

elections were held at the regular

time, la November 1978.

Total state financing of the local

elections (to date) has been es-

timated at Hi20Om. Another bill,
;

which would allocate another IL5m. 1

to tbe parties, passed Its first

reading last week.
Taking all the retroactive legisla-

!

tion Into account, Nebenzohl found i

that all lists affiliated with the 11 I

parties represented to the Knesset

kept their expenditure within the

limits laid down in the law . and sub-

mitted their accounts for inspection.

They received a favourable report.

A favourable report was also given

to 269 local lists. But two lists, which

did not receive state financing, were

faulted for exceeding the maximum
expenditure permitted. They are:

“Lem&'an Herzliya” and "Temura
Ufituah” to Kiryat Shmona.
Twenty-nine other local lists aid

not even submit their accounts. Of

these 11 received no state financing,

so there is no financial sanction. The

remaining ones forfeit 15 per cent of

their allocation.

BOOK FOND. — A new fund for the

acquisition of books relating to the

Holocaust and the social psychology

of contemporary Jewry has been

created at the Hebrew University of

Jerusalem In memory of the late

Alex Majer of Belgium.

(Continued from page 1)

sentence from the present chief of.

staff. Labour leader Shimon Peres
said that Mapam's Idea ot giving

defence ministers powers of remis-
sion. to place of chiefs of staff, was
ill-advised because of the possibility

of political pressure, and political

criticism against a minister’s
decisions, albeit taken to good faith.

A former chief of staff. Haim Bar-
Lev. said be was against tbe
Shamgar recommendation to put a
legal expert at tbe head of the

supreme military court of appeals.
There should be a battle-tested com-
mander, be said. In civil justice,

Bar-Lev said, the pardon in the case
of Yehoshua Benslon proved
something about the way remissions
were carried out.

Ora Namir, chairman of the
Education Committee, which was
addressed by Rav-Aluf Bitan last,

week, said she could not understand
why the chief of staff had spoken of

Knesset members In such tones of

hatred.
Amos Hadar noted that the sub-

committee of the Knesset Foreign
Affairs and -Defence Committee
dealing with military legislation was
maimed on behalf of the Alignment
by Yosef Sarid, and suggested that

8arid was both unrepresentative of

the Alignment and lacking In legal

understanding- However. Hadarts
proposal fell on deaf ears.

On the subject of alleged
favouritism todeHnquent officers, as

opposed to delinquent other ranks, to

respect of remissions of sentence,

the Likud’s Gustav Badlan yester-

day tabled a parliamentary question

to Weizman, to which he complained

that the chief of staff, the army
Spokesman, and the military
prosecutors office were confusing

the public. Their statements follow-

ed an Israel TV programme alleging

that officers get five-fold tbenumber
of remissions which other ranks get.

Badlan wrote that the army
spokesman's reply claimed that

three soldiers got remission for

every officer who got remission.

However, the ratio of officers to

other ranks to the 3DF 1b one to 15. he
noted, which bears out the Israel TV
allegation exactly. If that were not

the case. Badlan said, perhaps of-

ficers are convicted five times as

often as other ranks. The., army
spokesman should not have conceal-

ed the breakdown of convictions as

between officers and other ranks,

Badlan complained, and he should

not have published an explanation to

the public, which clouds more than it

clarifies, so causing harm to the

IDF.

TOKYO (AP). — Japan’s largest
nuclear power plant shut down
automatically over the weekend
when an alarm signalled a cooling
system malfunction, It was reported
yesterday.

Officials of the Kansal Electric Co.
said the shutdown of tbe plant.

located in Fukui, southwestern
Japan, was traced to a minor elec-

trical circuit problem that developed
on Saturday.
They said a blown fuse to circuits

’of a ventilation meter triggered a
false signal that a reactor cooling
pump had stopped.

PRICE EARNINGS RATIO
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN, Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The price earnings ratio is one of the key tools used by
securities analysts in comparing the price development of shares. The
P/E ratio is theTelationshJp between the price of a given share and the

earnings per. share, expressed as a multiple.

Listed below are the average P/E ratios for the major sectors of
trading on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange. Also listed are the shares
whose P/E ratios are below the group average.

Average Shares whose P/E ratio

P/E ratio belowtbe average

Commercial Banks 10.8 UnionBank 7.7

Mortgage Banks

Services and Insurance

Industry

10.8 UnionBank 7.7

IDB 8.7

FIBI 10.3

7.3 General Mortgage 0.3

Dev. and Mortgage ' 6.8

5.5 Cold Storage 3.9

Delek 3.1

Hasaneh 3.4

Sahar 4.2

12.3 Ordan Z0.3

AEPlM 11.5

Assis ' 5.0

Ain 3.3

Dubek 6.0

Electra 6.1

Lodzia 7.5

Rim 5.5

Taal 7.1

Polgat 6.6

Recent activity of the share market has centred on.the shares of the

country’s commercial banka. Of the four bank shares surveyed below-all

of them showed up with gains that have exceeded the gain in the con-
sumer price index but only two outdid the gain to the rate of the dollar.

The figures below show the price gain from the beginning of the year

and until 12.7.79.

Bank Leumi . +19.4

Bank Hapoalim +35.1 C-O-L index + 23.0

IDB +31.9 Rise in

United Mizrahi +53,1 U,S. dollar +34.0

Tel Aviv bank seeks

English Typist (f)
Working hours: 7.30 a.m. — 3.30 p.m.

Please apply to No. 324, P.O.B. 7095, Tel Aviv.

Representative

bond prices

4% Gov't development
Group 1. Yield:

Price Change

3027
I30J2

4002 I Ri

Groups. Yield:
—

Group 8. Yield:

Group 22. Yield:
—

Group 24. Yield:
— •

31)0 —
3115 —
4% Gov't (80% C-o-L)

Group 42. Yield: —
3201 * —
32% —

Group 44. Yield: —
3210 • —
3213 —
8% Gov't (80% C-o-L)

Croup 52. Yield: —
3501 —
3384 —
7?g Gov't 180% Co-L)

Group 42. Yield: —
3522 —
3828 —

Croup 04. Yield: —
332S —
3833 —

Croup 88. Yield: —
3334 —
3841 —
6A% Defence loan

Croup 1. Yield: ~
73 i Ayin Hetai —

I 80 iPehi —
Group 3. Yield: —

31 »Peh Alepb) —
90 (Trad!) —
202 iReah Bet: —
a: iNun Alephv “
70 (Ayfn) —
Gov't double-option United
2001 —
ail —
2022 —
Defence loan SO
9 iTetl —
44 tMcai Dale!) —
Bond* 100% linked to

foreign currency
V~ lzr. Electric Corp. "B1 775.0 +0
5r ‘- Dead Sea Work* >761-0 +a®
8.5% Gov't 8026 °-

Bond* 70% linked to .

foreln. currency
8003 166.0 —4
Dollar denominated bond*
7 Unico W O —9
7C1 Gen'l Mtg. 43 931 ~tJ

Hollla 15 **.7 +0
Hollis 20 ®4-®

Hollis 28 86 0 n-

6.3% Wolfson *4A n.

7% Tefahot 10

7% Qal Investment 2 *** n -

8. Fr. denominated bonds
6% Bank Yaad 38 107-* +0
Si', Mhnunlm a 107-6 +1
5% Menlv 8 108.2 +1

l The yield reflect* tbe difference brtweec the

"theoretical" value of bond* — based on the date

cf Issue and current C-o-L. Indexes plus sc-

ciar.ult*.?5 Interest — and tbe actual market
price Is based on tbe assumption Ibsl future C-

c-L index Increases will be sere. A negative yield

indicates bonds sold at a premium, a positive

figure bands sold st a discount)

(These prlres are unofficial)

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - July 16

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
835.06 up 1»53

Volume t 26,056,000

Allied Chrmlrat 35VI

ASA 88«i +*
Amer l*r Paper Mill* 3!* —Vi
Ave,. S2\ +*
Horlnx 40% +%
HurrHughs 80S +%
Hmntrr Ufc PX.
Hell ft Unwell 18% +%
Hally 42*b +14
Bauseh ft Umb 40 Vj —

1

Control Data 417* +*»
Curtis Wright 1BV* +%i
Dow Chemical 29S —

S

Eastman Kodak S4^» — V4

Etz Lavud 6*« —4
Ford 41 n.c.

Fairchild Camera 31Tk +%
General Dynamic* 13\ n.c.

Gulf ft Western 1SS —

^

Holiday Inn* 191k —

V

Houston oil — —
Honeywell Inc 8®H + %
Hilton 29\* —

S

IBM 794 +*
Lockheed 21H +%
Ulton »>H +**
LTV 9\ +*
McDonnell Douglas *0S —4b
Merrill Lynch 177* H.C.

MGM W*
Motorola 43** lt.C.

NCR +>
Nat on SB 48H +1VI

National Semiconductor S9 '*

Occidental Petroleum MS +H
Penn Central 19*4 +V
Pan American 0*k — S
Polaroid U +3S
RCA 34% +V
Revlon 48% +*i
Raytheon *9 —
Scar* 1»* ».c

Sperry Rand 48% +*l

Syntax 38% +4j

American Tel ft Tel 8T% +k
Telex 4% +\i

Teicdyne 180

Tyce Lab. 32 +!
United Airline* 24% —Vi
United Carbide 39 n.c

UV Ind. 22% —
*i

Western Union 21% n.c

Weslinghouse 30 n.c

U.S. Steel 21% s.e

Xerox 01% n.c

Zenith 12% +*
Exxon 53% n.c

’(Listed on tbe Amerfcsa Block Exchange)

(These stock prices are nuofllcta))
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ISRAEL DISCOUNTBANK lWt
Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.30 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.—7 p.m. — 223111

Dollar takes a new ‘Beating

after Carter’s energy talk
LONDON (AP). — The world’s
money and gold markets didn't like

President Jimmy Carter’s Sunday
night energy speech. Gold sailed to
new aU-time highs yesterday, and
the dollar took a trouncing in London
and other European centres.
Gold bullion rocketed to Its highest

price in history — S292.875 a troy
Gurtcfc at the close of trading to
Zurich, Europe's biggest gold
market.
The London closing price was also

a record — 8292.75, just down from a
record afternoon '‘fixing’’ price of

8292.80.

In Lbndon, the pound gained two
cents against the dollar to reach its

highest level since June 1975. The
pound finished the day at ‘82.2452

from 82.2255 Jate last Friday.
Reactions to Carter’s speech in-

cluded the London “Evening Stan-
dard’s” comment that it was “long
on rhetoric but short on detail,’* and
a Frankfurt money dealer's view
that “the Fed will have to support

Motorola reports

bigger earnings
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Sales of Motorola
Ltd., whose headquarters are in the
U.S. but which has plants to 16 other
countries, reached 82.2j9xn. in .1978,

compared to $l,&53m. the previous
year, according to Robert Galvin,
chairzn&n of the board of the con-
cern. which employes 58,000 persons
around the world.
(Tbe sales and earnings of all the

branches are lumped together, thus
there are uo separate figures
presented for Israel.)

Profits In 1978 stood at $125m., &
considerable increase over the.
*8i06m. the previous year, and ear-

nings per share were 84.04 to 1978
• 83.46 in 1977). with the book value of
shares in 197S being 828.49 ($25.47 In
1977).

The return on average 'invested
capital (stockholders equity plus
long and short-term debt net of
short-term investments) was 12.3

per cent last year compared to 11.8

per cent in the previous year.

APARTMENT FOR SALE
IN HERZLIYA

_ 3 1* rooms + telephone.
$63,000. Appointments:

Mm. Rowtlinda Frid at the Hotel
Adiv, Tel Aviv. Tel. 229141/4. Room
416, 9 a.m.— 12 noon only.

Rent a car
The economical way

50% Reduction
on daily rate

Call at any of our offices

•Irnualrm

:

374 Jaffa St.. Tel. 243307/8. 222534“ Wng David S’... Tel. 234405
Tel Aviv:
112 Hayarkon St. Tel. 287253/4

Carter on this one.” meaning the
U.S. Federal Reserve will have to

step up intervention on foreign ex-
changes to halt the dollar's slide;

In Tokyo, where banks close as
Europe's business day begins, the
dollar was up and down before clos-

ing at 217.70 yen. little changed from
217.75 last Friday.
The general reaction was scep-

ticism about Carter's ability to carry
out his energy-saving plans, and
there was criticism that he failed to

mention nuclear power or relax gas-
oline price controls. "

“There is a continued lack of con-
fidence in what Carter is trying to

do, mostly because of the lack of con-
trol he has over his population and
whether anyone will accept his
measures,” said a London bullion
dealer.

“It's bard to say what else he could
have done,” commented a Frankfurt
hanker, "but there are questions
about his ability to push through the
stated programme and about con-
gressional obstacles to certain
features.”
The new record price of gold,

traditional haven for investors wan-
ting to protect their assets from
wobbling currencies and high infla-

tion, left dealers to no doubt that the
metal would soon break through the
8300-an-ounce barrier.
The previous record bullion price

was 8293.375 during London trading
on July 9. The metal had closed at
$257,625 to Zurich last Friday, and
$287.50 in London.
A month ago. gold was selling for

8280.00, and at tbe start of the year ft

was at $225.20.

FOR SALE
IN NETANYA

3 rooms, fully furnished $70,000

3 rooms, sea view, 8100,000

3 rooms, new, immediate
occupancy 845,000

“FALOQI?"
14 Kikar Haatxma'at,

Netasya
Tel. 653-38498. 053-39360

Luxury Area, North Tel Aviv

PRIVATE HOUSE
EL 4,400,000

TeL 03-441389

Thin nrtrcrtLwmcnt iron published
- hint Fridny in fJnlnnh Hnknjul srr-

lion of thin paper. Imuirrrlcntly the

irroHij Ivirphone number ic««
prinled. ffi* nineerely rcgrvfany fu-

<'ci»)»vim’urr vi lined.

Rubin Academy of Music
in Jerusalem

presents

Prof. DANIEL FERRO

of the JuiUiard School

Master classes in voice for per-
formers and auditors.

Dates: Wednesday. July 18
between 4.00 and 6.30 p.m.
Thursday. July 19 between 5.00
and 7.30 p.m.
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Ankara and after
THE BLOODY revels in the Turkish capital are nowended, and
the Palestinian terrorists can rightly chalk up another success
for their cause.
True, the four “Eagles of the Palestinian Revolution” who

had held the Egyptian Embassy in Ankara for 45 hours wound
up having their wings clipped. Their childish demands oh both
Turkey and Egypt were not accepted.
Turkey would not sever its relations with Egypt, and Egypt

would not scrap its peace treaty with Israel, nor would it release
two Palestinian terrorists serving life sentences tn Egypt.
Then, too, the four gunmen will now have to stand trial in

Ankara for the murder of two Turkish police guards, and for the
death of an Egyptian diplomat.
However, if the past is any indication, they will survive the

ordeal without any great hardship. They will use the courtroom
as a forum to air their familiar war-cries against Zionism and
imperialism — just as they did, through loudspeakers generous-,
ly supplied by the Turkish authorities, on exiting from the em-
bassy building following their surrender.
Whatever prison terms they receive, they will not, in all

likelihood, serve them long. The kindly Turkish government,
eager to reaffirm its sympathy for the Palestinian people,
should find it possible to release them quietly soon after. -That is

the general expectation.
So the "Eagles” will be allowed to fly the coop and seek some

"other victims for their murderous beaks.
At his press conference on Sunday Turkey's Premier Ecevit

credited his own unbending. stand for the bloodless ending of the
embassy incident. He then proceeded to fall over himself in
lavishing praise on Yasser Arafat for the role played by his

' delegation in persuading the four terrorists to surrender.
It Is understood that the PLO's reward for this magnanimous

act would be the opening of its office in Ankara earlier than
scheduled.
T

t
he FLO is, of course, the parent organization of the

‘Eagles.” It may be politic for the FLO to disown, for the occa-
sion, ..this tiny affiliate of the -Syrian supported Sa'eka, and
assume the role of pacifier and mediator. The tactic has been
used many times before. It allows the FLO to reap the benefits
of terrorist action yet claim full credit for moderation.

. This hypocritical ploy is not too difficult to see through. For a
few hours earlier this week the Egyptian media, enraged by the
embassy takeover, ripped it apart. The Egyptian government
was advised to follow Israel’s lead in handling the terrorists.

Soon after, though, Egypt's press, obviously responding to

suggestions from above, shifted its attack from the PLO to
Syria.
Now there is no question that Syria is involved in the Ankara

outrage up to its neck. But the primary responsibility is

nevertheless Arafat’s. However clean the hill of health Mr.'
Kreisky and Mr. Brandt may grant the PLO chief, his basic
criminality will not wash away.

It stands out with most remarkable clarity in an interview
with him published in the July issue of the Arab-owned London
monthly, “The Middle East."
“The Israelis," said Arafat, “brag about their historical

rights because they had once set up a state in Palestine: How
long did it last? No more than 70 years. How long will they stay
in our country? 70 years? Already 30 have passed."
The accuracy of the prognosis will no doubt match the ac-

curacy of the historical account. But the genocidal intent is

plain enough to make a mockery, of the charitable inter-

pretations of the Palestinian terrorist causenow so fashionable

In the self-deluding West.

Carter on the offensive
PRESIDENT Carter's long awaited energy pronouncements
came as a bugle-call to the American people, heralding the start
of the battle to emancipate the world from dependence on what
is in fact the cheapest energy source, petroleum.
The commodity would have got dearer bit by bit In the course

of time, as the more accessible wells become depleted.. The in-

ternational community would have adapted gradually as prices
rose. But the Inter-governmental cartel called OPEC
engineered in 1973 a sudden and radical price change, without
giving time for the development of alternative resources or

. technology. The choice now facing the industrialized countries
is between drastic measures of reorganisation and economic
slump.
Mr. Carter intends to restrain oil consumption in his country,

but he did not say bow. Factories will not use coal if oil is

cheaper. It is impossible to sidetrack this dilemma. The plans
announced In Israel for reducing oil consumption miss the
target because they evade the basic issue, which is price.
Putting up oil prices is unpopular, in the U.S. as it is in Israel,

because “rationing by the purse" is inequitable. Unfortunately
there is no other way of saving oil.

Closing petrol stations over the week-end or establishing ear-
less days do not save fuel. Such measures conform to the classic
but eaucratic tradition: they cause a maximum of time-wasting
inconvenience, while achieving a mlnimun of tangible results.
The proper answer is to make petrol more expensive— and to

keep public transport cheap.
The only subsidy in Israel today which is justified up to the hilt

is the subsidies to bus cooperatives. The revolution needed is a
shift from the car to the bus. The Cabinet should set its sights on
making It costlier to go by car, and more pleasant and practical
to -use public transport.
The one resource that Israel does have in plenty is sunshine.

The boost which Carter offers to research in solar energy opens,
-possibilities that can be beneficial to a country so lacking in

fuois. Israel should place her scientists at the disposal of
the American crash programme, to assist the common cause of
.harnessing t.he sun.

fXeOfiT:SURPLUSES & GRADE «B»
op j$umMer wear
WomenX men's and children's shirts

fromlight cotton velour,

gun dresses, skirts and hostess gowns

from fine cotton& velour knits.

Sale at the plant: 26, Homa Umigdai St.

(behind fiet-Lancia, Hamasger St., Tel-Aviv)

from 8 aju. to 5 p.m.

“It Can’t Happen in America!”
Are you really so positive?

Visit The Museum of the
Potential Holocaust

SI Usslshkin Street, Jerusalem
Guided Tours and Lecture at 2.SQFJtI.

3.30P.M., 4.30P.M. 5.30P.M.

and Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 8.00 p.m.
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CONSIDERATIONS
ONAUTONOMY

In the final analysis, autonomy is a political problem rather
than a legal or technical one, and it will only be solved when
the parties involved perceive a political advantage in solv-

ing it, writes DANIEL J. ELAZAR.
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MUCH OF THE discussion regar-
ding the proposed autonomy for
Judea, Samaria and Gaza has
revolved around whether it should
fall on persons or territories.' In fact,

its success depends upon how it com-
bines the governance of peoples and
territories, for there cannot he
governance of one without the other.

It is clear that the emphasis in the
autonomy will be on people, but it

will be necessary to govern .those
peoples in their territories. At the
very least, for the foreseeable
future, there will be clearly separate
Arab and Jewish cities and villages.
Thus it will not only be possible but

probably necessary to link par-
ticularlocal Jurisdictions either with
the Arab-oriented autonomy or with-

the Jewiah dominated State of
Israel. This, indeed, is the direction
In which things have developed in-

formally since 1967.

In local government matters, Arab
municipalities and villages already
have almost complete self-rule.

Israeli settlements began with inter-

nal self-rule and have recently been
organized into regional councils or
have been given more clear-cut
municipal status under Israeli lawso
that they can formally exercise
those self-same powers.
The Importance of these local

organs should not be minimized. In
an age and region where the focus
tends to be on national governmemts
and international relations, it is far
too easy to minimise the importance
of local self-government.
Jews with good historical

memories will know how the local

Jewish community became the focal

point for Jewish self-government
and the maintenance ofa Jewish cor-

porate identity throughout the long
years of the exile in very meaningful
ways. Similarly, It can truthfully be
said that the Palestinian Arabs have
never enjoyed so much self-
government as they have since 1967
under the Israeli policy of maximiz-
ing local Self-rule through Arab
municipalities.
This is not to suggest that the

Palestinian Arabs would be satisfied

with a simple continuation of that
arrangement. There are certain
areas of self-government that are
closed to them, some of which are
substantively important and others
symbolically necessary. Be tha{ as it

may, the possibilities of building an
appropriate combination for gover-
ning people with some local
territorial base is a real one that
offers many advantages.
Beyond that, there is the question

of supra-local organization. The
original Begin autonomy plan
referred to a single administrative
council for the Palestinian Arab peo-
ple. Others in Israel thought that it

might be best to organize supra-local

institutions on a regional basis.
In the end, the Egyptians

themselves Indicated that they
preferred to begin to negotiate
autonomy for the Gaza region, given
the reluctance of the Palestinians to

come into the negotiations, thereby
making the regional approach de
facto the one to be tried first.

such a state developed as a result of

autonomy, it is likely to develop

whatever Israel does — it will even-

tuate because the overwhelming
pressures of the Arab states, plus the

rest of the world, will prove irresisti-

ble.

ba

WHATEVER the final
arrangements, there is enough ex-
perience throughout the .world and,
for that matter, hi the territories
themselves, with regard to the
mechanisms for .autonomy to
develop proper substitutions for Its
ImpIpmPntnHrm
For example, all the tools are

available and much has already
been done to establish a legal basis
for an arrangement In which people
take precedence over territory in
determining legally who belongs
where. There are nearly 100 models
of diversity of jurisdiction
arrangements, mixed governments,
powerssharing and the like presently
in operation around the world from
which to draw — in addition to the
highly significant and, ultimately,
most important fact that there are 12
years of experience behind us of de
facto autonomy in the territories.

The problems that are often
presented as the most difficult can,
in fact, be overcome technically
without any particular inven-
tiveness.

More important by far are the
political barriers to implementing
autonomy. For in the last analysis it

is a political problem, not a legal or
technical one. As a political
problem. It can only be solved when
the parties perceive a political ad-
vantage In solving it.

WHAT DOES autonomy offer the
various parties In the long run?
Needless to say, this is the crucial
test and the plan’s most useful con-
tribution to creating movement
toward a full and comprehensive
settlement.. It is here that the
differences between the territorial

compromise approach and . the
autonomy plan become most ap-
parent.
hi the case of the former, the first

step is also the final one; that is, a
refusal to agree upon a territorial

compromise offers no possibility for
going any. further . while. agreement
requites ' a decision on 'the. final
territorial arrangement now. In the
case of the autonomy plan, a “no"
would also close the doors to move-
ment, while a "yea" does not require
a final solution immediately but,
rather, creates a framework for a
movement that could lead in any
number of directions. Take what is

far Israel the worst-possible case —
the creation of a Palestinian state. If

Under such circumstances,
autonomy could provide a basis lor
learning to live together in such a
way that a Palestinian state would
be neutralized as a threat and adopt
a more pacific approach to co-
existence. Moreover, sufficient
linkages between the two states
could be developed and In-
stitutionalized to provide greater
security for Israel even with this

worst-possible scenario.
On the other hand, take the worst-

possible case from the Palestinian
Arabs’ perspective; namely full ab-
sorption of the territories into Israel.

Even under such circumstances, ab-
sorption could only take place in a
way that continued the autonomy
framework as long as the Arabs
wanted it, thereby securing their

status as an entity no matter what.
In essence. If autonomyworks at all,

it could prevent excessive damage to
either side In either ofthe worst-case
situations.

More than that, however,
autonomy offers the possibility of

building towards cases which may
be mutually satisfactory to all par-
ties, even if they offer less to any one
of them than they would prefer. One
such possibility is a renewed linkage
with the Arab state on the east bank
of the Jordan— either Jordan as it is

presently constituted (which is

already a Palestinian state
demographlcally) or a Palestinian-
dominated state east of the river,

which is likely to be the case in the
long run.
Such a linkage could take the form

of a re-partition, with arrangements
for a common market and other

forms of mutual control over func-

tions of mutual concern, or a con-,
Rnmiwiimi of shared rifle over the-

terrltories by a Jewish and an Arab-
state, each of which preserves ex-

clusive rule within its core territory.

With or without the East Bank con-

nection, some form of confederation
or economic community might
develop, linking the Palestinian and
Israeli polities in lasting, yet limited,
ways. Each of these options. In a
numtyar of variations, remainsopen,

so that tfie plan is a very flexible-one
that allows the development of a
peace process and a process of ac-
commodation rather than foreclos-

ing options at the outset.

What we have confronting us Is an
attempt to come to grips with a
situation in which two energetic
peoples with certain fundamental In-

terests that are diametrically op-

posed, are fated to share the same
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land. Somehow they must find suf-

ficient common interest upon which
to build a basis for a settlement. To
say that this mayseem well-nigh tin-

possible is not enough.

IN THE LANGUAGE of contem-
porary international relations, there

'

are' both symmetrical and
asymmetrical elements in the
relationship between Israel and the
Palestinians.
Increasingly, tbe Palestinians are

becoming tbe Jews of tbe Arab
world. Their diaspora is spread
throughout that world and in-

creasingly plays the kind of role

within each of the Arab states that

the Jewish diaspora communities
have traditionally played in the’

Christian and Moslem worlds.
In both cases, the peoples,

wherever they live, look to their

original homeland aa a focal point in

their Uvea, even If they do not intend
to live there, and are willing to supp-
ly it with resources and to exert

political and other forms ofinfluence

as necessary to protect or secure
what they perceive to be their
homeland’s interests.

' These symmetries are becoming
widely recognized. At the same time,

they should not obscure the
asymmetrical aspects of the
relationship. The Palestinian Arabs
remain Arabs; that Is to say. their

relationship to the Arab world la one
of kinship, even If It is a kinship that

souiettmes' 4a,-lessorecognized in
practical- policy -Bettersethan the
Palestinians would Uke.
Whatever their difficulties outside

Palestine, they have a score of other
Arab states which share the same
language, religion, and culture.

They even have a state — Jordan —
which has always been considered a
part of their claimed homeland and
in which they form a demographic
majority.

The Jews, on the other hmd/fe
have a more widespread dtaq*q&
which feels at home In other parish
the world, hut as Jews they -hot
only one possibility for a-homnB^
in which their own language.
religion, culture and ways forra tte

'

basis of ita society and -pbl£$.
Moreover, no one has tried to eriw-
minate the Palestinians. £
The Jews have not only undergone

centuries of persecution, at than
bordering on extermination,

: 1^t

came close to being extermfnate^
our own time and have been Subject

to further extermination effbrtaty

their immediate neighbours. .-.Jr i

Finally, the- Palestinian Arabi

:

may indeed be on the way tobeo#-
ing a separate people as Wefliiti !

separate "public" — a group-.egth

long-term shared interestJ —
the Arab world. It is too eamlp
determine whether that is *"***frflm
case. The Jews, oh tbe otfcejMjgp,
are the most ancient of peop)eaKaiik- :

tion whose history stretches SsqK|b ;

the early eons of dvlfisat^^ttd
which has tenaciously preaeryffife
peoplehood and ita national ldennfr
under the most adverse condkbm -

for thousands of years.
: j /

Both the symmetries- and*
asymmetries muat.be taken
Blderation as a. relationship^
developed and the peace prqcCto&
vanced. This process is not a rifilffir

of one round of. >fegottattdn^g|||i

final decision at thte pcfot~lref||ffi

be Initiated. -'

The autonomy
risks and perhaps precU|ty^&tMC
it Is so risky, offers a realopportuni-
ty to make that beginning..

Professor- Elazdr, OfBar-Ila*
University, is president of tht

Jerusalem Institute for Federal

.
Studies. This article represents a

summary of his remarks Ot the ISO

Paterson Conference on 'iBMwrrtpB
Peoples and Territories v .
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READERS' LETTERS

THE JERUSALEM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
To theEditor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — The Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra refused- to play In the
presence ot your Yohan'&n Boehm
(July 10 1 in view of the latter’s

criticism of the orchestra’s
scurrilous behaviour in * connection
with the opening of the Jerusalem
Spring Festival.

. By the same logic, the orchestra
should have refused to appear before
the Jerusalem public which, I believe,
firmly and fully endorses Mr.
Boehm’s,opinion. Instead of defen-
ding its case In your columns in
answer to Mr. Boehm, as is

customary in a free democracy, the
orchestra, by its boycott, attempts to

suppress a free press. I hope that,

not only The Jerusalem Post, but the
entire Israeli press will react accor-
dingly by forgetting the existence of
the J.S.O. for the time being.
While some may consider the

whole affair as a storm in a teacup, it

seems to me most serious, par-
ticularly^ the absence of any public
reaction' by the Broadcasting
Authority, which maintains the
orchestra out of the taxpayers*
money.

. DR. KURT CRUNWALD
Jerusalem.

DRIVING LICENCES FOR NEW IMMIGRANTS
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Iam surely not the firstnew
immigrant to be stopped by a
policeman for speeding in Israel, but
there maybe some uniqueness in the

fact that, since receiving that ticket

with a very stiff fine, I have been
stopped another three times for
various offences in a period of six
months.
This may seem to be merely a

reflection of poor driving habits ;
yet

I must come to my own defence by
stating that, for twelve years, I

drove in and around New York City
without a single violation.

I have come up with the following

explanation of why my driving

habits, which were satisfactory in
the U.S. are causing traffic
violations here In Israel: I simply
do not know what tbe local traffic
regulations are. 1 was given an
Israeli licence automatically upon
presentation of myAmerican licence
without any testing ofmy knowledge
of traffic signs and regulations
specific, to Israel.
Perhaps immigrants should be

granted ' licences only upon
successful completion of a theory
test. The traffic department could at
least reduce violations by providing
olim with a' pamphlet explaining
Israeli traffic signs and rules.

FIMA DAN
Netanya.

PROVOCATIVE BEHAVIOUR

•i^jSALE
To theEditor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — We refer to Carol Kolman’s
letter of June 29, "persecution is a
crime.” about excesses perpetrated

by the ultra-Orthodox.

Persecution Is always wrong:
sometimes the problem Is to decide
who is the persecutor and who the

persecutee. While1 stoning cars is In-

defensible, so is wanton provocation.

On her own admission Ms. Kolman
chose to go shopping in Geula dress-

ed irf a style she knew would be ob-

jectionable to the locals.

We are broad-minded folk: for all

we care, Ms. Kolman is welcome to
perambulate in her bikini, if she
wishes. But we would not dream of

invading one of the few remaining
enclaves where Inhabitants cherish
what they see as traditional Jewish
values, dressed in a way calculated
to offend their susceptibilities.

If Ms. Kolman were a Gentile
tourist, we would offer her our
sincere and unreserved apologies.
For a Jewess to act as she did is not
merely discourteous asnd incon-
siderate: it is highly offensive and
provocative.

EDDIE AND JANE FOX
Jerusalem.

THE ABORTION
ISSUE

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir, — I have been reading your

reports on the abortion amendment
proposed by Agudat Israel, which
would repeal the previously enacted
amendment allowing abortions for
“social reasons.” I have noticed also
that only the religious parties have
initiated this abortion amendment
campaign, and I understand that its

repeal is a condition ef the present
government’s coalition agreement.
We tn the Diaspora, especially in

North America, are at a loss to ex-
plain to contributors and friends of
Israel wby this la described in your
paper and other news media as a
"religious issue.” While the religious
parties have been guilty In the past
of using politics to promote their own
views of religion in tbe State of

Israel, they should nonetheless be
applauded and supported when they
campaign for a universal issue that
the other parties b&ve obviously fail-

ed to do, and thereby have failed in

their own obUgatipns to the needs of

the public and the good of the coun-
try. .

’

With Israel crying to its brothers
in the Diaspora, for immigration;,
with thousands of Israelis leaving
their homeland for the greener
pastures of the United States and
Canada — Is Israel so overcrowded
and destitute that it is able to allow

unborn citizens, soldiers and leaders

to be aborted at tbe will of the weak-
willed or incompetent mother? Abor-
tions for "social reaons” may be a
valid argument in India or China,

but certainly hot in underpopulated

and aliya-starved Israel. It is hardly

a "religious" issue in our opinion. In
fact, we commend' the religious par-*

ties for finally endeavouring to fight

for an issue that we see as primarily

of national Interest and only inciden-

tally of religious nature.
DR. SIDNEY SANDERS

Jewish Community Centre

London, Ontario.

THANK YOU ALL!
To theEditor ofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir, — I am very sorry that I can-

not answer the hundreds of letters I

received and thank. In a more in-

dividual way. all those who sup-
ported my family in Israel and me
during the nine long years of my im-
prisonment, as well as ah thdhe-who'
struggled for my release and con-
gratulated me after it.

Thank you from tbe bottomof pj
heart. -

I hope that the struggle win go«
and my friends whom I had to tone

behind in prison, Anatoli
Shcharansky -and -Joafpt

Mendelevich, and. the others sill

follow. me.
HILLELBUTMW

Tel Aviv.
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PENFROBNDS
TEE CHIN (17) , of 5921 4th Avenue.
Brooklyn. N.Y. 11220. would like to

correspond with Israelis betweenthe
ages of 16 and 21. She is interested in

fashion designing, sewing, and
sports.
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NOW ON SALE

NEW BAIIANTiNE

PAPERBACKS

rjB
cSa SALE!

I

FIGHTER
The Battle of Britain Records 59op

* JACKIE oh:
_ Kitty Kelley

with Photographs by

Ron Galella

DISCO*CLASSICAL*

BM&l SOSES

sole distributor |»

USteimatzky’s L

toooo PAPERBACKS l|2 PRICE I

|

We also exchange paperbacks!

tamnun
STEEL DOOR
AT 1/4PRICE

We’ll change your front door to
'a steel door by Installing an ar.
moured steel plate. Choice of
beautiful nut shades.

pays
to

S;--. V
*6

'bTNi-.

v;-: v

hurry

TEL-AVIV 33 ALLEIUBy St. T«L 296656

Ramat Gan. Tel. 03-794136,

801028
Haifa, Tel. 04-737341-

Visitany of the iwanir houses: Tel-Aviv: 129 Dizengoff jSt (8am to 7pml

.. Men's Boutique "IWANIR. 31 “ 31 Allenby St -
. %

(8am to 1pm; 4pm to 7pm). £
Hilton Hotel (8am to 11pm}.

Haifa: Dan Carmel Hotel (8am to 1 1pm)’ *


